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and from the words recorded in Luke 5: 36,
I was pleased to see how faithfully he dealt
with certain pagan practices still prevalent
among native Christians.
~ But Kamala's pastoral gift has cheered us
much. He has been of much service to the

missionary by his diligent, loving Ihbors inthe homes of the church members at Balasore. And it is very pleasing to see that
the brethren and sisters have confidence in

him ‘and regard him as their true friend.
The church voted unanimously requesfing
his ordination, and I hope

neither

‘brother

have

a

remembrance

responsible for tite payment.
2. Ifa person orders his jeper discontinued, he
must pay all arre gages, or the“publisher may con:

prayers.

tinue to send it until

Conference was the examination

whole amount,

whet

paymentis made, and collect thé

er the paper is taken

from the

they nor

‘we are deceived in his fithess for the great
work of preaching salvation.
e ordination ' took place directly after
the conference sermon on Sabbath morning,
by Bro. Hallam.
Msahes offered the ordaining prayer. Bro. Allen, of the Eng.
Bap. Mission, delivered the charge, your
correspondent extended: to the candidate
the right hand of fellowship, and the pastor of the Patna church made a shag
address to the Christians present.
Let

Another interesting

feature

in

your

of the late
of several

offise or not.

3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
ost-office, or
newspapers and periodicals -from the
removing
and leaving them uncalled
or, is prima

and having, Ler of sound, have heard his voice and un-

effected an organization, they are doing all
they can to make it efiicient and useful.
While doors are opening on every “hand to

The #Horning Star.

was licensed

daughters.

The barr¢d and

Solomon, a member of the Balasore church,

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

31, 1871.

‘men gave of their
‘

Oh, let not thoughts of sullen hue,

The hearts that were in union wh:
But question straight, and answewitrue,

mission
conversion

Vernacular
gratifying to
these young:

and call to

the ministry.
Purna,the one who received
license, came to us more than a year ago,

and hearty approval comes up from more
or less of the democratic press and leaders.

“Misslon Field.
tl

‘| It is a most grateful result - of a manly and

*

AFRICA.

marked

improvement.

Special

mention

might be made of Kamala’s essay on—*‘The
Duty of the Missionaries to the ~Native
Preachers”;

that

of

Mahes

on—*‘ More

the meeting from which

turned.

we

have just re-

From first to last it was cheering,

and we all felt it good to be there.
The
presence of Bro. I. Allen of Birbhum, and

two of his native preachers,

did much to

make the season more enjoyable.
cheerfully acted as Bro. Smith's

Bro. A.
substitute,

he being hardly strong enougK for work,
and gave us an excellent English discourse
on Sabbath evening in the mission bungalow.
“And the ample hospitality of ou
Patna friends made our week’s stay ther

part of pettifogging lawyers,

A French Republic:

J

' men is John Moran; of

———

Dr.

Holland,

in Scribner's Monthly,

ex-

presses his serious distrust of the spirit animating the French people, and sees very

little -#

encourage the hope that a true,

strong and influential republic will very
soon take the place of an extinct empire.
He finds the chief peril in the essential irreligion that ..vitiates their character and |
leaves their life without a proper balance
wheel. He says: ~
“|
There can be no republic where" there is
faith neither in God nor man,
The leaders

of the French people are almost uniformly
infidels and atheists, who recognize only a
single omnipresent, omnipotent fact, namely, universal selfishness. -On this they rely ;

in this they thoroughly believe;

by this

they direct theiraction. They believe that
every man would gladly .stand upon his
brother's neck -to reach to power.
They
have no more faith in women than in men;
and this fact is recognized and pronounced

One of these

Stoughton,

who, after his erime, took

to

Mass.,

the

woods,

ness the recent ‘imprisonment of ‘¢ servants

has ever accomplished

But the prince wishes his subjects to

be

much

among

civilized and Christianized, and they also are

eager for it. Beliving that native effort alone,
skill and desperation, that it was feared he can accomplish that end, the prince is now examevery branch of our commereisl, industrial
could never be taken alive; and it was only | ining
and scientific life, with the hope of obtaining pla-

hid, threatened, and

showed

after he had suffered

sadly

hunger

and wounds, that

such daring,

‘from cold and

he was

secured

and lodged in prisonto await his trial. He
is convicted of murder in the second degree. He is not. likely to be turned loose
again upon the community.—The other is
the case of Foster, who

lately

killed a fel-

low passenger in a New York street car.
After exhausting every expedient, through
several-days of sharp practice, in the effort
to get a jury without brains or conscience,
the counsel for the defense went to trial,
putting in all sorts of evidence, and employing the usual pleas which are offered in
behalf of drunken villains, and heard, at
the end, a verdigt from that same jury pro-

nouncing their client guilty of murder in
the first degree. = It is a relief to Know that
justice has some chances

in the

New York

throughout the structure and machineryof courts.
their social life. One of the most striking «4 . THE VICE-PRESIDENT’S ILLNESS.

comments upon their character is their re¢bellion, upon the first opportunity that. presents itself, against all the restraints, appointments; and officers- of religion. — Wit-

cumstances,

the Bassas.

the Senate early in the week, wis suddenly
vertigo.

He

was caught as he was falling, and carried to

hi§ room near by, where he lay for two or
of a person called Géd!” They violate
‘three days in a dangerous condition. The
churches, desecrate altars, imprison priests,
danger of fatal paralysis was very immiinvade and disperse religious houses, and
nent. During the last few days he has been
do it all in the sacred name of liberty.
steadily rallying, and has now partially reThat the form of religion which they thus
covered. The news stirred a profound reinsult has had much to do in making them
what they are, there canbeno question; gret and sympathy throughout the country,
but the fact shows that they not only have and the feeling of relief and gratitude at
no faith in the Roman Catholic representa- the more favorable reports of his condition

intelligent young

Africans
to come here,

home ;=in his own . words—*“to.

teach my people what God has done for the
Christian nations, and what he wants
to do in
Africa.”
Recently, he visited the great com-

mercial warehouses

in New York.

When itis =

considered that he had never before seen horselocomotives, railroads, paved streets, ma
ery, etc., his amazement may he more easily
imagined

than described.

As he attempts to de-

scribe his feelings, his ecstasy amounts almost to
frenzy. Speaking,of his ascent on the elevator
in Stewart’s store, he exclaimed, “Why! it wag
floating up on wings!” Of the horse cars and
throng of vehicles, he said: ‘Itis a miracle,~a

miracle, and nobody gets killed!” Of the rushing locomotive and railroad train,he said : “What.
man can do when God directs!” and in reviewing them all,he said : “Surely the doors ofheaven
have been opened, and God has poured down all
head can’t think enough, my
enough, my
heart is too full.

from the Eng. Bap. Mission, north of us.
He became a Christian a few years ago at

9

E]

My

the wisdom and-all the light on this nation!
this!”

‘Vice-President Colfax, while presiding in
and severely attacked with

ces for

learn, and go

eyes can’t see
God does all

Says the Springfield Republican from

which the foregoing is taken, “Heis "man of
sound education, excellent judgment, exceeding

modesty, and very pleasing as a speaker.”

°

Several mission stations in Western Africa are ..
“prospering. “At Buxley, nine hopeful converts

have

been baptized.

The

church and Sabbath

_school, though under the immediate influence of
heathenism, are in a prosperous state. Nine conversions are reported at Virginia station, and
eleven at Carysburg.
The church at Greenville
now numbers 77, of whom 17 were baptized last
year. A new church of 40 members has been
established at Lexington, a station ten miles in:
terior.

Mr. Gibson

writes,

under

date of Marshall,

Dec. 22, 1870: “The native Africans everywhere
seem anxious to hear the gospel, but the great
cry is for schools, and I believe that schools will

tion of Christianity, but they have no faith shows how fully the American people have
ig any Christianity, and no faith in God him- taken him into their confidence and hearts.
be productive of greatgood, . . Godis carry
The rain-blue wreaths that arch the dell,
Dhaka, felt called to preach, and spent a ‘very agreeable indeed. The October term ke
CASE OF THE TRIBUNE'S REPORTERS.
Contrast the action and feeling of
ing on a work ofsgrace among us and several
And sweep the mountain’s glassy sides,
of
the
Conference
will
be
held
at
Santipore.
little time in Mr. Pearce’s theological class
these men with that of the American peoThe proceedings in the U. S. Senate, while have been brought to bear testimony to the truth
Would élay its glory did they dwell
Sy
re
at Calcutta, He is a superior man intellectple
during
the
late
civil
war
in
this
country.
trying
to compel the gentlemen who sent that ‘with his stripes they are healed’ Ethiopia
" Forever on the darkened sides.
oobi
ually, and thus far manifests a commendaThe moment the two sections found them- the Treaty to the New York Tribune to is indeed stretching forth her hands to God.”
But sunbeams come, and breezes blow
ble interest in his work.
44
Vg
Little
Fellows.
selves
engaged in a struggle, both became state where they obtained the copy of it, and
The sluggish folds to snowy shapes,
INDIA.
—
Jacob's case is one of more than ordinaintensely religious.
There
were
more the long and pompous and feeble talks |Till leaves and dew-wet flowerets glow of the Teloogoo mission writes
Timpany
Mr.
ry. interest, He has had strong religious
On all the green and glistening capes.
The keenest eyes see but little of 4 prayers than oathson camp and battle-fleld ; about maintaining the dignity of that body, from Ramapatam, Dec 6, 1870,for the Miss. Magconvictidns from childhood, and speaks handiwork of God. Every drop of wa
nd all over the discordant States there was have been anything but creditable to the azine, as follows: “Last week I fully expected
And so, when friendship scatters pride,
with gréat emotion of his. father’s exempla- teems with life. You can notyquench yo
¢ ~~ How gaily heart to heart awakes,
ragfresh interest in Christian truth and m leaders. The gentlemen in question prompt= 100 to come in and be baptized; only thrée were
Like two fair sails that fogs divide,
ry life. He was baptized about the close of thirst, -even with the purest water, without Christian institutions.
The difference in ly exonerated every member and. officer buried with the Lord. Instead.of receiving what
When suddenly the sunshine breaks.
1865, and has, since that time, been a conswallowing + scores of puny lives. The material for a republic offered respectively of the Senate from treachery and complic- T expected, I got news of the unjust imprisonsistent and efficient. member of the Midna- ocean is stirred by the huge leviathan, who by France and America can be seep in noth- ity in the matter, but refused to compromise ment of some of my Christians, and us a conse.
|
pore
churth.
Rarely have I seen such maketh it to boil like a pot. And therein, ing more plainly than in this, that when-the their honor or throw away their privileges quence many who have believed and would have
Missionary Correspondence.
been baptized are for a time kept back. ’Tis the
faithfulness on the part of a young disciple. also, in myriad varieties, «are the lesser’ former is in trouble she rebels. madly as reporters by divulging the secret. Their
He fears for his kingdom, and,
devil's work.
He has been a ‘teacher in * our Sabbath forms of life, running down to the animal- against every religious restraint, and every- consequent imprisonment for contempt li- as of old, tries to hold it up by tormenting the. MIDNAPORE, INDIA, March, 28, 1871.
‘school for three years or more,
and the cule, so small that one hundred and fifty thing associated with rehgious restraint; onized them, and reicted strongly against saints of the Most High. But satan’s kingdom is
The chief event of the month has been
past year Ass't Supt.
Fortwo years he millions of them weigh less than a grain!
and that when the latter comes to trial her their pompous accusers andjudges.
The falling,—falling to rise no more. I believe that a
our semi-annual Conference at Patna. This
in the end will come out of this
has served us well as church clerk, and
first
thought
is
to
fall
upon
her
knees,
or
deThe atmosphere is full of life, and the
Senate was greatly mortified and plagued greater blessing
the
began on Friday’ morning, the 17th, and
if it had fiot occurred.
than
trouble
wherever work was wanted, he was ready dry land swarms with animals of unwrit- vote herself with fresh consecration to re- with the case. It was aig and intracta- the past two months, 20 have been During
baptized,—
closed on Wednseday P. M., the 22d, and
to do all in his power to help.
Inheriting ten names and unknown orders, crawling, ligious duty.
ble elephant which it had got on its hands; among them some men of great promise. One
was throughout.a session of more than ormuch of his father’s meekness
and gentle- burrowing, creeping, boring, leaping, runthe
public laughed and sneered at its bar- was a priest, who, unasked, delivered up to me
dinary interest and encouragement. All of ness of disposition, Jacob has often been of
ning, hopping and flying creatures. Out of
gain
.and its embarrassing awkwardness ; his heathen gods. The trouble mentioned above
our missionary: company, save one, were
Sailing
by
a
Star.
occasioned by the Christian villagers of Konservice on church committees for the ad- sight and beyond the hearing of men are
and not a little indignation-was mixed with was
in attendance, and all of the native preachdiahpallum refusing to eat. things sacrificed to.
justment of differences between brethren. innumerable living things. They inhabit
ers, besides othér delegates and visitors.
The assurance of some skeptics, who the general ridicule which it could not es- idols, and their efforts to build a school-house.”
Feeling inclined to accompany the preachThe more it neglected its proper
Mr. Clough writes thus from Ongole, Jan. 27,
It was feared that Bro. Smith could not ers to the bazar, we encouraged his doing the air we breathe, the water we drink, the boast that they once believed the Bible, but cape.
food we eat. They move and have their have now got beyond all that, and are fol- business to ventilate its temper, the more 1871: “During the year just closed we have bap‘come, owing to recent illness; but, by the so, and for three yeaps past hé has done
being in swebts and sours—in the toughest
lowing new and greater light, is very fairly was it plagued and pelted. How to get tized, upon profession of faith in Jesus, 443; and
"divine blessing, he so far recovered as to
since Jan. 1, 67 others, fifty miles north-west of’
good service as a lay preacher.
For this flint as well as in the mellow pulp of the
render the change to Patna both agreeable fe has received no compensation, but sup- peach—in blossoms and fruits, in buds and illustrated by the story of .the Hibernian rid of its torment decently,and escape open Ongole. The number is not ¥o large as we exhumiliation,
was
the
problem.
Its
solution
“and beneficial ; so that, after the meeting, ported himself as before, by work in the leaves, in reots and branches, in the bodies sailor, who was left one night in. charge of
pected one year ago4 yet this is a goodly number,
we left him fast regaining Lis strength and Printing Office. I have felt for some time of animals:—verily, in our own human bod- the helm, with dirgctions from the captain had not been reached at the time of our «and we ought to be thankful. I trust we are, :
®
Our church now numbers nearly 1200 members,
to keep his eye on a certain star, and steer writing.
in a fair way to resume his regular work at that the Lord was calling’ Jacob te preach,
ies are tiny tenants—populous colonies of litNerour
In
villages,
and
towns
160
in
live
who
the vessel toward it; which he promised
THE HORRORS OF PARIS.
Balasore soon. The serious illness of any
and have watched his developement with tle inhabitants, dwelling and moving in our
| mal school the past year.were
53 students,—37
faithfully to do. = |
one of our number makes us truly anxious,
The
Parisian
insurgents are mastered, men,16 women. Should any say that missionaries
grateful interest.
Nor was I.at all sur- flesh, all too minute to be seen or compreThe captain went below, and fell asleep ; but they. go down amid the conflagration are idle, please invite them,in my name, to come
I assure you, for we are few and far from
prised the other day when he - came in, of hended.
after a while he awoke, went on deck, and and ruins of what was most noticeable in over to Ongole and go with me on a preaching
the home churches; but when the sick one
Life is-everywhere: Little lives are —enhis own-accord, to-speak of his-earnest-deTECOVers we are perhaps the more grateful.
found the vessel sailing in a course exactly the most magnificent of cities. On Sunday, tour. During the past year I made eight or nine
sire to devote himselfto the ministry of the veloped within Jarge lives. Other little
With this ‘single exception, so far as I
opposite to that in which he had directbd the 21st, an unguarded breach was discow- such tours from one to four weeks in length.
word. Ihave not listened to such an ex- lives are free and isolated independencies:
In Dec., accompanied by Mr. Laurin, I Visited
the helmsman to steer.
|
know, all of your missionaries in this field
ered in the walls, and the Versaillist forces
perience in India as'he related. There was We recently looked through a microscope
are in usual health, and able to prosecute
‘¢ What's all this mean, Patrick ?”
. rushed in. The insurgents suffered a ‘panic, the villages on the north of Ongole, Cumbune; =
etc. The Lord was with us. We were abgent |
in the office of Sanford C. Hill, Egq., the
¢¢ Faith, captain, ye must pick me out and 75,000 troops were inside the walls be. twenty-eight days, held many meetings, encourtheir labors. And the past cold season lias surely the true ring to it. =~ We hope to see
Jacob become a strong man and a useful almanac maker ‘of East Liverpool, Ohio,
been an unusually busy time withus. I
another star, for I've sailed by that one
| fore any effectual resistance was offered. aged many Christians and baptized 147 converts.”
_hope good has been done by the Wide-sprend minister of the Gospel. In a money point and examined a drop of raii water. In
Just so, many have turned their back on Since then, fighting of a most brutal, bloody
The Madna 4nission, under. the patronage of
of
view,
it
might
be
better
for
him
to
retain
that single dropwe counted near a hundred
publication of the Gospel.
God, and heaven, and light, and peace, and and desperate character has been incessant, +4he American Board, has met with a great loss
{ his post in the Printing Office, but he is not | playful little creatures, apparently as large
Horace 8. Taylor, who
An interesting feature of the Patna meetthihk they have sailed by all the revelations with a steady and decisive gain on the part in the removal of Rev.
disposed to confer with flesh and blood. | as the common house fly, frolicking and
ing was the ordination of Kamala Naika,a
of God, and want some one to pick them out of the government forces. Most of the po- "died last February.. An article in the May number of the Miss. Herald states that ,—“In the
S.
preacher belonging to the Balasore church. He will, for the three months to come, &t- frisking about as merrily as minnows in a another star.
sitions taken by the insurgents have been Mandapasalia station he had gathered from the
meadow
brook
!
:
:
tend
the
Biblical
class
here,
and
devote
He is the fifth native brother who has been
captured and will be held. Thousands of heathen into Christian congregations about eighThen we reached a book from the shelf
ordained in the niission. The first was the himselfto preparatory studies, while he conprisoners have been taken, most of the teen hundred souls, nearly three hundred of
~
Events
ofthe
‘Week.
and
detected
a
speck
of,
white
inseet.
hurrytinues
to
support
himself
in
the
main
as
beloved Rama, of whom your readers have
whom are communicants, he:had organized nine
Communist leaders. are killed, wounded or
ing off at a double-quick to hide behind a
village churches; and was looking forward to:
heard much. - The second was Mahes, who heretofore.
prisoners,
and
the
insurrection
is
nearly
RATIFICATION
oF
THE
TREATY.
the time when all these churches would be supwere grain of dust; for we had opened on him
is with us still, working on with true zeal %“ The cases of Hiram and Solomon
Thé Washington treaty was ratified by stamped out. If not wholly» dead, it is plied with faithful native pastors.”
and devotion.
The third was Silas, now not so clear as Jacob's; still they were rec- by surprise. . "The little fellow was retreatgasping in its last agony.
But ge ruin
The Miss. Magazine for May has an item which
stationed at Patna. ~The fourth, Bhikari, ommended to work on, and await the lead- ing rapidly ; the shaking of a book leaf, or the U. S. Senate Wednesday evening, by
wrought is astounding. Details are want- states that, in India, a hundred thousand boys
even
for
as
much
of
a
leaf
to
tremble
as
a
vote
of
50
to
12,
all
proposed
amending
of
providence.
They
were
both
conwas summoned from labor to. reward in
to make the record clear.
But it is and thirty thousand -girls attend school where
1868, about the time of Bro. Miller's death. verted while connected with the Balasore would hold a single letter, was to him a ments having been rejected. The English ing
certain
that
the
destruction
of
the
Column the Bible is especially taught. - Twenty-five
commotion
equal
to
a
hundred
earthquakes.
commissioners
had
sailed
for
home
during
school
under
Bro.
Miller.
The
immediate
Kamala came to us about seventeen years
Vendome
was
the
beginning
of
a
savage missionary societies converge their labors upon
ago, from the village of Lakhanath, net occasion of Hiram's awakening was the But we pursued him, excited as he was, un- the same afternoon, so that they must wait
this point. ‘Who ¢an doubt thé future regenera» ten miles from Patna, He has been a li- sudden death ofa schoolmate, who was bit~ til we chased him on a bar of: polished till they arrive at Queenstown forthe for- snd insane vandalism. The Tuileries, the tion of Andia?
centiate preacher for- several years, and ten by a rat, The rat passed Hiram, and brass, and, by a grand stratagem, drove mal announcement of whose character they Louvre, the Luxembourg, the Hotel de
ROME.
had no doubt, and which’ went promptly Ville, the Palais Royal, Notre Dame, and
given us great satisfaction.
Though ac- others who sat by the door, and bit the un- him into an intrenchment onthe bar.
that the gitesof the seat of the great Pafortunate
‘boy
sleeping
within.
This
event
He was smaller than the dot of an ¢ in your across the séa by eable. The consideration other chief and magnificent monuments of palNowhierarchy
“quainted with the Bengali, he is more at
are open for the admission of the
French
art
and
history
hdve
been
partially:
+ home in his native Oriya, and his dis- brought to'his mind very vividly Gods pocket Bible. But we pressed him into our of the treaty by the British Parliament is
truth, it is pot strange that the different organior
wholly,
destroyed.
When
the
insurgents
zations of the-Protestant church should rush to
courses never fail to interest the people. mercy towards:him, and led . him to repent service, a prisoner in his house of brass, and postponed to the middle of June; but as
Particularly in the bazar does he show his and believe. I hope that both of these ‘snugly covered him by a glass slide, until most of the leading organs of political sen- found that they could hot hold: these struct- the deliverance of its people from their long censtrength, and bring into full, free play all young men may soon find their way into we reviewed him b®neath the microseope. timent in England have already expressed ures and treasures of art, they fired them turies of degradation. Last October, the Waldensian church commenced its labors in Rome,
the gifts and graces.
of natural eloquence the ministry. When our number of for- His prison was less roomy tifan the eye of a their substantial approval of its provisions, in the use of petroleum shells, and so de- establishing religious services in a hall leased for
stroyed
in
a
day
the
choicest
products
of
eign
laborers
is
so
reduced,
-it
is
cause
Yor
fine cambric needle, yet under the miero- there seems little room for doubt that it will
- with which he is endowed.
In the remarkcenturies.
A general confl
ation has at five years, It supports as its missionary, Rev.
emphatically endorsed times seemed almost certain, ‘Paris is black, Mr, Ribetti, an able minister who is now preach~
able ease of his delivery anfl the intonation devout gratitude that these native youths scope, his liberties,as well as his body, were be promptly and
of spirited passages he strikingly resem- are coming forward to engage in the work greatly enlarged. That creature, to the both by Parliament and the people.. There bloody and desglate; her boulevards are ing to increasing ‘audiences. The Free Italian
"bles Rama, with whom he ‘used to travel of preaching to their pagan countrymen.
naked eye so small, was now - apparently as ‘has been considerable opposition shownto | blocked by barricades, bristling ‘with can- church has also its hall, where Signor Gavazzi is
preaching to crowded audiences, every second
and work years ago, In the chapel pulpit | Another cheering feature of “our Patna large ad a beg, and white as” snow, with it in-the Dominion of Canada, but that fact noh and piled with the dead ; hex houses now
evening. The British and Foreign Bible Society =
and her opulation
wailing,
with
resound
Kamala's discourses have not ‘been so uni- Conference was the increased interest man- limbs of perfect symmetry and proportion. will not probably have much weight in seems to have relapsed into barbarism. has a Depository here, where 80 long the word
formly good as in the bazar, for he seems ifested i woman's work. Our missionary We were affected by his efforts tp be free. England. Gen. Butler wrote a long letter She has supped full of horrors; and the world of God has been forbidden, and also the Italian
less-at home here than in the noisy discus- “and native sisters deserve. great credit for He hurried from side to side of his prison- of hostile criticism upon it to Senator Ames, looks upon the, terrible carnival ragiging, Religious Tract Society and. the Scottish National
e Society. . The latter, last year, employed om
sions of the public street. During the past pressing into such worthy prominence, in house, and tried to force. the walls apart! but seemed to - convince almost nobody; shocked Jn ned and bewildered.
seventeen to twenty colporters in Rome and ot!
fully
can
we
before
days
few
a
wait
must
and
the
few
hostile
developments
that
have
i ee years, however, he has made very the face of peculiarly stubborn obstacles, Through his clear, transparent flesh could
the precise facts. | They are assuredly ports of Btaly. The two Baptist Missionaries laknow
shown
themselves
in
‘other
"quarters
have:
mendable’ improvement’ 5] chapel the work which God has for woman to do, be séen the beatings of “his heart and the
The government is cer- boring in Rome have already been noticed in our
terrible enough.
/ bin
¢At the school conv ntion in. and which. he is calling her to do among | ‘purple veins of his “blood: His movements hardly lessened the very general batisfac- tainly viétorious, but the full price of its vic- ‘missionary column. These and other laborers
Rever- tory and the gxtent of the mischiefs wrought work in harmony, holding occasional meetings
"December last, his sermon from the words, the heathen of India.
Now, at every one were restless and pitiful as those of a newly tion of our people over the result.
Lhd
for consultation and engouragement,
dy
Johnson
strongly
praises.
the
treaty by its foe are yet to be learned.
—*“ A friend that sticketh closer than a of our Conferences, the - sisters hold a se- .caged bird. If we could by some Boge
“And clear them with a sunny heart.

[

in the

school there. It was very
listen to the account which

. Reconciliation.

oo

and” teacher

it would

have been a plaintive cry for liberty.

bolted “doors

of hindreds of pagan homes
have been
burst open, and the eager inmates welcome
the missionary teacher.
Thank God for
the wonderful change, and also for the
heart he grants’ his servants here to make
the most of the new position.
The prejuce against womeh going out into the vil-7
lages to work, of which I wite a year ago,
has, I am thankful to say, nearly died out
among us.
In concluding this letter, I may speak of
still another cheering feature of the late
Conference. It was this, +The" literary
parts were well sustained and indicated decided progress. The native preachers did
Their essays,
better than ever before.
sketches of sepmons and journals all showed

for a year, ac-

foreman in our Printing Office. The others are Hiram, son of Silas,- and second
master in Santipore normal school, and

doubtless

* How wonderful are the works of the Al- « statesman-like negotiation.
Jacob Von Brun, the son x the reigning
‘TWO MURDERERS CONVICTED,
the homes of the Hindus and Mebammedans, mighty’ Hand! In wisdom he hath made
king of the Grand Bassa country adjoining Li~
In spite of all attempts to defeat and de- beria, is now on a visit to this country. This
our sisters are nobly answering the call for then ‘all. - How vast the lessons brought
teachers, The school-girls are being train- ‘to our minds by the telescope, from worlds lay justice, ‘twb) men, whose crimes have Prince, the only genuine &cion of African royalstirred the public mind very deeply, have ity, it is said, that ever visited this land, is not
ed for service, and the \ married. women of afar, and by the microscope, from marvels
been
found guilty by the juries’ that were only a governor r of little Bassa, but also its only
so
near;
that
to
the
naked
eye
they
are
all
the native Christian communities are being
made up with great difficulty, and at the preacher of the gospel, interpreter.of languages
S.
taught to help on the good work. Itisa glo- ‘unseen.
and teacher of the young. No white influence,
endof all sorts of cavils and follies on the on account of the climate, language and other cirrious day for India's benighted sons and

blessed to give than to receive”; Simeon’s
cording to the request of the Midnapore sketch from Eph. 4: 8,” and Caleb's . from
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
It does one good to see
church.
Three others were recomended to Rom. 18:12.
#3 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
these
native
brethren
feel the importance of
improve their gift, and, while: engaged in
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
&& We send no books out to be sold on commistheir present employment, to do the work studying to show themselves approved unsion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
of lay preachers, waiting the openings of to God, workmen that need not be asham—
‘| providence. One of these three is Jacob, ed, rightly dividing the word of truth.
~~
| son of Rama, our first native-preacher; now I have thus tried to give you an idea of
One of them

derstood his language,

en
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brother "—gave Snmistakable evidence of
close thinking, and was well received.
The other day it was my privilege to hear
him again. It wasin th® Balasore pulpit,
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bath day to keep it holy. » For in six days
J the Lord

‘tive to the binding nature of the fourth commandment, 1 am satisfied-and well pleased.

heaven

and

earth, the sea

nican the seventh day of the week, then the

whgle

passage

is illogical “and without

distinction

whjch

he makes between

Bat in Deut. 5:15,

“we

find that an additional inducement for keep.ing this day was set before the Israelites.”
True, but what then? Did this reasén nul-|

solid foundation.

an

additional

so much affected, that she wiped her eyes
several times while wé read the parable of

yy

s

-

- A MISSIONARY'$EXPERIENCE.q4

°

Dec. 10th. For some time we have contemplated taking a missionary trip to Contai, a few miles from “the -sea-side.
After
repeated éxpectations and disappointments

ply a change or a new observance of the
Although having been in Midnapore only
day. Christ always was and always will | a few months, and havingto acquire a new
be

Lord of the Sabbath.

But

this argues

as strongly that he has or will abolish’

the Sabbath,
give

it a new

as that he will change it or
application.

But

I see no

language, yet ‘so deeply impressed were we
with this idea, that we thought we had ‘bet-

er use what little language we had at com-

evidence from this declagation of our Lord,

mand, and endeavor to acquire a more fluent use of it by mingling with the peo-

that he

ple.

has done

or

will do either.

My,

a

.

;

brother thinks that,because the early €hris-' ? Accordingly Emily and I started out this

preached,

it must be by men, im-

perfect, erring men.
If you are not good
enough now, you can and aught to grow
June Meeting.” When the time for: it was ‘in the Christian spirit aud life. = If you are
approaching, in all the region round about, not ‘good enough to preach, are you good

and in some distant seetions of the State,

eiough to live, or good enough to be an im-

Vermont, Massachusetts, and Maine, the
conversation and calculations were upon
“the June Meeting.”
TN
The . country’ was comparatively new.

mortal being ? The ministry certainly needs

There were some carriages,

good and devout men, whose souls are con-

secrated to God.
man “to-day,

these for a time

you

If you are not ‘sucha
can. be

in due time, and

es

stp

—

day. * I'am sorry to find that I have prayed
without ‘having any. faith that God would
answer, but I do hope it will be a lesson to
me in future.”
fi
Kate . was sobered by the earnest manner

and tearful voice of her friend, and: felt
quite relieved when their arrival at the Ves.

tibule of the church interrupted the conver.
sation
Miss

who

Burns

was

felt and

.
not

L

expressed

the

only

person,

‘surprise

introduction of the new teacher.

at -the

Even Mr.

you ought to have this high-toned character Really ‘ had had his doubts, though he menthem to no one. Miss Weston had
to fill. any sphere well, whether you are a ‘tioged
proffered her serviced, saying that she felt
minister, or farmer, or merchant.
unwerthy to teach, but she longed to do
2.
But you say that you have not had
something’ for Christ, who had done so
call from God to be a preacher, . Perhaps much for her, and after a few moments’ tenot. But Godsdees not call us to any work flection Mr. Really gave into her charge the
in life, even the holiest, Ly a miraculous class by the door, which was the only one
voice or an audible word of the Spirit. He not now provided with a teacher, remarking as 'he did so, ‘If you can keep them
calls us by our sense of duty. He calls us from disturbing the school, you will do
by our feeling of what we can best do.. He good service.”
Wa
:

to buy books, who said they hads;heard me
read in the morning, and wishéd to _pur-

chase a book like mine.
CoNTAI, JAN. 8d. We

:
have

The men being

farmers, we

read

were unwilling to admit us. For a beginning, we have been very much pleased with
our

visits; and

should

we

ever

tire strangers.

‘tive evidence

the

Sabbath?

that

They

little stools before us, told us to be seated.

they’ regarded this day

certainly do not hint

We

“this, but at the same time, call the seventh
"day
the Sabbath. - It looks like mere conjecture to assume that they: regarded the

first day of the week the Sabbath.

It is re-

liable proof that I am after.
The

Revelation,

also,

;

speaks:

conversed

about

their families,

their

houses, their work, and finally asked permission to read to them from the Bible.
lesson

to about

six or |

eight persons.

of the

‘The next house we visited was apparently the dwelling of a wealthy farmer. The

have

among,

the

again, we

shall feel as if we hdd not come among

en-

In our little conversations

and readings of the Bible

benighted people, we
some words may have
son.
:

to, these

fervently pray ‘that
been spoken in seaE. J. H
w-

Early Sketches.—No. 12.

This being readily granted, we read and
explained a short

them

the Baboo not being at home, his people

verse, in the Hindu village near

ing ground. In the first house we entered,
the people met us with smiles, and, placing

to

and tried to explain the parable of the
sower.
:
JAN. 4th. Went out again to search for
the Baboo’s house. Found it this time, but

day had been changed.

camp-

reached

our last camping place. Having promised
a Baboo yesterday that we would go and
visit his wife,we started out to search for
his house ; but not succéeding in finding it,
we entered another house near the roadside.
Being our first visit, we expected to find the
people rather shy, but, contrary to our expectations, they seemed very glad to see us.

privilege of visiting these people

our

:

BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.

"THE JUNE MEETING. In the last number,

mention was rhade of the commencement of
think the day had been changed.
Why ? inmates seemeda little shy about coming Yearly Meetings in 1792. For New HampWhich would present itself to the unbi- to_meet us, but, by conversing with those shire, it was held in New Durham nearly if
. aged mind, as the true ** Lord’s day,” that about us; the rest came slowly out, one by not quite every year till Randall’s death in
which had been definitly. sot apart and one, with smiling faces, which were at first 1808. The attendance was large, frequent
© Lord's day ;" therefore, W.

blessed of the Lord

H.

seems to

as the Sabbathof the

Lord,” or that which is, in Scripture, no‘Where hinted at as being thus set apart and

their shynss and conversed. very pléasantly. Before we left, they brought us a'large
cup of milk, which they ‘wished us to drink;

ly as many as 3,000' being present, The
places where they were first held were Eld.
Randall's house,in and around it, sometimes
in his barn, yin and around it, sometimes in

We now come toa consideration of the
third question, which relates to the obligation of Christians to keep the |fourth com-

could to gratify thes. Even this act, sim- house at the Corner, also in the field near.

we were

his . orchard,

Li

|

‘mandment,
In commentingon Exodus 20: 9,.10, W.

They soon: overcame

not thirsty, but drank

what

we

sometimes

at the

Meeting.

ple though it was, shows a change in the | Some of these yearly sessions were re3

(bless

partially concealed.

mindsof ‘the people fovale us, for only
a few years ago they
Would not have

the centrifugal, or projectile motion, that cause we must take many steps in the dark.
the Creator gave them, keeps them moving ;, He who fails in a good work, has at least
and these two forces make them revolve in done what he could, and he is infiitely bet-

a circle.

:

to

others, and all appeared very much pleased.

morning, Bible- in hand, to try to find
some native women with whom to con-

I admitthat they

word

In the afternoon two men came to the pent

tians were aceustomed to assemble togéther
on the first day of the week, therefore the
were probably accustomed to meet together
on the first day, but have we thie least posi-

markable for displays of the Divine power.

|

wo

a

AR

-

ter- than

he who buries his talent mm a nap-

kin

hides it in the earth, because he is

and

afraid he shall not succeed.
It is the slothful servant that sits down and supinely
folds his arms, lest he should fail, Cherish
and

pursue noble aims in life, and they will

bear you as on angels’ wings far above your
present hopes. If you choose the ministry
as your sphere of labor, and throw yourself into it with all the concentrated enthusiasm of your nafure, be assured, dear

friend, you will never regret it. You may
be and must be disappointedin many things,
for your janticipations are probably very

v

nti ih

pN6
Mth
~
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How 10 HAVE A SMALL Crass. 1. Be irregular in your attendance.
If the dwy is
hot,

stay

at

will

soon

learn, that you

your warm
to go out.

home;

if it is cold,

stay in

parlor; if it rains,be sure not
By this means your scholars
are a broken

reed,

not to be depended on, and your class will
rrow ‘small by degrees and - beautifully
ess,”

:

Don’t

9“ae

brain

as

study the

much

like

lesson.

Keep your

an empty gourd-shell

as ‘possible. Your scholars will soon learn
to estimate you at your true value, and quit
your. class,

’

’

3. Be dull. Talk as though to be as
dry as. dust was the hight of'your ambition,
and your pupils will soon find a way to reAnd then we find Saturn, at -a distance
lieve themselves of your instruction.
‘of almost one thousand million of miles. crude, but fail you can not, as there is a
4. Be tedious. - Bore your class with long
And then we more than double this last .God iit heaven. Though you sow in tears; | talks until the bell rings,and they will cease
you
will
reap
in
joy.
number and reach Neptune, our most disto bere you ‘with their presence.
4
¥
5. Manifest no interest in your scholafs,
tant planet, nearly three billion miles off in
Never visit their homes.
Never enter inopen space. These, with many comets too
to their joys or sorrows. Be an automaton
eccentric to be described here, constitute
to them, and they will soon become absenour solar system's worlds, which are only a
tees to you.
a
very. small part of the universe of God.
SC td
~
- But not to stop here, let us pass frome
The Class by the Door.
HERE 18 A MoDEL. A Bible class in Troy,
Neptune to the Fixed Stars, and here we are
N. Y., was commenced twenty-two years
one thousand billion miles beyond the sun.
ago.
by a lady who is still its teacher. ~ The
“Only
think,
Fanny!
And still we pass on a trillion of miles
That Weston girl,
original class numbered
further off into space, and we reach the re- has taken a class in the, mission school. whom have died. Five sixtden, fifteen of
hundred persons
gion ofthe ‘ Milky Way,"—myriads of Is n't it strange that Mr. Really should have have belonged to this class. Three hun:
P"
it
to
consented
°
other worlds.
2...
“1 don’t know, T am sure. I saw that dred of them have united with the church,
And once more we
launch out,.and fly the class by the door had anew teacher This excellent teacher has kept an accurate
double this last distance; and approach the but I did not notice who. Why should n’ history of each seholar, and has always corNebular stars, too distant to be - seen with Miss Weston come into the mission school ?” responded with the absent. She visits the
she is so peculiar. I have heard regular members twice a year. They visit
the naked eye. And even these are only it ‘Why,
#aid that she is not bright, and she cer- her socially, and as a class, by invitation.
parts of vast creation. From a few figures tainly does n't look
from the poorer classes of the
like a very intelligent Although
‘community, and all working for their livewe get some little idea of distances and person.”
lihood, they support a native preacher in
“Is n't she a nfember of our church,
the universe.
:
pn
+ Kate Pr PUR——
Burmah, are educating a negro in Texas for
Philosophers tell us that light flies at the
the Sigistry, and are helping to carry on a
- “Yes, she and her mother.
Mrs, Weston
rate of twelve million miles a minute. Now
all their
takes in washing, and this girl works in a church in Iowa, besides paying
the nearest fixed. stars are so distant from shop somewhere. I do n't believe she
own
will of her class expenses. The daughter of one
former pupils is now a regular memus, that, at this wonderful velocity, it do a thing with those girls. They are perwill require three years for a ray of light to fect little savages. I tried them amonth, ber of her class. Many of the old pupils
have gone
but she continues to recome from them to'us. From the North Star, and then I told Mr. ‘Really that] should spond to theirwest,
frequent requests for counsel,
leave
the
school
unless
I.could have anothTorty-six years; from Arcturus, over five
She Las been at the funeraleof
all of her
er class, Then Miss
hundred years; from thé ¢ Milky Why,” after that half a dozenRand took them, and class who have died. The seerets of her
others, and nobody
two tholisand years; and from the Nebular has been able to keep them in decent order. success are these four: 1. Self-consecra~
2. The consecration of her pupils to
| If I were Mr. Really, I would n't haxe such tion.
Andromeda,a million years,
the Lord. 3. Visitation at their own homes,
These facts give us some ridea of the children!in the school.”
“I should be sorry to have them sent with conversation and prayer. 4. Social invastness of the creation of God, and of his'
away,” said Fanny, thoughtfully. “I sup: fluence at her own home.
power, wisdom and glory.
But we return pose the mission school is the only place
to earth, not because we here reach the ut< where they are likely to learn anything
ood. Do any of our teachers know Miss,
most limit of creation, but because we are
Waar TEACHERS FORGET,
1. They forWeston, Kate?” :
15050 get to give the command, “Attention, comdizzyon these fearful hights.
:
“That I can not tell'you. I noticed that pany!" befbre commencing the drill.
/
Miss Ball, whose seat is opposite hers, .. 2, They forget that attention, like gold, is.
spoke to her after school, and Mr. Réally
Objections” to the Ministry.
“hard to get; harder to keep.”
.
was talking with her.”
8. They forget the advice somebody gave
.
;
:
“We must try and make her feel at home to Mrs.
Rev. A. A. Livermore, writing in the
Iombey: ‘‘Make an effort.”
us,” said Fanny.
4, They" forget to make the truth seem,
“I wish I had
| Liberal Christian, anticipates and forcibly among
more about it and taken pains to worth having, and therefore worth seeking.
and wisely replies to some of the objections thought
welcome her, but I was usy with my boys
5. They forget the mistakes of their own
which young men urge when the question until almost every one| had
left the hall. teachers when they were children.
of devoting themselves to the Chistian How are you getiing on with your class?" | 6. They forget to become ‘as one of these
.‘!Oh, pretty well. They
‘ministry comes before them. We capy the,
are nice looking: little ones” in gensleness, heartiness, and
following words as worthy of a wide read- girls, are n't they? and they soem to think simplicity.—8. 8. . Journal.
Vv
Sveryung o ne
X is the best class I
| ing:
\ n— RS
ever

S. 8. Department,

That of June, 1798, resembled Pentecost
in modern tim
> 1. But you say you-donot feel you are
thought
of offering usa drink from one of . more .than any meeting
apart.to the serviceof God ; but we are not their vessels, even if we had asked for it. Again, in 1806, on one of the days of which good enough for such a work, I would not
sun was totally eclipsed, the scene was weaken one iota your sénse of imperfection,
«told that it must be the seventh day™f the Here we réad to a congregation,.of about |“thé
wee
or k,
the first day of the week.” I'ad- twenty-five persons. How pleasant it is to solemn and powerful beyond description.
for itis a great spur to improvement. Yet
“*{
mit that we are not told, in the above nim- read the word of God to those who have
New Durham was the place where God's it ought not to stand in the way of our ugeeS
ed verses, what day of the week we are to never heard it before; and be the seed ever people were marvelously blessed, and many fulness. Perhaps no’ man ever felt that he
we fwill look at vewsess 80 small, and be it sown in ever so much who went there to Yearly Meeting great was good enough to preach the gospel of
observe. Buti
find othe weakness, may it take deep root, spring up, sinners, went home happy in the love of (Christ, Paul saidhe was not
~ and 11 of the same chapter; -we.d
to be
day of the week definitely’ pointed oy, and yield mueh fruitto the glory and honor Christ. For some years, at first, the Yearly an Apostle. ‘Who is? Buat-weworthy
have'this
‘These verses read. “Remember the Sa}. of God.
| Mebting was anticipated with great interest, treasute in carthen vessels. If Christianity
; 4 el
i}

JH, says: “One day in seven isto be set

2

be

told satisfaction. Held in the lovely month
of June, it was often spoken of as*‘the

Nearest the sun, we have Mercury,at a
distance of thirty-seven millions of miles. «
touch the hearts of those who hear and read Next is Venus,
Sixty-eight
millions of
it; but the Spirit only can change these miles. Then comes our Earth, -at a dishearts and make them clean.
tarice of ninety-five
millions of miles.
Dec. 26th. We visited one of the houses Mars is next, one hundred and forty-five
again where we were yesterday, and while millions of miles from the sun. The Agterwe were reading, the pundit (whose school oids, more than one “hundred in number,
was opposite) dismissed the boys, who said have their various orbits between Mars and
they wished to come over and hear us read. Jupiter, whose position is four hundred and
He accompanied them. Here we had a ninety-five millions of miles from this cenlarge assemblage of brahmins, women and ter.
Lo
:
.

,Ah! how much there is in God's

J ottings by the Wayside.

about getting off, we were enabled to make
propriety of the change of the day.. I know | a start this evening.
x
=
of no Scripture evidence at all to prove this,
DEc, 16th. After being on the road a few
and 1 think that reason teaches us its re- days, we have reached our first camping
‘verse.
s
place, and now that we are comfortably
Again says W. H., it was predicted that settled, we are . enjoying tent life very
under the new dispensation, ‘from one much. Fora long time it has been our
~ Sabbath to another shall all flesh come to. opinion that, in order to reach this people,
worship before me, saith the Lord ;” there- we must in some way get nearer to their
fore,says he,—‘‘It was reasonableto expect hearts and homes; must make them feel
that some new application would be made that we are really interested in their welof the Sabbath day.” But observe,—‘‘from fare, and that we are most solemnly in
one Sabbath day to another ;” that is, from earnest about their souls’ salvation.
‘By becoming better acquainted with their
one seventh day to another ; for the Sabbath
bad been definitely fixed on the seventh day feelings and modes of thought, we ‘hope to
and no other. Nor does the fact that Christ be moré fully prepared to engage in this
was “Lord even of the Sabbath day,” im- great and precious work.
:

just

five

the Prodigal Son.

reason for its ob-

servance was only a confirmstion of the
original requirément, to observe the seventh
day. I.understand my brotherto intimate,
at least, that the work of redemption was
greater thav that of creafion; hence the

|

MELANCTHON.

en for its observance? Not in the least.
The seventh day and the Sabbath were ident
tical ; and

were

women, two of
thoroughly satisfied.”
IT" Wish ts stand on a’ whom were widows;
and one of them was

lify the original reasons which hagbeen giv-

»

is to

yards, they felt a little timid; but when: were chaises. In 1806, Randall noted in his
they saw we could sit on a mit, on thie journal that,on Friday before the day Y. M.

Here

ed, and no othét,

®

and aftér it had passed, recollectéd with un-

mesning.
If it does. mean the seventh day, ‘ground or anywhere; that we could sihile commenced, six chaises arrived with friends
the moral law,or ‘the decalogué, and the then the whole rehsoning of my brother, upon and notice their children, and could from Portsmouth and Boston.
Many travel
speak a little to them in their own language,
:
- ceremonial law, should always be kept on this point, is overthrown.
ed long distanceson foot, but the niost comIt is hinted, in the article’ under consider- they were apparently as much pleased as mon method of riding was on horse-back.
* distinetly before the mind; in the study of
eye
the Old Testament. I agree with him that ation, that thé day is lost ; that we have no they had been alarmed before, and
Men and women rode iy this way. <The
.
¥
the Sabbath was instituted immediately Khowledge whether our seventh day is in moreso,
roads were rough: Portions’ of the way
after the creation of Adam and Eve ; and’ regular succession from creation or not. 4 : After we had left this house, we were in- were simply.‘ bridle paths,™as they were
Let me inquire, when was the day lost ? vited, hy the natives themselves, into two called...
also, that it was probably observed between
:
:
:
calls us by the qualities of mind and heart
Two or three weeks ‘passed. © Every Sunthat time and the giving of the law by Mo- Surely every circumstance ' seems to indi more houses, and when. we were leaving | One specimen will be given. I think it which he has given us for a“special work. day morning, at least ten minutes
before
ses,
Thougli the evidence ~ establishing cate that it was not lost at the time that the them, were asked to come again. This even-+ was the June Meeting of 1807, the last that He calls the Soldier by the danger of his the hour for opening, Miss" Weston wasin
What was the prob- ing we read to about thirty people.
this point is not of the most positive char- Decalogue was given.
Eld. Randall wasable to attend in New Dur- country. He calls reformers by the wick- her seat, and, marvel of marvels, with her
DEc. 19th, At the first house’ we visited
eight girls: surrounding her like a bodyacter, yet, in the absence of all opposing ability.of the loss from that time onward?
ham, that a party of eleven traveled from edness of the times.
He calls ministers by guard. .
:
Were not the Jews, to whom the command- to-day the people seemed very glad to see Parsonsfield,” Me., to the Y. M.- The disevidence, I cheerfully accept it as true.
their seeing the need of Christianity to save
The superintendeht, who had hitherto
We come now to a consideration of the ment was given, very particular, in respect us,and voluntarily inv ited us to read to them. tance was about 40 miles. Part, if not all, men from error, sin and woe. The counsel been regularly summoned at least once dursecond ipquiry, viz.: “Is there any clear to the observance of the day ?
It would When we had finished, they asked us to rode horseback.
Eld. John BuzZell was of a parent, the suggestion of a friend, are in gevery session, to quéll some disturbance
in the classby the door, found his services Divine or apostolic authorization for keep- seem very remarkable indeed, for the peo- read more. The longer we remain here, one. His daughter Mary, 15 years of age,
often God's call, and may be as real and as. |
longer required. By what spell the new
ing the first rather than the seventh day of ple, and with them all mankind, to have the more the prejudice and timidity of the was another, She rode on a horse. ' She is powerful as if spoken in thunder from the
téacher
held those untamed spirits he could
and they seem, ina small the only surviver of that party, and is now
the week?” W. H. says: “We think there lost the day. Indeed, is there the, least people disappear,
skies, ‘Have you never felt those strivings not imagine, but that she held them, every
degree
it
is
true, to appreciate our labors in Mis. Mary Buzzell Lougee, of .N. Parsonsis,” and proceeds to demonstrate the point, evidence that the day has been lost at any
of the Holy Spirit, and those leadings of ‘one who had been tormentedby them in
their behalf. As we were returning to our field. She gives me the
by saying that God instituted the Sabbath time ? If so, where is it to be found ?
with gratitude.
above information. Providence, which showed you the ministry months past acknowledged.
Pldin almost to shabbiness in her dress,
Another objection raised to the observ- tent, a woman met us on the road aud inand its observance in commemoration of
of
Christ
ag
the
best
and
most
useful
calling
“ Those were glorious, happy days
quiet,even bashful in her manner, hesitatin
the work of creation; and adds — “But ance of the seventh day is, that * it is im- vited us to her house. While reading to them
on earth? Them you may already have in speech, unless roused i the interest o
* — Sweetly spent
in prayer and prise.”
if" we .turn to Deut. 5: 15, we find that an possible that there can be any specific day a portion of the 6th chapter of Matthew, Mr.
:
:
wo
:
her, and witha
received what is the virtual call of God and the subject that engaged
additional inducement for keeping the day for the whole world, because, the time of Hallpm, coming from his morning village 4 The New Hampshire Yearly Meeting has
face that lacked: almost every element of
baptism
of
‘the
Spirit
to
this
life-work
of
was set before the Israelites: ‘And remem- the rising of the sun differs! at different preaching, and hearing wheré we were, beén held annually, in Juke, 78 years, It
beauty, ‘she had yet succeeded in winnin
the affection and commanding the obedicame in and preached to them Jesus, and has often been a great feast to the F. Bap- serving him and saving his children.
ber that thou wast a servantin the land of places all round the earth.”
I think that this objection is not correctly the necessity of giving their hearts to him. tists and others. The June meeting is soon © 8. But again, you say you are undecided ence of every member of her class. Nor
Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought
;
Ch
stated.
May it be a glorious one. Of what profession to choose. This is often was this all.
Can my brother mean, ** there can The subject appeared quite new to some of to be held.
thee. out thence through a mighty hand and
At the close of another month, Miss WesSometimes they |
33 Yearly Meetings; 14 hol their session in 1 the case with young men.
. ‘by a stretched-ouf arm ; therefore the Lord #e no specific day ?” Does he not rather them, and they seemed much affected.
remain too long in this state of imdecision, ton came to Mr. Really one morning just be- The distinction is
thy God commanded thee to keep the Sabbath “mean no specific time?
Dec. 24th. Since last- writing we have the same month. May the June and all and drift meanwhile with the tide. Yet, fore the close of the school, and requested
permision to. remain in the hall half an
day.’” In immediate connection with this, reasonable. Iknow of no specific time removed our tent to Nugan.
Wént out other meetings be Blessed of Heaven.
while it is unwise to solve such important hour later than usual.
Sa
hinted
at
in
the
Bible;
it
is the day, not the this morning to see some native! women.
he says: “Now the work of salvation is |
questions hastily or rashly, it is not well to
“Two of my girls are rejoicingin the
,
The
Vast
Universe.
spoken of in thé Scriptures as a greater time.
At the first house, the inmates were 81 so
continue long in a staté of suspense. It Lord,” she said, and happy tears suffused
The time of the rising of the sun at Jeru- afraid of us, we could not get
work than anything which had before been
her eyes, “and two more are feeling their
BY REV. H. WHITCHLR.
them to ¢ome
saps the energies of a noblé manhood. Time
need of Christ, and if yeu do n't object, we
adgomplished forman.” Further, he thinks salem and at the city of Washington would sufficiently near to converse with them.
Many persons take very slight views and flies, life wastes away, duties are pressing, thought we would stay and have a little
because Isaiah predicts that ‘‘from one Sab- widely differ; but the "seventh day from We did manage, however, to speak a
few
and whatsoever our hand findeth to do, we
meeting to pray for them, and for the four
bath to another shall all flesh come‘and wor- creation, at these different places would be words to the husband, and then passed on, entertain very inadequate’ notions of the
that do n't seem to care yet.”
:
should do with our might.
Decision, action
the
universe
of
God.
Leta
few
facts
of
scisame.
My
brother
must
know,
I
conship “before me, saith the Lord,” therefore,
hoping to be more successful jn another
Perniission
was
gladly
given,
and then
and
energy.
are
the
great
qualities.
which
are
ence
correct
and enlarge our views of creaclude, that definite time, in this matter, has place.: sThey seem@
it “was reasonable to expect thatsome new
the superintendent said, ‘How has it hapa little afraid of us in
needed
to
make
good
and
useful
men,
who
tion,—the vast
universe, of. which our
| pehed, Miss Weston? What is the secret of application woud be made of the Sabbath never been contended for; but only the the next louse we visited, but after a litwill leave this world a little better than your succegs #
world
is
but
a
small
part.
“
.
:
specified
day,
in
various
places,
as
it
shall
tle persuasion, the old mother-in-law came
day.”
He thinks, also, that the saying of
She looked up into his face with a minAstronomy teaches us that there are thoun- | they found it. Seek guidance .frém your
occur
in.
its
regular
succession
from
crea‘and
sat'by
us.
*
Why
should we be afraid ?”
our Lord: “The Son of man is Lord even op
ms
gled expression of surprise and pain, and
“sands
and millions of worlds, or at least, friends, and especially from that best friend,
‘she said to her children; ** sée, she too is a
apswered; hesitatingly; el do-n't—exaetly fe
of the Sabbath day,” confirms this expectaGod;
then
decide
and:
“abide
by
that
deciAs to the “ confusion where there should woman ;” and the introduction seemed stars, that we have good reason to suppose
-kno¥v what you mean, ir.”
tion.
:
sion with the firmness of adamant. He nev“Why, yeu have tamed our worst class,”
" Here are four points exhibited by W. H. be lrarmony,” resulting from the ocbsery- satisfactory; for before our departure we to be worlds, as much larger than this earth
And our er “yet failed to be useful who threw his said Mr. Really, ‘‘and fou are bringing
"as clear evidence for the change of the day. ance of the seventh day, as presented by were surrounded by sixteen women, most of as it is larger than the moon.
whole soul into his work.
them to Christ.’
No one else has been able
W. H., Ipresume thata similar argument whom came from houses near by, to whom eartkis afso a planet revolving around the
Are they, either separately or combined,
4. Still you may say, that you fear you to do anything tvith them. There must be
sun
as
a
common
center,
with
over
one
sufficient to Justify this conclusion? To me, could have been presented, with equal pro- we read a portion of the New Testament.
may not succeed in the ministry, if you un- seme secret in your possession, and 1 would —
hundred other planets.
:
I regret to say they are not sufficient. Let priety, against Roger Williams, on the sub- On our return home, they called us to visit
be glad to learn it.”
:
dertake
it. No one can know with certainLook
at
our
solar’
system
a
little
minute“I haven't any secret,” said Miss Weston,
in that house where, only
us briefly consider how the case stands: At ject of baptism, when ke was made an ex- the women
Isita valid objection? *T about an hour before, they had been so ly. Admitting the truth of the theory of ty. There is the element of doubt in all simply. ¢“l.can’t tell you anything about
the institution of the Sabbath speciul reasons ile from Mass.
effors to an- much afraid of us. When we entered this the Copernican system of astronomy, which things earthly, and it is wisé and "well that it, only I love them, and I keep praymg I”
“had been assigned for its observance, name- thank my brother for whi
itis so. But it would be the part of folly to
This was the only answer that could be
ly: “On the seventh day God ended his swer my inquiries, but™ankly confess, time, they gave us seats and listened very Galileo, Newton, Herschel and many other
drawn from the humble teacher, and it was
sink
down
in
inactivity,
bgcause
we
can
leayned
men
have
clearly
demonstrated,
work; he rested; he blessed the seventh that his arguments appear to me, too near attentively to what we had to say.
sufficient. * Love “and prayer joined togeth- La success,
and we have the sun,as a center of the so- not have pledges He
day and sanctified it.”
Here we have ly related, in their nature, to those by
Dec. 25th. To-day we visited Ya house lar system. And these planets are all held If we see a good work to be done, a path er, are the two great powers which will
prevail over Satan, and bring the whole
plainly the original reasons for the institu- which Pedo-baptists * attempt to make out to which we were invited yesterday,
an in-. in ‘their orbits’ by the sun's attraction, of usefulness opened before us, we should
world to Christ, even as they brought to
tion of the Sabbath. = Observe, now, this infant sprinkling;to satisfy my mind. Yet, | vitation we cduld
not then accept for want which we call the centripetal force, while (not be deterred from going forward, be- him the ‘“‘elass by the’ door."—Sunday
,Sabbath was the seventh day, definitely, stat- if he will prove what he assumes, 1 will be of time.
School Tires.
- The

POUL

mad®

|. Dec. 18th. - Saw a number of women and
children sunning themselves on a” verandah

and all that in them is,” and’ rested the this horning. Went up to talk, with them,
seventh day; wherefore the Lord" blessed but on ouf approach all fled except one
woman and:her child. . ‘We sat and conversthe Sabbath day and hallowed it.”
What
Authority of the Sabbath.
~day then are we here called upon to remen- | ¢d' with her a short time, when the ‘others,
Was it not the day that the Lord | (who had evidently been watching us,) one
In the Star of April 20th, W. I. has ber?
given a reply to some inquiries that I made’ blessed and hallowed ? and was not that the | by one, left their hiding places, and apseventh day gf the week?
I affirm, ‘with- proached us.
relative to ‘the authority and change of the
‘Never having seen” a white
lady and children. before, and especially
out fear pf contradiction that, if Sabbath
Sabbath,
el
day in the last.clause of this. text, does not never having had them. énter their goorWith his reply to the first question, rell

1]

ptvpopm——

-had, only they
est in their Toso
MI
after
“One.
heart

do n't take much interr+ Sa
Ri

feel very happy to-day,” said Fanny
a pause, snd “with much emotion.
of ‘my boys thinks he has given his
to Christ,”
iy

| - “Indeed!” exclaimed Kate, “Why
weren't
Jou surprised? I wm gure, I
should n't
how what to think, or say, if any one in
my class should tell me such a t ing as
hat,”
Hi
:

“I was surprised,” answered Fanny,
“though it is what I have prayed for every
Rd

)

>

Tre TEACHER FOR LARGE Boys. Nota
long-winded man, who will weary them
with tedious preaching; . not a dismal man,

who will drive them away with his doleful
exhortations ; not an ausfere man,

who will

shake his head and make grim facesat them ;
but

a good, warm-hearted Christian, a man.

of. tact and enterprise.

Ome whoremem-

bers .that' he was once a young man, passing through this critical state, willbe better.
than one of the stately sorf:who never was
young.

PY

wi

Ey
os

o

ty

f

‘

or be whipped ten stripes.

:

‘| away for het support.

The end of life,

the wash-tub.

honorable.”

Of endless peace and rest.

Scie

That city had no need of sun
.
;
To gild its radiant air;
It stands “* with glory wrapped around,” re

{a

Jerusalem the fair. ,
Yet this is all! A lonely home

‘Whence light and love are fled,

And every room is filled with sad,
Dumb relics of the dead;

\

;

A vacant hearth, an empty house,

‘Where names we call in vain
Are echoed weirdly to our ears,

:

Like sobbing breaths of pain.
This is not all! A work divine
Awaits our willing hands,
‘While, close beside us, helping all,
The dear Redeemer stands,
Take up the toil, endure the cross,

5
g

precious past

Be linked, through pleasant, peaceful hours,
To endless joy-at last,
:

Thou knowest not all! Poor wounded one,
:

:

and mists, and tears of earth,
ways with thee,
mists shall clear,
tears shall fall,

And, seeing as ourselves are seen,

. We'll bless the Lord for all.
;
Li
—8. 8. Times.

ao

Plea for Working-Women.
———
- We copy from The Methodist, the following paragraphs of a sermon pretiched by
a

Rev. T. D. Talmage,

entitled

‘‘The

Woes

~of the Needle and the Sewing Mzchine.”
The quaint, intense, audacious and exag:
gerating style of this noted Brooklyn preacher is pretty well indicatedby what follows:
The greatest blessing that could have happened to our first parents was being turned
out of Eden after they had done wrong.
Adam and Eve, in their perfect state, might
have got along without work, or only such
slight employment as a perfect garden, with
no weeds in it, demanded. But as soon as

~théy

isto

and that which is useless. 1f women do
that which is of no value, their work is honorable. If they do practical work, it is dis-

The worn-out pilgrim vest;
The friend we love hath reached the home’

Through cloud
God’s perfect
Only at last the
The blinding

to sweep

hats; as. it

spectability liés between that whch is useful

The grage but holds

It is so hard to see,

or: trim

twist a watch-chain,
As far as I can understand, the line of re-

On Nature’s open page.

So shall the

It is as honorable

“I house, make beds,

A simple stone, a legend short,
A'name, a date, an 'nge,™
e old sag story writ once more

+

It js a shame. for a

daughter to be idle while her mother toils at

Of humsn care and love,—~,
A narrow chamber roofed with clay,
:
And daisied turf above;

This is rot all!

had sinned, the best thing —for—them-

That our young women

may

particularize: You may

knit

the censure

work, I shall

of doing dishonorable

tidy for the back of an darm-chair, Dut by
no means make the money wherewith to
buy the chair. You may, with delicate
brush, beautify a mantel-ornament, but

die

droves of cattle,

and

every

day

determine the point.

you live,

The gelectmen, on

breathe forty hogsheads of good pure air.
You'must, by some kind of usefulness, pay
for all this.
Our race was the last thing
created—the birds and fishes on the fourth
the cattle and lizards on

ajo

rant, may
ents, and

a. terrible ‘one,

\

went in the most orthodox and

heavenly

styie.
Oh, the damnable schemes that professed
Christians will engage in—until God puts
his fingers into the co lar of the hypocrite’s
robe and rips it clear down. to the
ottom !
. You have noright, because’you areswelloff,

to conclude that Joup children are going to

‘be as well off.
«
man died, leaving-u large
fortune. His son, a few.months ago, fell dead

in a Philadelphia
grog-shop.
de]
is old comrades came in and said, as they bent over his
corpse: ‘ What is the matter with you,
* Boggsey?" The surgeon standing over him
said: ‘“ Hush up! he is dead!” ‘“ Ah! he is
dead!" they said. * *‘ Come, boys, let us go
ahd take
a drink in niemory of poor Boggfey!"

Have you nothing better than money to
leave your children? If you have not, but
send your daughters

into

the

world

with

i
brain and unskilled hand, you. are
- guilty of assassination, homicide, regicide,
infanticide—compared

are

with which that of

poor, Hester Vaughan was innocence. There

women toiling in our “eities for three
-and four dollars
er week who” were the
daughters of merchant princes. These suffering ones now would be glad to have the
crumbs
that once fell from their father’s table. That worn-out, broken shoe that she
wears is the lineal descendant of the twelve
dollar gaiters'in which her mother salked:

and that torn and faded calico had an ances.
try.of

magnificent

brocade,

that

swept

liey have

at. the

to

work

act.

on

and

bosom,

trial

may, and

does, exalt

pain.to

the

bo

transformed itself

+The,
th e

gitr

exclaimed,

will of God,
Friend.

Pianoforte, 80 .

“This

is

and

was
‘

REED ORGANS

the only

TROY, N.Y. (established 1852,
)}ja large assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Ala rm, an
other Bells
| constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Genuine Bell
Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rota
Mountings, the best and most durable ever used.
‘ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. A@~Large
Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to
JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y., or, 149 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Il.
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———
The more we sleep, the less we live.
When words are scarce they are seldom
spent in vain,
ia
Slander is the revenge of a coward, and
dissimulation his defense.
i
The most dangerous of all flattery is the
inferiority of those about us.
:
It is best to live as friends with those in

CURED

AND

CATARRH

REMEDY!

Derry, N.H., May 1,181,

MESSRS. LITTLEFIELD & HAYES,Chemists and Drug-’
gists, Manchester, N. H., Proprietors
Catarrh Remedy.

of Constitutional

1 took three colds, one after another, till they resulted

in Catarrh,-

and

almost

Consumption.

He

physicians
ald

nearly a year sick, with nothing but Catarrh troubles,
my head filling and the mucous dropping down into my
throat, causing a wheezing cough each morning iill I got
rid of the droppings. It took away my strength, and I was
fit for no business. I took all known
Catarrh remedies, but
they did no good, not a particle. I bought a bottle of
your “Constitutional Catarrh Remedy,” some eight months
ago, and found immediate relief. The second bottle restored me to health and business, buil t up the whole system and made me feel as well as I was before I was sick.
My age is54. I have never seen anything that will re-

Whately alludes to fhe folly of men who

of

v

CONSTITUTIONAL'

ty.

at filled a stricken heart was |

OF CATARRH

ENCIPIENT
CONSUMPTION,
AFTER ALL OTEER REMEDIES FAILED, BY TWO
BOTTLES OF
!

time, with whom we would be to all eterni-

:
Reason can not show itself more reasonable than to cease reasoning on things
above reason.
o*
We
ought
not
to
judge
of
men’s
merits by
was a weakness that |
into the soul's strength. their qualifications, but. by. the use they

kness which became the strength

Is the most popular of all books used in learning to
play on these favorite instruments.
:
r. Clarke is a finé musician and brilliant organist,
and,-in this work displays good taste as well as talent in combining Jood music with well graded and
thorough instruction.
:
Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.
OLIVER DITS8ON & CO., Boston.
C.H. DITSBON & Co., New York.
121

hdppy.—Children’s
5

:

the

:

Clarke's New Method

and beautiful

Varieties.

character. The strong;healthy, vigorous minister enters the sick room to give strength to
the dying,or consolation to the living. But
how often does it happen, that his profesgional service is hardly needed. The work
he would do has been already done; and
done with a thoroughness that leaves nothing for him to attempt. There has been a
minister there before him; and that minister was the illness that prostrated the body
of the sufferer, or the grief that touched so
mourner. The agony
sorely a survivin
of

leads all others as an instruction book for the

able to look upon its pages, but I can think
of the blessed promises I have learned from®
it; and then began’ to répeat some of its
promises: ‘‘Cast thy burden upon the Lord,
and -he will sustain thee.” ‘Call upon me
in the dey of trouble, and I will deliver
thee.” “My
grace is sufficient
for thee,” &c.
She dried her tears,became
gubmissive’to the

their ‘side, and, if

often

As RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD

placed her hand on it, and asked,

and

won

FASTENING.

comfort I have left; I shall never more be

They can, they

‘be superseded by the *

Boots and Shoes made this way will not RIP, and .
are more COMFORTABLE to the feet than any others,
0
.
/
Patent Stamp on all.
.
wal
Ask for a pair of the first dealer,

“Is this the Bible P” Her hand was squeezed in reply. She immediately clasped the
Bible in her hands, and’ held it up to her

Let no philosophy obscure the great truth :
sore

She

a touching

. 7 1m2l

CABLE SCREW WIRE

ent took- up the Bible and placed it to her
It was

Her

unmask
their battery hastily, and then think
mourning, became radiant with a light ce- of loading their guns.
lestial, and a peace passing all understandPerhaps it would be dangerous for us to
ing. Many a minister can testify that, possess the abilities we covet; it is always
while in professional phrase he went to that. safe to consecrate those we have.
placeto give strength, he on the contrary
move a cold A
nik, It Jeauens “frail righ
hE down.
Idleness is the'devil’s home for tempta- never
only received strength from the strange exsaw anythin
e it to create an appetite.
y
2
MOSES A. WALKER.
perience. The ministry of weakness had tion, and for unprofitable, distracting mus§¥— Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Weeks & Potter, Burr &
iven a strength quite beyond the power of ings; while labor profiteth others and our- Perrys
Boston, and John F. Henry, New York, General
4w2l
selves.
:
came
he
Agents,
his best words to impart. And
away from the scene as one who had reMany have been ruined by their fortunes ;
SPENCERIAIN
ceived ; not as one who had
given.
And
many have escaped ruin by the want of formany a Sunday congregation, in receiving tune. To obtain it the great have become |
wisdom and strength and courage and com- little, and the little great.
Published: by vison, Blakeman, Taylor
fort, directly from the sermon spoken from
Foundations 2% pidden. It is not the ap& Co., New York.
the pulpit, were in fact, though remotely,
give stability to char- . The Spencerian System is more practical,
but receiving into their souls a stream of parent virtues which
more thorough, and more original than any
other
spiritual good that had its source in the acter. It is not what a man appears to be," system. It 1s republishedin England, and adverbut
what
he
is
in
the
foundations.
tised
there
as
the
American
Standard.
Itis
the
ACand
dying;
the
or
sick
the
of
chamber
SOURCE from which the best pens
There is only one stimulant that never CREDITED
which was finding only conveyance through
men of the country have derived their kmowlyet never intoxicates,—Duty. edge and skill In the art. It is used in more
the heart of the preacher it had strengthen- fails, and
Normal
Schools and Business Colleges
man,—up sthan
ed, and whose lips it had inspired.—Chris- Duty puts a blue sky over -every
all other systems combined. It is more genin his heart, maybe,— into which the sky- erally used than any other system. Circulars contian Leader.
taining
prices and full particulars furnished on
lark, happiness, always goes singing:
s
ne
:
below.
God.

:

“Well, if you can’t tell the text, you can
surely tell what the sermon was about,”
said the master.
hn
“0, yes, massa, I can tell heaps of what
it was bout,” replied Sambo. ‘It was 'hout
when de twel' ’postles was hungry dere
was a mighty mericle worked to feed ’em.”
‘And what was the miracle ?”
;

And so the sick-room, or the house of

,

PENMANRSHIP.

Plucked by the Master.

Narrow-minded
men,

who

have

not

PS

application as

a

SPENCERIAN
“['thought beyond the sphere of their own
outlook, remind one of the Hindoo maxim :
A gentleman's gardner had a daMing “The Snail sees nothing hut its own shell,
be
ta’
seemed
child, in whom his affections
and thinks it the grandest palace in the Manufactured by the Original Inventor
centered. The Lord laid his hand upon the universe.”
of Steel Pens.
:
?
died. The father
These pens aré of SUPERIOR ENGLISH MANUFACbabe; it sickened and
ELASTICITY of ACTION with
He
that
will
do
no
good
offices.
after
a
combine
TURE, and
at the
murmured
was disconsolate, and
SMOOTHNESS of POINT, and are a nearer approximadisappointment, must ‘standstill, and do tion
dealings of Providence.
to the real SWAN
QUILL
than anything
:
The gardener had in one of his flower beds just nothing at all. The plow goes on ‘hitherto invented.
A~
SAMPLE
CARD, containing
all. the
It was the fairest flower he had after a barren year ; and while the ashes are
afavorite.
yet warm, we

marked

ever seen on the tree, and he daily

raise a

ruins of a former.

new house

upon th

-

14 numbers, artistically arranged and securely in
:
closed, sent by mail on receipt of 25 CEN'FS,

Ee

its growing beauty, intending, when it was
full blown, to sen it’ to his master’s manHe who will pass to the promised land
gion. One morning it was gone; some must neither stand upon length of way noi
he
what
one had plucked it. = Mortified at
difficulty. Every way has its own inconthought was the improper conduct of one of. veniences ; the nearest has: more danger,
the servants, he endeavored to find out. the
He was, however, much surprised
culprit.
to find that it was his master, who,on walk-

the farthest has more pain;

The

beautiful

gardener's

anger

rooms

was

in

the

changed

Publishers,
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hall.

folly ; and there are three things that can by

into

er worthy of such special notice.
Richard,”

said

the

“Whosoever. will may come,”

gentleman,

God,” said Richard

you can gladly give up the rose, because I
thought it worthy of a place in my house?
{And will you repine-beeause-your-heavenly|
our
Father has Shou di wise to remove
yc
imchild from a world of sin, to be, with
selfin heaven ?"—Words of Comfort.
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Lifeis a book, in which we every day is rést.

read a page.

We ought fo note down

ery ‘incident that passes.

A crowd

ev-

federates, pis he

refuresto discover

them,

ed by the

selectmen, who are to debar

him

Here and heré alone I fourrd

of -use-

been slain”-~to remember the time when he

sought me and called my name, and fo cast

my

crown

which to attain the highest relish of exist- song unto “Him
ence ; and, if we may so say, to cast anchor
in the riyer. of life.
ide
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He who hathealready done .so_much
me, will leave nothing undone. .

for

feet, and raise my

that loved me and give
himself for me."— American Messenger.
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at his

By Rev. A. B. EARLE.

peace. |.

And T hope, one day, it willbe my happi- |
ness to look dpon ‘‘the Lamb, as it had

shall be judged guilty, unless he clear him- ful thoughts can not hut flow froin self-conHold every day a solitary conversas
verse,
self by his oath,
in
When it appears that an accused has con-"| tion with yonrseif. This is the way in

deyounce the idea, “prevalent jn gociety | from the liberty of buying and selling.
&

law

Her sad conf,

come tap.
|,
Sis
She immediately burst-into tears and wept
aloud in all the bitterness of, anguish,
“What,” said she, ‘shall I
never see the
light of day or hear a human voice? Must
I remain shut up in darkness and silence
as long as I live?” A friend who was presbreast.

Patent

will rot and break, must inevitably

r.

earnest inquiries, she received the unwel-

Weakness Imparting Strength.

But when questioned, Sambo’s idea of *‘text”

a.

the

could be done for her.

our

PEGS, that will shrink,
and THREAD, that

com-

in the head. The only method of communicating with her was by tapping her hand,
which signified no, and squeezing it, which
signified yes. The surgeon concluded that
her case was incurable, and in yeply to her

in one of the upper rooms of the hotel.

‘
‘an elegant residence, and fare sumptuously mission of the selectmen. |
-A drunkard shall have a master appoint-every day, let your daughters feel it is a dishow

Men

young woman,

and deaf, was brought before

dition had -been produced by a violent pain

necessary, they must invoke it.- Bettera
little worry, a little more effort, or a little
more home detention” than the powerless
contemplation of the gradual descent of a
child to perdition.

{:and repeat it to. him on his return home.

this dominion, shall suffer death.

j
Broadway clean without any expense to the he may be racked.
. street commissioners. Though you live 'in ~ None shall huy or sell lands without perace to them not to know

life.

blind

a number of eminent surgeons to see if any-

|. thing

eater and more
Histing control over their
They must be their parents. and
finding children igno- 1| children.
ardians till they marry or settle in life.

thousand prosperous and honorable men that imals, let her make ‘The Horse Fair.” If
you know,nine hundred and ninety-nine had Miss Mitchell will study astronomy, let hier
to work vigorously at the beginning. But I mount the starry ladder. If Lydia will be a
am now to tell you that industry is just as merchant, let her sell purple. , If Lucretia
important-for a woman’s safety and happi- Mott will preach the Gospel, let her thrill
ness. The most unhappy, miserable women with her womanly eloquence the Quaker
“Why,
sah, dere was five thousand
in our communities to-day are those who meeting-house. But it is; said,if she is given
have no engagements to call them up in the such opportunities, she will occupy places loaves of bread and- five thousand small
morning; who,
once having risen and that might be taken by men. I say, if she Bshoy fsiched long by a boy to feed ’em
wid!’
:
breakfasted, lounge through the dull fore- have more skill and ddaptedness for any
“But, Sambo,” asked the master, if
noon in slippers down at the heel and with position than a man has, let her have it.
disheveled hair, reading George Sand’s last She has as much right to her bread, to her there was so much food, where was the
miracle P”
?
novel; and who, having dragged through a apparel, and to her home, as men have.
“Why, bress yer heart, massa, de meriwretched forenoon and taken their aftercle was dat de ’postles ate all dat stuff and
noon sleep, and having spent an hour and a
The Blue Laws.
did n’t bust!” replied Sambo with triumph
half at their toilet, pick up their card-case
--Lh BPS
in his air.
’
and go out to make calls ; and who pass their
A great many people who are white, and
evenings waiting for somebody to come in "- Many of our readers, who have often
and brbak up the monotony.
Arabella heard of the Connecticut ** blue laws,” have wiser than Sambo, go to church Sabbath
Stuart never was imprisoned in so dark a probably never had an opportunity of pe- after Sabbath, and. year after year, and yet
We
dungeon as that. There is no happiness in -rusing that famous code. The territory know as little of the Bible as he did.
an idle woman.
It may be with hand, it now comprised in the State of Connecticut recently heard of a gentleman who had repcolonies,—Connecticut resented his town in the Legislature, who,
may be with brain, it. may be with foot; but was formerly two
and New Haven. The colony of Connect- in advocating the division of a township,
work she must, or be wretched forever.
, The little
girls of our families must be icut was planted by emigrants from Mas- said, ‘‘Gentlemen, let us have peace!” "Our
started with that idea.
The curse of our sachusetts at Windsor, in 1633, and at Hart~ town is very large, and if we can not agree
American society is that our young women ford and Wethersfield in 1635 and 1636. on a site fora new town-house, let us say as
are taught that the first, second, third, The other colony, styled by its founders David said to Jonathan when there was
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, tenth, fiftieth, the Dominion of New Haven, was settled strife between their herdsmen— ‘Let there
thousandth thing in their life, is to get some-, by emigpants from England in 1638. The: be no strife between thee and me.’ ”
two colonies were united in 1665.
Another, a rich man, who had attended
body to take care of them.
~
°
The statutes copied below, from an an- church from his boyhood, in speaking of a
Instead of that, the first lesson should be,
how, under God, they may take care of cient volume relating to the ‘history of the painful separation from his friends, said,
themselves. ‘The simple fact is that a ma- American colonies, were enacted by the “I felt as Peter did when he said to hjs
goest I will go,
jority of them do have to take care of them- people of the Dominion of New Haven.” Master—‘ Whither thou
. “The governor and rhagistrates, conven- where thou diest I will die, and there will
selves, and that too after having, through
:
false notions of their pafents, wasted the ed in general assembly, are the supreme I'be buried ?”
Did poor, ignorant Sambo’s blunder beat
rears in which they ought to have learned power under God, of this independent do:
Te
that of the legislator or of the rich merrow successfully to maintain themselyes. minion.
From the determination of the assembly chant? .,
!
We now and here declare the inhumanity,
It is not enough to hear or to read carecruelty and outrage of that father and no hippeal shall be made.
The governor is amenable to the voice lessly the Word of God. It must be studmother who pass their daughters into womSn
.
ied: and treasured up in the memory.
If
anhood, having
given them no facility for ofthe people.
The governor shall have no single vote people choose to be ignorant of the best of
earning their livelihood.
Madamede Sta€l said: *‘ It is not these in determining any question, except a east- books, they should never venture to quote
writings that I am proud of, but the fact that ing vote when the assembly shall be equal- from its pages.— Watchman & Reflector.
:
I have the facility in ten occupations, in any ly divided.
‘one of which
IT could make a livelihood.” ~The assembly of the people shall not be
You say you have a fortune to leave them. dismissed by the governor, but shall disBe Vigilant for Christ.
ci
2
O man and woman ! have you not learned miss. itself.
Conspiracy
against
this
dominion
shall
that, like vultures, like hawks, like eagles,
‘Some weeks ago a young man, an active
riches have wings andAly away? Though be punished with death.
hosoever says there is a power and ju- member of our Association, passing through
you should be successfulin leaving a comJotency behind you, the trickery of execu- risdiction above and over this dominion, a distant city, stopped for a few hours at
‘one of its largest hotels.
Before leaving, he
rs may swamp it in a Bight; or soine shall suffer death and loss of his property.
Whoever attempts to change or overturn learned that a young man was. lying sick
sharpers, or deacons of our churches, may
and induce your orphans to put their money
into a hole in Venango County; and if, by
the most skillful rs
sunken money
can not be pumped up again, prove to them
that it was eternally decreed that that was
the way they were to loseqit, and that it

pletely

selling

adelphia, Penn,

Let me introduce you to a scene of deep
and thrilling interest as related by a minis-

ter, an eye witness. A

to Agents everywhere

Mould White Wire Clothes Lines, usin ss
rmanent.
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" Would you know the valueof the Bible?

have elt i. Ta, they must exercise a

take them away from their par-

vagu

real

ful evil in their own hands.

A gentleman once tharged his slave when
getting off for church, to remenber the text

money to start with has no chance. - Of the Bonheur hasa fondness for sketchifig an-

ge up an oil company, or some sort of regious enterprise sanctioned by the church,

weekly

as

put them in better hands,

‘seemed very

of
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A Blind Girl and her Bible.

i. -%

women, no matter to what class of society
they belong, have the remedy for this fear-

A Mighty
Big Miracle.

ob iii

four-score
years, ‘There should be no department of merchanon working, said:- dise, mechanism, art, or science barred
If Miss Hosmer has genius
mischief.”
We see hgainst her.
give hera chisel. If Rosa
large amount of for sculpture,

—

This is no fanciful picture; it is one, and

the fifth day,

those who would Oe

,

pi § 5 a

2

A

Domestic misery and divorce in oné case;
faro-banks, bar-rooms, debts, dishonor and
crime in the other.
:

expense of their parents
;
‘ornication shall be
punished” by comand man on the sixth day. If geologists pelling marriage, or as the court shall think
are right, the earth was a million of years in proper.
Adultery shall be punished with death.
the possession of the insects, beasts, and
birds, before our race came upon it. Inone |. A man that strikes his wife shall pay a
sense, we were innovators. The cattle, the fine of ten pounds,
A woman that strikes her husband shall
lizards, and the hawks-had a preémption
:
right. The question is not, what we are to be punished as the court directs.
A wife shall be deemed good evidence
do with the lizards and summer insects, but
what the lizards and summer insects are to against her husband.
No man shall court a maid in person, or.
do with us.
bos
'
consent
If we want a place in this world, we by letter, without first obtaining
must earn it. The partridge makes its own of her parents; 5.1. penalty for the first ofnest before it occupies it. -The lark, by its fense; 10 1. for the second: and for the
morning song, earns its breakfast before it third, imprisonment during the pleasure
:
eats it; and the Bible gives an intimation of the court.
Married persons must live together or be
that the first duty of an idler is to starve
when it says, if he * will not work, neither imprisoned.
Every male shall have his hair cut round
shall he eat.”
Idleness ruins the health;
and very soon nafure says: ‘‘ This man has according to a gap.—Boston Courier.
|
refused to pay his rent; out with him!”
Society is to be reconstructed on . the subject of woman's toil. A. vast majority o;
day,

’

»,

vather than earn enough to buy a marble
mantel. You may learn artistic music un- keep Christmas or set dats, eat minced pies,
lay cards, ‘or play on any instrutil you can squall Italian, but never-sing .dance,
“Ortonville” or ** Old
Hundred.”
Do ment of music, éxcept the drum, trumpet
Selb
nothing Jractical, if you would, in the eyes" and Jews’ harp:
.No gospel minister shall jon people in
of refined society, preserve your ie.
ity. I scout these finicalimotions, I tell marriage. The magistrates only shall join
you that a woman,no more than a man, has them in marriage, as they may do it with
aright to occupy a place in this world un- less scandal tof Christ’s Church.
When parents refuse their children ¢onless she pays arent for it. In the course of
a life-time you consume whole harvests and venient marriages, the . magistrates shall

was to be turned out where they would kshut her up to.a few kinds of work. My
have to work. We know: what a withering judgment in this matter is, that a woman
$s a right to do anything she can do well.
thing it is for a man to have nothing -to dg.
Old Ashbel “Green, at
when asked why he kept
“I do so to keep out of
that a man who has a

The ( hildren.
:

The New York Standard takes {he recent
No minister shall keep a’ school,
Every. rateable person who refuses to pay murder in that city as-a text for a sermon
his proportion to support the minister of to parents on the management of children.
the town or parish, Chan be fined by the It well says:
:
court 2 1, and 4.¥, every quarter,uitil-he or
Children from their infancy are not sent
she pay the rate to the minister.
py
to bed at a proper hour; in many cases
‘Men stealers shall suffer death.
fathers take their morning drinks in the
Whosoever wears clothes trimmed with |- présence of a boy of five or six years old,
gold, silver or bone lace &bove 2s. per yard, and bring a curse on ‘themselves and the
shall be presented by the grand jurors, and boys in so doing. Boys and girls are. alike
the selectmen shall tax ‘the offender-300 1. educated to a love of dress, finery
and exestate.
I
travagance ; they are early indoctrinated
A debtor in prison, swearing. he has no with an extravagant ‘and injudicious love
estate, shall be let out and sold to -make for the theater and everything that is injusatisfaction,
|
rious to their childish minds, and they
grow
Whogoever sets
a fire in the woods and up to be, what P—the terror
of
their
famiit burns a house, shall suffer death; and Yes.
The girls, at sixteen, are on the lookpersons - suspected of this crime shall be out for an eligible marriage—not one’ of.
imprisoned without benefit of bail.
¥ love ; they do not know what love ‘is; the
- Whosoever brings cards or dice into this boys, at eighteen; for an alliance which
dominion, shall pay a fine of five pounds.
shall give them a certain standing .in-the
No one shall read common prayer books, world of fashionable vice: What follows?

race, the idea of doing anything for a livefihood is dishonorable.
young woman, belongingto a lirge family,
ito bo inefficient when the father toils his life

”

‘And this is alll.

SIS

Whoever publishes a lie, to the prejudice
of his neighbor, shall be set in the stocks,

tlections.
(Consolation. -
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New Englund F. Baptists send greeting
to their western Brethren in this day of their

+

WEDNESDAY,

wh
‘GEORGE

MAY

31)

hope:
things,

1871.

T. DAY, Editor.\

population

and

sigh

is

sparse,

many, his hard-

ships real, and his salary both small and indefinite. It requires a brave heart, a good
deal of genuine religion, positiveness of
character, magnanimity and a vital faith to
build up flourishing churchés amid such
a state of things, even when there is a
missionary treasury on which some drafts
be

confidently

made,

and

words

of

cheer from outside are freely and sincerely
, and heartily uttered. And especially hard
+

is it when

the greenbacks can not be

had,

and the kindling words seem rarely and
feebly spoken.
Our own churches in the west have been

planted through a good deal of such difficulty as we have hinted at. Not a little
hard and heroic work has been done there.
In more or‘less cases, strong and permanent churches have been formed, seminaries
have been established and carried forward,

a very creditable-college has been sustained
at

Hillsdale, and

couraging
ple

has

a truly efficient and en-

mission

among the &olored peo-

been maintained in the Mississippi

valley.

It would not be easy to set forth

the. real earnest work and ti¥rough resoiution

which

these

achievements represent.

They testify nobly tor the men and women
-who—have-wrought-in the true spirit-for

ends that are sacred in their eyes, that are
vital to the welfare of men and dear to the
heart of God.
As our population crowds
westward, and the great controlling forees
of the nation .gather on the prairies, the

need of planting Christian institutions there

is very urgent; and

every

denomination

that is to have asignificant future finds the
stronigest reasons for establishing and
strengthening itself in western centers, and
providing for the use ofits forces in what
is soon to be the heart gf the nation as it is
already the heart of t¢ continent.
And hence our history in the west.

Hence

the interest which exists to make ourselves
felt as a religious "power in all the newer
states.

Hence

the

eagerness

with

which

more or less of our brethren have sought to
carry forward aggressive efforts in that section. . Hence the new .expedients which
have been devised. Hence the attempts to
employ as many as possible of those agencies which

have

proved and are proving a

power in the world. Hence the struggle
for Christian missions, Christian schools
and

a

Christian

literature,

to co-work

with

the pulpit and the prayer-meeting, and
make church extension signify something
gevuine and strong and effective and permanent.
Hence . what
have sometimes
looked, to: cooler minds respecting from a

distance,
gles

them.

like projects andl plans and strug-

that had an

Hence

element of desperatign in

the pressing and almost im-

“patient cries for help when

emergencies

‘have arisen that made a failure or a triamph sure to come speedily. ‘And hence
the sickness and almost despair of heart
which

seem

has

followed

necessary,

a failure that didnot

and

the

dread

of trying

“again after a record of defeat so plain that
it could not
or seemed
great peril
leyed with;

be misread.
e toilers saw,
to see, a great opportunity or a
which would not stay to be parthey had no hope of large gains

without equally large risks;

and when

good deal like a stunning blow.

they

It may

on the individual souf.
becomes

it

Is it so that you can not use natural’ laws ?
Is it so that we are walking powerless in the
midst of these great agencies of matter, and.

that no man can make any, variation in, his

life and experience ? Does not the history.
of the race show that men have the power
of using natural laws—some so that they

And there was real valor in

the poor-house,and others so that the

die in

die in a home—some alone amid the squal-

or of vice, and

others amidst

from

angels

above and from below, angels of the fami-

Wweakest-and most timorous hearts maybe
obey them. . That is-the best way.’ filled with a new strength. and courage,
get at nothing else!” With this
with life for a perpetual parable; and that the multitude who read the, re‘which yousee iil your own ex- ports of proceedings may be both: taught
and in the experience of others, do and stirred.
:

perience,
not you see that it makes all the difference.
in the world whether, natural laws have a
palpitating heart behind them, and a guid-

ing intelligencg,over them?

that natural laws ‘are

barren

Do not you see
and

fruitless

They are his bow,

by which he projects the golden arrow of
success.

Natural laws are means;

great

numb®rs were . leaning have not kept their
Some

falter because the finger of God has touched

to a successful life aré natural Jaw, human
‘volition, ‘and intelligence. You can not

separate them. A man is made mighty,
and is carried through civilization by their
use. - And will you comin and. tell me
that’ the most helpless being in the universe

future with confidence now watch jts symp- to refuse, or whether
they are not used at
toms with fear. The need of help is urgent,
More than. that, because I can not make
and the cry for it does not want stremgth
or pathos. It should be heard and heeded, one hair of my child white or black, because I can not; by crying or teaching, add
* even along the whole Atlantic coastof New -one
cubit to his stature, can not I make any
all."

.
|
TpEETRRE
‘For they are our brethren who suffer and

They

are our

interests

“We ate

one,

that
They

need

.

:

v

difference in the fate of that child? Do
not my example and experience Change his
circumstances P And can not I guide
him?

are | Steering

) largely children of a New England parentage that appeal to us. = Their sufferibgs and

amidst natural laws on every side,
does
it maké no difference what
T do to my
children? While I do’ not destroy natural
law, I stand by them, and first train them,

"losses are ours also. Their spiritual gains

and

afterw

fluence them;

“will enrich us, so far as they are true, What

advise

them,

and then in-

and it is my vitality

that

natural laws in the case of my chil. vwe can properly do to aid them, $o that it makes
dren minister to their prosperity all the way
. does not - weaken our arms more than it down. And yet, with this in every
housetren
ath
theirs, is not at all a superflu- 4 hold, with this ‘in every store, with this in

©

ship, with
ious rity,
but a response to brotherly
ap-- every shop, with this on every
in every phase of national life, men are
_peals, a, sure way to spiritual self-help, and this
standing up, white-faced, apparently with-

a. deed

place; a mere excitable assurance, such as
a’cooler hour will pronounce baseless, will
harm rather¢ than help. Glowing prophecies that spring from a heated imagination
instead of resting on facts and gaining the

alliance -of a healthy

which

Conference will be called to deal, will

ren-

der the sessions peculiar]y animated and
significant. There is special need of haying those expressed views carefully considered as well as emphatically announced.
We shall await the reports of the Yearly
Meetings, in common with ‘our readers,

with both interest and hope.

faith;
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RELIGIOUS GATHERINGS:

of May is remarkablé

for

the

seem to glorify the occasion

while it is

Master asks for resolute followers,—for

bravery that is not scared by common

the

dan-

gers or strong foes or hard’ service ; for the

love that forgets self in the devotion to him
and Kis cause ; for the zeal that is ever ready
that

never

sees

a

starless heaven ; for the cheerful hope “that
can always smile and sing ; for the patience
‘that wears out’ the oppositionit can not- at

once master; for the persistence that never
thinks of striking its colorsor throws down
its, arms in disgust

and, despair.

And. all

favor of a regirhe that could have brought

nothing but anarchy, weakness and a speedy’
and violent death, has yet shown in its brief
history and achievements,
that there are ele-

uation; and having thoroughly crushed a
resistance “at » present.

the

common

in-

trust that our ap-

and put

they con-

out feelers,

and drop hints, and ask questions, and ecriticise, and threaten, and promise, and do

One hard."

many other things hich

itis

hoped may

open the way for their return to power,
Mr. Vallandigham, whose. record nobody

ne
:
ig
were years.ago cast but up-

on the dung-hills of human thoughtas un- -will fail to recall, has spoken, and openly
worthy of Yegard. But history has seen and ostentatiously unrolled a programme
strange repetitions, and thé” Bourbonism as il by authority ; though it was probably

that neither learns nor forgets, clings even
to the ninéteenth century and manages to
walk about; in a ghostly way, on the soil of
‘a republic.
Poor ghost! Fruitless galvanism !
>
as
——THE CoAL STRIKE.
The long
fierce quarrel between the employers,
workmen, the railroad companies, and
dry other parties in the Pennsylvania¥

meant in part to feel ~the public pulse,
He would accept the issues of the war, in-

cluding the Amendments - to the Constitution, and make up less radical and more
promising issues against the republicans,

regions, has wrought immense

and

workwhich

which he helped

quietly rebuke

flare up with

this
thatst
insi

some show of passion,\and

would be a mean, treatherous and cowardly

abandonment of them and their interests,
and so refuse their endorsement; while his
old northern allies disclaim all responsibili-

ishness of railway managers who seem destitutd of conscience, the want of system such
as looks to. permanent relief, the false pride

ty for his speech and resolutions, and reproach him for his untimely movement that
promises only a new family quarrel and
greater weakness. It,is plain ‘that the ele- ment which unifies old and settled antagonisms has not been ‘found, and the triumph of a double-faced policy is not yet.
“The Democracy must have something bet-

of rough men, and the provoking quarrelsomeness of women who ought to be peacea fight,—

all these things have served to.make the experience at the mines sad and sickening,
and

taxed the public with costs as heavy as they
have been needless. Somebody has taken

pains to figure up the pecuniary cost of this
last strike,and this is what is given as the result:

and sink, and

dishonor

to

his forwardness; the south-

ern mouthpieces of the party

clination’ urged them to service, the sternness of capitalists who lack. heart, the self:

to

having the usual’

ambition, don’t fancy his assumption in
claiming to speak for the orgapization

forbade seffering men to resume work on
peril*6f their lives, even when want and in-

makers instead of stimulants

men, be-

other

him;

reason for distrusting

longing to the party, and

varied

mischief, The league among the
men, the tyranny of the *‘Unions”

His
as a

But the response is not encouraging.
semi-treasonable record is recalled

and
the
suncoal

and a piece of equivocal

ter than a name

rhetoric with which to win a national battlejand Vallandigham must take the road

It is said that 30,000 miners have been

idle five and a half months of 25 working
days per month, at $2,560 per day (a low
estimate) ; each day would have covered
£75,000, and the whole period of idleness,

of tliorough repentance if he is ' to find his

:

way to public trust.

$10,350,000.
Then 40,000 railroad employes, drivers, coal-handlers and others, and |

iron-workers, were thrown out of ‘employment for want of cheap coal at the furnaces
and mills; and, estimating: that they have
lost $2 per day on the average, their daily

Denomination News 2d Nites.
Maine Central Institute,~ Again.
Sedge

;

I desire to, say a few thitigs additional
upon this subject.

It is an

easy

thing to

That is bad enough. But the moral conAs an agent for the Institute, I have met a
sequences are far worse. And though the |
small volume of interrogations, some _by
end of this specific difficulty appears to be |
letter, and more otherwise.
about reached, yet we see
no guarantee |
I sympathize thoroughly with much that
against a repetition of the contest’ at a day |
I
hear
about large debts and their evils.
not very distant. Nothing but a neutralizaThe policy of creating them, for the public
tion ofthe selfishness of human

nature

can

to

give us the needed security, and an infusion

assume,

has

sometimes

resulted

most

| favorably, accomplishing ends not other-*
of the Christian spirit alone seems compe- | wise reached ; yet when too often repeated,
tent-to that.
they will surely produce a reaction. .The
Z—MR.

ass found

having

arranged to

Horace

too

frequently

in the

ditch will

|| receive little compassion in thelend. After
Greeley is taking-a run in the Southwest, | all that has been done, # well and cheerHe is especially making® observations in fully, during the past fifteen years, -for-ed- .
Texas,

GREELEY AT THE SoutH.

speak on agri- | ucation, we pity the man

who

culture at Houston.” His Visit. produces:a

shall

create

another necessity for ‘special effort in this
sensation among those who “have- thought { direction, during - the’ present decade, at
of him as a foe to thé” south, a rabid

aboli- | least,

‘

:

:

tionist, an infidel philosopher, a political
A contact with the convictions of many
ogre, a moral incendiary, an emissary -of intelligent F. Baptists and others, which a’
Satan, and a general epitome of bile and few months in an agency has given me,
badness. But it is cheéring to observe the |
leads me to/after, ‘with’ more decisive emrespect which he awakens, the compliments
phasis, my protest "against the building of
paid him by the press, the’ courtesies that
houses of worship or Seminaries of learnmeet him at all points, the marked defering with the expectation that others will
ence of leading men, and the evident anxie|
assume and pay the debt. They who shall
ty to produce dpon his mind a favorable
-| do this may find themselves * sowing to
impression. He is the lion of the season.
| the wind and reaping the whirlwind.”

Of course he enjoys all this, takes it coolly,
|
but with shrewd look ‘and beaming face,
|
talks very frankly, praises . heartily where
|
he can, apologizes for many things that |
don’t please him, and makes no secret of
his dislike when. his judgment meets an insult or his conscience encounters an offense.
His visit promises to be of service. He is
pretty sure to see things as they are, and be
seen as he is; and the mutual acquaintance
will be likely to soften agperities,

and help

in harmonizing some of the antagonisms of
sentiment and policy that still abide and
threaten mischief. A similar visit of half a
of

the

south

to the

northern states woiiM be very fitting, and
could hardly fail to serve the cause of political fellowship.
Our industrial system
would itself answer the charges often flung
at it, and our liberty in political thought
and action would make the Ku-Klux crimes
seem still blacker.
»

~——ANTI-PAPAL

SENTIMENT

IN ‘EUROPE.

The brave, calm, thoughtful and manly protest of Dr. Dillinger against the dogma of
Papal Infallibilityis already bearing fruit.
His strong

voice

wakes

vigorous

echoes.
and

feelings that had been long suppressed, and
they have something of importance to say.
His Christian ' courage has rallied their

spirits. And the bull of excommunication
flung at him for refusing to endorse what
both history and reason pronounce a lie,

* Thus far we may be agreed and can work

togethet.

But what of the Maine Central

Institute ? It is said—‘* There has been a
mistake.” Very likely, and more than one.
What corporation or business firm has not
sometimes blundered? The Institute is not a
mistake, but a necessity,—a necessity alike
to the F. Baptists and the best interests of
the state.

Its

we doubt

if it could

location

is

be

not

a mistake;

improved.

The

worlllit is now doing is not ephemeral, but
a cheering prophecy of the greater work it
is to do, when receiving the fuller sympa-

thy and support it ‘deserves.
questions,

But to the

g

:

The volume- opens thas:
“Will the
debt be paid, -and the Institute saved ?” and
it ends with,—** Have you collected money

énough to pay the debt?"
Between

these

>

extremes

are a legion.

Some ask with a captious spirit, and these
_| we pass in silence.
and some anxiously.
The

Many

latter question

single word,—No.

thing as

to pay,

is

ask candidly,
g
ot
answered

- We have

the debt.

We

the

the atnual interest,

$2,260

a

have no.

ability to raise $20,000 at once, or

er in the streets

in

done no such
to gath-

needful to pay

We have no means of

demonstrating that the debt will not be
neglected, the mortgage foreclosed, and all
that has been done lost, or pass into other

hands,

We look forno such thing.

have confidence jn ultimate success.
faith amounts to a moral certainty.

We

Our
Some

more than one-third of the amount needed.
shows unmistakably that the spirit of the to liquidate the debt has been secured -in
inquisition enters vitally into the very es- cash; notes and subscriptions,
sence of the Papacy. And when it is seen | The true policy is the

suffér most from disappointment
and fear
are not’ less ‘ready than others to welcome
any trustworthy evidences of success.
| that not even the gray hairs, the large serA
|.
vice, the eminent attainments amd
high
~——DEAD I8sUES (*ALVANIZED., The meet- character of this theological scholar and
ing of the. Baptist Home Missionary Society Christian can save him from the indignity of
in Chicago was marked by something un- being pronounced a heretic and given over
expected. ‘It ‘brought back somewhat viv- to the curses of the church, there are not 4

defense of territpry

already conquered, the protection of investments already made; and could the Star

readers see, with the agent, the loss, if unsuccessful, of money, credit and power for
usefulness, or the moral power secured

by

following up the present success to.a speedy

idly the experiences of past years, which few who are stung into resentment, resist- and final issue, they would not long suffer
one recalls with a mixture of Yonder snd ance and courage. At variotis points in us. to speak of moral certainties, but furnish
shame and amusement. Some of the south-- Europe, scholars, statesmen, - -theologians- ‘the’'means of demonstrating results, We
ern delegates resented the expression of and men of ‘rank send in words of cheerto confess to an instinctive dread of the explo-

sentiments exalting
defended

the

openly ‘the good old man at Munich, offer him sym-

freedom, and

slavery of other days, asbest

in moral princi-

ple .on the part of the master.
The audience was half merry. and half shocked,

a

i

+

A

v

rin.

hav

:

;

1)

’

:

:

_—_
Spe
x

\

i

;

/

loss of wages was 840,000, #nd during the
| ask questions, and men have a perfect right.
period of the strike, $11,040,000. The total
to inquire, when solicited to aid educational
loss to the working people thus exceeds
| enterprises. They who have thé capacity
$20,000,000.
Some
estimates place it a
| to acquire wealth are not accustomed to
great deal higher.
| give indiscriminately and without inquiry.

now speak out the convictions
reasons,

armed

involving nothing wrong

We

vb
ed
.
opinions, w hich

overcast,

fer, aml experiment,

for even the semblance of life in

Other men, who had kept silence for various

farther

tion when the leaders and laborers go upto
the annual convocations that they may take

of Zion.

plaiitations of the South forever.

ly looked

having been suddenly

left the

any

for the negro’s happiness and heart, and as

counsel together “over

(colored) of Boston replied with a mixture
of logic and wit which satisfied the péople,
«ven if it teft“the Rip Vin Winkleism rubbing its, eyes and looking for the glory of

the patriarchal system which has

—

The Demo. _

cratic leaders of the country are busy plan.
ning for next year's Presidential campaign,
The hopeful prospects of two months since -

pluck shown by bearding the lion of liberty
in his north-western den. Rev, Mr. Grimes

very formidable rebellion in spite of its advantages, they are .not likely to encounter

these qualities find their’special field of ac-

terests

——THE DEMOCRATIC RALLY.

leading .examples of this doubtful

movement aZainst the government, and in dozen leading men

for a ments amomg the worst of French radicals’

pleas

and the

ob

change of mere outward policy, as though | which are capableof large and valuable
this were to win a battle and put'a grand service,if they can only be kept under whole.
triumph beyond question ; a mere emotional some restraint and enlisted in behalf of ors
fervor that fills an hour with hallelujahs and der and good government. The authorimakes the audience wild or rapturous ties that negotiated a peace with the Pruswith surface feeling ;—all these things may sians are now masters of the immediate sit-

for a task ; for the faith

+

‘pathy and

eoiperation,

and pledge

them-

selves to stand by his side.

sion of air castles, and the bad
; "and gsee no reason
lowin

why

odor folevery

F.

Even’ from Baptist pastor’ and member, in Maine es
Rome itself a letter has been sent him, carry- pecially, should not be as sénsitive as ouring words of cheer from eminent ecclesias- self:
Brethren, the kind words, good

tics under the very shadow of the Vatican.

wishes and

prayers

for

success, 1

value;

while being wholly taken by surprise and It was a_suicidal blow thatthe Papacy | but these alone will not caneel interest or
proaching Yearly Meetihigs thay be signal- finding it
hard to re strain its disapprobation. struck when it raised its hand agajnst Dr. diminish the debt. We want material aid.
ized
by
an
abundance
of
the
spirit
out.
of
Rev.
Drs.
Burroughs and Travnér are men- ‘Dillinger, and it is already staggeringin Your: cause, your prosperity ‘requires it.
out a drop of blood in their veins, or a parWill not - numbers who have subscribed.
ticle of sympathy with actual lifé in their | which these qualities spring, that even the tioned as the chief supporters of the heresy, the weakness that presages its fall,

of love done for the Master ini the

«persons of his disciples.

may be
in vari-

ous sections on the questions with

pel. ~Heedless words will be wholly out of

that it makes all the difference in the flinging abroad of prgphecies full of bitterThe strength given by unity is lost this:
world whether natural laws are used by ra‘byantagonisms. They who looked into the tional, intelligent beings, free to choose or ness and pitched in the minor key. The

strengthening.

‘ing meetings, and that expression
@iven to the views of our bypthren

servants ; and what they do depends upon
how they are used. The elements essential

them.

‘call.

Conference, to be held inthe early part of
October, are tope chosen at these approach-

continually, that there is a system of natu- | are spent, only greater weakness and bitter- Whether they can and will take the next
ial laws which adapts itself to your nature terer disappointment are likely to fol- steps wisely, so as to secure republicanisth,
and my nature; to.your will and my -will; low. unify the French people generally in its
J
NY a
x
to your reason and my reason;to your
support, restore order, organize industry,
And
they
are
not
proper
occasions
for
power of combinations and my power of
command the respect of Europe, and lay
combination ? All the heaven and all the the display of despondency, and croaking,.
earth are a’'part of the ‘one
at natural and complaints, and harsh criticisms,
the re- the foundations of a trues national life, is
law. And the experience of human life is hearsal of personal . grievances, and the what timé alone can tell ns.” Those who

drawn have failed in keeping their seeming
pledges. The scattered seed appeared to

ih

The fact that delegates ‘to the General

they are

ly and angels of heaven ? Is there not ev- passing, but if these are all, the meetings
idence on every hand that they who use. will come and go without serving their
natural laws in right ways will be blessed
thereby ? Is it not demonstrated to, us real ends, and when their immediate forces

miscarried. Expectations have failed. Enterprises out. of which large promises were

strong shoulders under the pressure.

him at a distance.

other how to make a barrel, or a hat, or a
house, or a ship, or a picture, or a statue ?

a

the dash, as there is real hardship in being
repelled by the obstacles.
During the past two or three years our
‘denominational ‘interests in the west have
met several decided reverses. Plans have

Men on whom

such as leaves

Their belief in God

yourself ?” Can not the master help the
Can not one man teach anapprentice?

and: of the hardship of being

decay in the soil.

find’ out ngtural

make all natural laws serve him, he saddles

-natural-laws;-and-you-will ledrn- a)

of the risking valor which they threw into

~ beaten back.

of sympathy.

81,1871.

namber of religious meetings that are crowdTheir prayers lack simplicity and trustfuled info it.. This year renews them. First
ness. They do not see how God is really to
do anything directly for them while law is ~—more helpless than the mother or father; came the ‘Anniversaries in New York: then
held this year at
everywhere and always in-force. They ac- more helpless than the statesman; more the Baptist anniversaries,
pf the reunited
cept the idea of a divine providence in gen- helpless than a general ; more helpless than: Chicago; then the meeting
a bird, even;is God? Does he say, ‘I
Presbyterian General Assembly gathered in
eral, but distrust it in the particular cases. made the world, and set
it in motion, and
They believe the plan of the world is, on forg
to ot
keep hold of -it, and it has gone the same city ; then the annual Convention of
the whole, well adapted to serve -human out of my hand; and all I can do is to wind the Young Men’s Christian Associations?at
I wish I had the Washington ; and the month ends with. the
souls, and that the obedient prosper most it up and keep it a-going.
truly and surely. But they ave plagued to see power to control it. I see that fatherdown Anniversaries in Boston. The gatherings
there using ail these wonderful agencies
how law can be maintained in the moral that I put into this world; :and the laws in New. York have been losing in .interest
universe and yet leave a way open for God which-1 ordained obey him ; and he, through for some years past, The old crowds are
to come down with personal and special aid. these instrumentalities,
The great orators no more
is able to bless his not drawn out.
to the soul, giving it help and quickening family. I wish I could bless my children on startle the authorities and shock the city.
and« deliverance according “to its wants. earth, too?” Away with any such idea as Clergyman do not make, as they did, a
that God stands behind laws, and must not
Their science seems at war with their reli- touch them; as that he is outside of his noticeable element on the Broadway sideOnly scores are found listening
gious fajth. Their idéa of law appears to world, and must not meddle with it. There walks.
shut out the possibility of a special provi- is nothing in this world so imbecile as- such carelessly to the reports for which hundreds
dence which reaches the individual soul. a God as that, except the fool who made used eagerly to wait.. The daily papers
the conceptio of it. All this show of sciTheir philosophy clips the wings of their ence, all this npretentious modernism, all the’ supply the facts and figures, and here the inprayer. Knowledge of the world serves to wonderful revelations’of natural law, and terested seek them. A few reformatory
gatherings keep alive something of the old
blunt the sense of God's presence. The
what not, which undertake tb exclude God
study of Jehovah’s works threatens to take from the globe, are unphilosophical, are -energy, bnt they make a sensation limited
the reality and pith and sweetness out of unscientific, and are perpetually answered in its range and having only a brief life.
oy the living experiences of mankind. - And
Christ's words.
The head fights the heart. we have only this ‘to say: that if God is The Congregational Union holds almost the
Logic baffles love.
comparable to the average of ordinary men only meeting in which the old enthusiasm
and women, he can meddle . with natural is preserved, and wheré eloquence, good
We find, in a recent issue of Plymouth
Pulpit, a popular and effective presentation laws; and he does, for your benefit and for fellowship, genial humor and lofty Chrisof this subject, with a partial sdlution of mine. And it does not destroy the economy | tian sentiments stir pulses and rouse souls.
of the globe that he does do it.
The Baptist anniversaries seem to have
the difficulty ‘set forth in Mr. Beecher’s char
3
been, on the-whole,
very interesting in
acteristic way. . The illustrations are both 4
helpful as an explanation and forcible as #h
themselves and quickening in their inThe Yearly ‘Meetings.
fluence, in spite of some peculiar episodes.
argument, and so we copy a few paragraphs
which, will well repay a reading.
The Presbyterian Assembly, holding
These
The time for holding many of our Yearly
words are both plain and just:
Meetings is at hand. The month of June its first regular meeting since the fusion was
Look, how men reason on this subject.
will witness quite a number of these gath- effected, is still in session as we write, and
They say, ‘Natural lawsare all that we erings.
They are always seasons of inter- its proceedings suggest large - possibilities
know—great natural laws.” What do you
est.
The
work done in them has its impor- and achievements. It did a most becoming
mean by great natural laws?
“Well, ‘the
Even if they fail to accomplish anj- thing in sending, as one of its earliest acts, a
natural laws by which the globe coheres; by tance.
which it moves; by which the seasons thing postively significant, their very fail- formal fraternal message to the Baptists who
come ; natural laws as they are interpreted ure to do this, by virtue of disappointing ex- were still in"session. It shows that the idea
through chemistry, as they are interpreted
pectation, makes them influential in de- ot Chirisfian oneness’ which they cherish is
in physics; all the laws that are interpreted pressing spirits and robbing hearts of hope. both vital and expansive. We hope that, at
on the globe.” Butis that the only thing
no distant day, the Baptists may reciprocate
great globe, Many go up to them every year expecting
that the Lord made—this
the courtesy by inviting the Assembly to sit
| which is his footstool ? Is not mana part to be broadened in Christian thought and
of this globe ? * Isthere not more of nature plan by the comprehensive views that find down with them in a general communion
The meeting of the Christian
inside of man than there is ‘outside of him ? expression, and quickened in spirit and service.
What is tere that is worth anything in this sympathy by the visible devotedness which Association Convention, with its thousand
world outside of man ? Everything else
is shucks, husks. Man is the fruit that ev- shows itself in speech and song and prayer. * membsrs, will be partially and. directly reerything has at last culminated in. All the The meetings are expected to bring reports ported next week by one of our own staff
process of evolution and development, from of victory, supply examples of patient and who is in attendance as a delegate ; and the
what theories soever you study it, culmin- earnest service whose fruits were delayed,
gatherings in Boston may be editorially
ates in nian. And if you want to study na- unify and perfect plans, cement hearts, fire photographed in some of their salient feature,study human nature. Study mankind ;
tures, as well as briefly epitomized from the
and what you find of the divine economy zeal, rouse faith, send every true worker
reports,—On the whole, it appears that the
back
to
his
special
fielil
girded
with
greater
there, is the economy of God’s natural law.
Not brute matter, not the great law of phy- strength, and press home effectually upon great Christian undertakings of the age are
sical force, is the'richest field for investiga- some hearts, unconsecrafed till now, the not losing their hold upon the public mind,
ion ; but human nature, with its endless vaclaimsof the Great Master and the duty of that plans for the regeneration of the world
:
riations and combinations.
living for sacred ends. So: far as these grow more practical, broaden and multiply,
The divine providence is a providence
that conforms tothe laws of nature which it nteetings do such a work they are success- and that their fruits are more obvious
has made ; and it conformsto the laws of the ful; if they fail here, no matter what else while their promise gains in significance.
human family which are its children. What they do, their value is small and their work
is the law then ? Is it that one can not morally doubtful.
——CoMMUNISM PROSTRATE. It is with no
help another ? Is that the result of experiWe trust that the sessions which are soon slight feeling of relief that the public have
ence and of philosophy in interpreting the
laws of nature ? ~ Can not human nature do to be held may be eminently profitable ones. learned of the thorough success of the govanything? Does every person stand still There will be some \successes to report; ernment forces in France, and the sudden
and say—the mother to the babe, and the
collapse of the rebellion. The insurgents:
father to the child, and the school-teacher to there will also be some disasters to confess hive certainly shown unexpected skill
and
regret,
and
new‘and
p¥culiar
responsithe scholar, and the master-artist to the artist-pupil—‘‘I am unable to do anything for bilities to look in the face. There is a spe- pluck and self-sacrifice in maintainingso
you”? Does the world go ‘upon the theory cial call for calm wisdom, for the bravery long and resolutely their hostile attitude.
that everything is fixed ? Do men say to ‘that deliberates and then resolutely dares, There has been brain as well as passion in
each other, «There are great natural®aws:
their organization
‘and resistance, and valor
obey them, and you will be “able to take of for the plans that involve steady service in
as.
well
as
brutality
in their military operayourself,—do not come to me ?” Does the the execution rather than those which dethe apprentice pend upon dash and strategy, and for a tions. While springing from the most rev- ‘|
when
master mechanic,
comes to-him and says, ‘I want to learn new dedication of heart and will and life to olutionary political theories, and drawing
this trade,” say, ‘“ This trade consists in the the great ends that are set forth in the gos- into the ranks most of the turbulent and
application of natural laws; now apply
desperate elements of Parisian life, the late

‘really seemn to eastern caution that ‘they
have unwisely presumed; they think rather
‘the struggle

our

against faith in the red influence of Gofl up-

had ventured so much, loss was a sore trial
and a terrible waster of courage and hope.
Apd ‘#0, when our brethren in the west
have-miet disaster, it has fallen upon them
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cheer

There are many who _find the fact that
the world is governed according. tp settled
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till they are taken hold of . by human yplition? And yet, men still reason that there
the -Atlantic sea. Let them toil on, is no such thing as special providence, They
say, ‘It is absurd to teach that the divine
trust, and be patient. Both "human, will.
does anything. © Natural
law does
divine help shall reach them, and the everything.”
‘It is a lie!
Every wise
will change to a song.
>
household progiounces it false.
Every organized business pronounces it false.
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To choose a Moderator to preside in said meet-

come before said meeling.

ME, CENTRAL Y.M. is appointed bythe Com. of
location instead of the Clerk, who is absent from the
W.T. SMITH, Com.
‘state.

represented,

congregations were

Thirty

5

Al

‘held ‘its annual meeting at the nineteenth-street
synagogue on Tuesday and Wednesdagsef last
week.

Clerk.

81. LAWRENCE Y. M.will hold its next session with
the Free Baptist church at North Lawrence, on the
Northern R. R , June 2325. Business meeting opens
at 1 r My on the 23d.
WM. WHITFIELD,
Clerk.

The board of Delegates of American Israelites

The Executive Committeé have determined,
if possible to see that a convention be organized

Will you give up this mission, and

this:

G. H.

state.

1.

; he To choose a Clerk,
hi
hi
3. To. determine the amount of repairs fo be ‘made
oi
j
i
building.
on said
4. To elect a Committee of three to Execute the
same.
;
»
v
5. To transact any other business that may legall,

Providence church, Ind., beglining op Friday, June
2.
a, b
J. H. DubLEY, Clerk.

persistence of the Nonconformists will change
their minority to a majority at no distant day.

e will not
of the doingsof the convention, but
Those desiring to see it may find it in
allow.
the Kennebec Weekly Journal of the issue of
It will also appear. in the Sunday
May 24.
School Times, and may be obtained ‘of the Secretary, E. M..Hainés, Lewiston, Me., in pamphlet form, at 10 cts, per copy.

could not leave the field, though the brethren should forsake them ; so they have con-

lence of the church. Their salary,
pittance, has not been paid.. The
for the Freewill Baptists to settle
‘meetings soon to be held in the

of a free church in a free

We shotild be glad to give an extepded report

They

"a dollar or an encouraging word.

Gerrish,

the twelfth day of Juné next,

at two o'clock, P. M., for the following business, to
wit:

OHIO Y. M. will hold its néxt session with the

The vote in the English. House of Commons
on Mr, Miall’s motion for the disestablishment
of the Church of England, was 89 yeas to 285
nays,
a strong show of force for the. advocates

Rufus Deering,~F. W, Baptists ; Rev. 8. H. Burrage, Rev. 8. L. B. Chase,~C. Baptists}; Rev. 8.

For the year past the faithful teachers and

missionaries have labored on with

L.

J.D, BATSON,

721

up for themselves.

Howird Owen, Ass’t Sec’s.
Executive Committee :—~Rev. Smith Baker, Jr.,
Rev. E. M. Haines, at large ; Rev. O.M. Coussens, C. Sturtevant,— Methodists; Eli Jones,

greatly blessed.

and teachers have been

July 7, at 2 P. M.

"A new Steam Job Printings Press
has just been put into operation in the Morning Star Office. This Press is the
bestin use, and is,of = course, capable :
of doing ‘most excellent work. Be

a meeting of said proprietors for the Jrpsse of providing for such repairs,to consult an
upon the
same, therefore you are hereby notified to meet at

The anniversary exercises of Storer Normal School
will occur as follows :
or
e
:
Examination of classes, June 5, 6. Address before the Literary Fraternity, June 7, at B P.M. Prize
Declamation by 1st and 2d classes, June 8, at § A. M.
Exhibition of other classes, June 8 at. 712 P. M.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va , May 16,71.
°
.

chapels and schools, with" the purpose of setting

Rev. E. M. Haines, Sec’y; J. M. ‘Larabee and

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE. ~

ng needs repaies, and have signified that opinion by
a paper expressing their assent to
the call of

School,

as jealous of its dignity as the larger, declines
the overtures. The “ Primifiyes” have hitherwork.
school
Sunday
in
the
interest
growing
a
ed
The friends that have jn yegrs past susThe following officers were elected for the en- | fo maintained a close though informal relation
.
i
~~ PER ORDER,
|
Revs,
4 With the Established Church; now that the Es- |
‘tained the Cairo Mission, . will be rejoiced suing year: L.A. Stanwood, President;
tablishment has passed away, they have applied
pro
already
is
sown
MINNESOTA
Y.
M.
will
hold
its
14th
annual séBsion
8.
L.
B.
Chase,
D.
B.
Randall,
Thomas
Coat]
seed
the
that
“to learn
for authority to modify the trust deeds of their with the church at Money Creek, Minn., sommencing
fruit to the honor and glory of God. A. L. Park and C. M. Bailey, Vice Presidents;

ducing

Notice.
roprietors of the
a majority of the
pitnated in
Baptist
Meeting House
I

BEREAS,
. Freewill

North Bandwich, are of the opinion that said build-

A.D, WILLIAMS.

.

Virginia ?

The Wesleyan Methodists, with about 20,000
members, and the Primitive
Methodists, with
about halfas many, have been trying to unite;
but the smaller body, which is of course twice

—18, at the Congregational church. The large
audience room was crowded, whieh, with the
. | readiness shown by the representatives of the
| schools from the various parts of the State, to
participate in the work of the convention, evinc.

the

with

:

vg

—

MORNING ST

THE

Bh
bene re—

“ No, no, Rover,” answered the child. | in contact with his elder sister's dress, soil“ Mother is tired, andl her liead aches. She ing it slightly.
:
:
is a dear good mother ; see, she has made al: *‘ You clumsy thing !” was the impatien:

it. extlamation ; ¢* you
r.
cage.”
:

little pie for you and me.© I am so noisy

makes her nervoits, Grandpa calls me a
¢ perpetual motion,’ but I really can’t kéep

Fame.

F'looked from the crimson face of the
2] still,”
‘‘ nuisance,” and tried to fancy low sweetThe mother heard, and her ‘heart smote ly that
avould have assured an older
her... Her boy was noisy, but she had no’
man that it was of no consequence
| other fault to find with him: She could not |
and was entirely her own.fault for tak-

——

Once in a hundred years the pulpit hears

A voice so wise and strong,

.

It echoes downethe vale of years, «
. In thunder rolls along;
Till, answering

disposition, with

sullen willfulness of

many children, and could

not

but

confess

that the child's forbearance was greater than
her own.
She heard him bringin wood
and lay it down carefully, Rover assisting

Once in a hundred years the Congress halls :
Resound with words of might,

That lead the crowd of hearers on

by taking a stick in his mouth.

of right.

-Upborne in peans lqud and long,
Is handed on to fame. |

elm.

A touch so skilled and light,

After fill-

cheek rosy ‘and

In notes of pure delight,

At strains almost divine ;— |
Oh, is the master hand forgot ,

his dark

Under the elm, Master

Fred

proceeded

fornia, after which he said gravely,

Once in a hundred years a warrior comes,

Of ‘carnage’s gory sea,

.

Of hosts of breaking hearts;
Though many murmur not who bear
Scorn, want and sorrow’s smarts, °
The seamstress’ needle’s flying point
Draws life from hefown veins ;—
Unlike the warrior’s
Yeeking sword,

1 bring#ffleath’s crown, not fame’s,
By one without renown,

li

and senseless, the terrible memory of, her
last words to him smote her to the earth.

By which the warrior’s, statesman’s deeds

Grow light as thistle down.

Had the Almighty heard her peevish words,

thou giv’st thy name to few,

and laid him

‘While many find it not,
‘Who strive with giant strength to win,
«+ But sink unknown, forgot.

A low

moan

from the child’s white lips brought her ‘to
her feet again. That cry of pain was music
now, for it spoke of life.
:
What was done during the next hour,

'L. E. EXAPP.
No. Fairfield, O.

still forever?

.,

she never knew distinctly, but a few
utes after the accident, the

Sunshine.
—

sat with her face to the sun,

| find the child alive.
me.”

For'it must be hard to go round overhead,
With never an end divining.”

For along

‘With never a resting knowing.

“ For, Sun, you will gladden my whole life long,
Joyously bright and gleaming ;”
:
Ard then she caroled a blithesome song,
* Of cheeriest morrows dreaming.

The sun goes on,—and the maid has grown
‘Womanlike now, and fancies
The gladdest of sunlight she has known

can

never

walk

\

little

playfel-

low, and when at last he was allowed to
him, seemed almost beside himself with
Mrs. Carlton learned a good Jésson in
school of affliction. She never scolded
more ; and it cut her to the heart when

of June

came

their

stars

ghut

old

elm.

He

would

flowers.

off weeds

poor

dog’s feelings by, a

- . A great artist spending a few days in the
village, chanced to pass one day, and noted

the high spiritual beauty of the child.

had
when

In

after years, when people praised the genius

.

and

to

laugh,

that could create the wondrous

Things

wis-

Freddie always thanked him, and

never hurt the

Mothers, be Careful.
fo

and

bring to him,as Mrs. Carlton brought him

Tp Family Circle,
her all day,

touching proof of this dogjs love
dom, was his habit of biting

Her being with new warmth thrilling!

felt fretful.

the

loveliness

of admonition,

learned

the

his companian;

so there was no one to scold at but the dog,

who missed his litile master, and. kept following Mrs. Carlton with a mute appeal for
notice.

She pushed him with her foot,” and

said,

oo

Ahr

“4 Do go away, you ugly,

ing dog!”

good-for-noth-

ia

Rover went away,

but

4
seemed

doggish-

For the Girls.
ty gi wee
tb
I suppose You really love these rough,
teasing Brothers of yours, but don’t you

on. the doorstep’to

| twelve that

a8 Lange's

the fidelity

minute to keep things from getting dull and

stupid.

I know: just how rough and noisy

covers with paint, and spill mucilage on tie

are

here

printed, are written;

and

still more cheering is it when they are called for

Commenta-

-by the reading public. Mr. Whipple is & man
who never caters to_the demand for what is
as
trashy and sensational. . He does not deal in lit-

forward, and Messrs, Scrib-

and

painstaking which

erary condiments. He has nothing to offer those
to
m reading is a mere mental, pastime, and

mark

he will not solicit attention and approval’by appealing to the surface emotions.or flatteiing the
whims and prejudices of the hour, He is ale
ways thoughtful, calm, manly , critical, appealing
to the’ solid judgment, the healthy conscience

1

ton & Co. 1871. Royal octavo.

* No,”

better get something

His

tivated essayist, he has very few superiors in the
country, whether

that

a.book-store.

* I tell you, they plague a out, stowing

away in his capacious

with a pink cord, evidently a child's book.

neither,—course,

was going to give myself an indulgence,
and stopped here to buy oranges. Extra
half dollars are not common with me. Indulgences are not frequent.
Something

he'd

say

that will keep.” In amomentI remembered a brother and sister who were living in

two rooms,—he still an apprentice at his
trade, she a sewing-girl.. Only yesterday I
heard her wish that brother James could
hear the ‘Scientific Lectures to Mechanics ;”
your brothers in this way. You need them, he was so ingenious and always thinking
and they need you. Many a boy has, gone out something ; but the winter was so hard
into bad company, and yielded t6 evil, de- for them they could not save a cent for
grading influences, simply because there such things. Half a dollar would buy tickets for'two of these lectures. I could give

was no stronger, purer influence at home to
draw him away from'it, and lift him above myself a pleasure that * would keep.” This
it. Make your brothers your companions evening ‘* James ” is listening to a lecture
and friends, and never be afraid or ashamed oun ‘‘Steam in its Application to Machinery.”

to show your love
ral.
2

Sabbath

for them.— Little Corpo-,
A

school

fore your
pv

teacher, as you stand be-

class, are you giving them truth

that * will keep,” or only plehsant talk and

entertaining stories?
The Loss of Self-Respect..
Mothers, are you plénting seeds that have
| vitality in them, and germs of perennial
Real self-respect is that high, noble, man- growth, or lifeless husks, or promise only
ly feeling, which comes only from doing of summer blossoms ?
Co
right and from having a good heart. The
Fathers, are you accumulating treasures
moment

you

do

wrong,

or do

a mean act

(and meanness is the worst form of wrong-

that ¢* will

keep,” onionly

the

riches that

have wings ?— Christian at Work.

Hindu Girl.

as they saw me

heathen, sold her

to

a very

bad

woman,

on the edge

of a pond,

her good words, and “she thought,

‘“Now if

known as Pitman’s Pond, because it was on I can find her she will help me;” so she
the farm of a man named Pitman, We went searching for her house. She soon
built a houseof bark and branches, and a found it, for all the people around knew
large fire-place and chimney of flat stones, this good woman. Thé little girl was right,
and in it we made'a roaxing fire. It was she found a friend and home. Now, this
grand fun. We played that we were sail- kind woman was very poor, shehad but litors cast ashore, wrecked, and that we tle money, but she could not turn this sick’
would live there till some ship passed, by. girl away ; so she took her in, Washed her,
Of course we must live, so-we went into combed out her tangled hair, and put some

be approved by a true mental hygiene,
the best

things

which

he

found in this volume,
ive:

Young

Men

Popularity;

Grit;

The. Economy

has

given

him
would

Some of
us will be

Its contents are suggest-

in - History;
The

Vital

The ' Ethics
and

of Invective; The

nN

of

Mechanics};

Sale of Souls;

The Tricks of Imagination ; Cheerfulness; Mental and Moral Pauperism; The Genius of Dickens; Shoddy; John A. Andrew.’ There is not a
weak or prosy paper in the book, and some of
them are peculiarly strong, keen and brilliant.
————

A HAND-BOOK OF ENGLISH

LITERATURE,

tended for the use of High Schools, as

In-

well

a corhpanion and guide for private students an
eneral readers, BF

‘ol. 1.

Britislt

Shepard.

1871.

Lane & Co.

Francis

H.

Authors,

12mo.

Underwood.

Boston:

pp. 692.

v

Lee

Soldby

HAND-BOOK OF THE ADMINISTRATIONS

UNITED STATES; ‘comprising
leading political events in
from

the

inauguration

as

&_

E.J.

ot

OF THE

a synopsis of the
American History, .

of Washington

to the

We have nothing but honest praise: for these
two volumes. The
superiority
of the Hand-'

Book of English Literature to the very similar

just

- After looking over . this work, recently issued
by Messrs. Scranton & Co., with nota little interest and some care, we are frank to say, that it
makes a much nearer approach to the ideal commentary described than anything which = has
heretofore been given to the public. By omitting
Fthe text, except those passages and expressions

which are the “subject of comment,~and

to omit

this

approval.

“Whoever bays

ine value.

The abundant maps

real aid to the student.
be complained of.

It

By

Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
pp. 166. Sold by E. J.
Lane & Co. :

By Bret-Harte,

1871.

Same

»

16mo. pp. 212.

These two books, unlike as they appear, have
many things in common.”

Mr, Hay’s productions

take the form of rhyme, while Bret Harte gives
us very straightforward and unequivocal prose.
The poems largely picture certain phases of the:
inner life ; the novels find their subjects in a very
objective world, full of dash, audacity, grit and

sang froid.

But they are both sensuous

rather

than delicately ideal ; both carry their genius and
| art,—of which there is no real lack,~to the very
borders of slang; both affect a type of plety,—
when they recognize the quality as a real and
vital orsg,— that is more muscular than medita-

it may be

render

tive, anc

is sold only

by subscription, and atta price that ought

Hay.
16mo.

Publishers, &e.

On the
and an

and

citizen wants.

essential to an ideal complete-

CONDENSED NOVELS.

and illustrative

The work

nothing

John
1871.

sure of getting something having large and genuengravings will be" properly prized,

intelligent

PIKE COUNTY BALLADS, and other Pieces.

disguise. But that is npt a very serious matter,
and can be excused in view of the many and

emphatic

every

ness, and putting everything in. just the proper
place. Thousands of purchasers will thank him.

omission occasions very slight loss,—the entire
commentary
is readily put within the limits of a single volume equaling in size an ordinary family Bible, while the full-faced and excellent type renders the task of reading a pleasant
one to’eyes of average strength. The work of
exposition is well and judiciously done, though,
as might be expected, the strong Calvinism of the
Scotch theologians frequently crops out without

marked excellences that belong to it.
whole, we give-it a most hearty welcome

what

crams an immense amount of material into a
small space, having nothing redundant, seeming

t turns its earthward rather than its

Godward side toward us; and both are taking

not to

and stimulating to the: mind, while raising a
question whether, on the whole, they will serve

v

or injure the cause of sound literature and sound

morality.
The lighter vein is very prominent in
the poems, and the amatory element crops ‘out

SERMONS TO THE NATURAL MAN.
By William
G. T. Shedd, D. D., authorof * Christian Doc-

New

York: Charles

&
- Co. T871. 12mo. pp. 422. Sold by E.Scribner
J. Lane
& Co.

continually.

Some

cal,

almost

artistic;

of them are graceful, musinone

magnetism, majesty or

There are two things that are likely to strike any

of them have

moral fire.

.

depth,

They exhibit

the author ir his
fri
-and sentimental rather
intelligent
and appreciative reader of these dis-* than in his lofty
afd kindled moods of mind, and
‘courses. The first is their strong, undiluted Cal- so will please rather
than elevate the reader.
vinistic theology ; the second is their rare vigor of And, while congeding
real power of a certain
thought and transparent directness of style.

Dr.

sort to

A boy who re- who treated her cruelly. She abused her so Shedd has. long been. known as a most able and]
uncompromising defender of what is termed
: the
spects himself holds up his head, -and runs
that she became very ill; her back grew so Old School system, He clings to the ancient paths
away from no man. Self-reproach always
crooked that she could not stand up ;besides, of thought, all the more firmly -it would
accompanies the loss of self-respect. When she suffered great pain. Then this woman seem, because he’ sees so many deserting

a sort of a camp

carefully is to enter upon a course. which

ably smaller space. But it is thoroughly excel
results of the latest study in sacred literature
lent every way, and ought to satisfy every reaand Biblical criticism, while keeping the processes out of sight,—take up the harder things for in- sonable demand, and put the mass of our intelligent youth wisely on the way toa large and
terpretation and leave the simpler ones to speak
practical acquaintance with that rich continent of
for themselves,—carefully bring out the general
thought and expression spread out in English
teaching of a passage as well as unfold the meanLiterature.
The author is is very appropriately
ing of specific Words and phrases,—set forth the
to follow it with a volume dealing Tn a similar
practical bearings and spiritual uses of the truth
contained in the text,—and offer the whole with- | way with American literature.. We prophesy a
fine product as the result of his judicious culling.
in a reasonable gompass and at a comparatively
*. The
Jiftlé volume compiled by Mr. Tilestan is
| small price.
-

trine,” etc.

A Little

substance

work of Cleveland is not quite obvious, unless it
rouse inquiry and answer the questions naturally . be in the fact that Mr. Underwood has compressstated by honest and manly thinking,—give the ed his statements and selections into a consider-

‘‘ Something that will keep,” said I to
~ That made me think of i little fellow whom myself. Ihad just left my milliner, who
I once charged with cruelty, for pulling out had conscientiously made my bills half a
dolar lgss than the amount agreed upon,
the long legs ‘of a
shopper,
!
because
of some lack .in the quantity of
“Don’t hurt him, was his defense ; ““ain’t
a mightof juice in’em. * An’ he don’t squeal, trimming. With that extra half dollar I
if it hurt him,

the

should be brief and plain,~sufficiently critical to

pocket

you have to take it, because, you kno, you
daren’t lick ’em.”
oy

considers

present period. Also a record of SoujempOr
neous English History. By Edward G.
Tileston. Same Publishers, &c. 1811. 18mo. pp.

demand for an exposition of the Bible that should.
meet the wants of common people. Such a work

In a few minutes he came

one

or the style of his productions; and to read

pp, 1357.

As the extended, critical and costly commentaries are both beyond the means of the masses
of the people, and lack a proper adaptation to
their mental statgs and habits, there has existed a

momentary - survey did

As a vigorous and eul-

only real and vital thing.

opinion ne

needed

popular,

The

but

more, on

reading.

make

mental

Moral
wparkle

solidity

problem

is.

permanently

:
By

alady

concerning

and with ‘very- dissimilar

The interest exhibited

of Boston,

woman’s

Bose
7

)

sphere,’

degrees

init is

of power:

a hopeful ®ign;

and in spite of much crude theorizing, misplaced
pathos, exaggerated statement and unreasonable
denunciation, honest and earnest talk will help

He

toward a true solution, This story of New England life has its bearing upon the question,—a

guilty on account of the moral depravity which
inherit,~guilty, not less

reputa-

helps, hindrances, capacity and adaptation to the
various forms of work needing to he done in the
world, is set before us in a great variety of ways

teaches that men are now actually guilty of the
sin which.brought a fallen natuie to: the race,—
they

his

. ton: Nichols & Hall." 1871. 16mo. pp. 205.

thought which runs all through this volume, and
and power.

critical

to

BREAD-WINNERS.

kept packed away in his Confession

pungency

whether

anything by putting these novels

into a volume, and asking for them a second and

carefully

of Faith,’
b¥t to be put at the very basis of his
teaching and preaching and practice, It is the
gives it seriousness,

Harte, we question

tion will gain

you have done anything wrong, although
them for the newer ones. Many years ago he
turned her into the street to beg, sick and gave us the
Keynoteof his system in that strong
the world may not know it, you know it
think you might show it a little more pleas:
helpless as she was. A good woman in the and somewhat startling essay, in
which he boldyourself, and you can not got ais from
antly? 1 can tell you,I know all about boys. the thought. .
city was sent around by the missionaries to -ly announced wy
th defended the thesis:
:
I was brought up in a house full of them.
read the Bible to the poor heathen women, ‘Sin a Naturef\and that Nature Guilt.” He
Some years ago, when I was a boy, a;par6@Inion to-day. And itis not an
I have enough in my own house this very ty of us boys went, one afternoon, and made and this little girl had seen her and heard holds the same

ly to question the propriety of calling him and heedless they are; how they forget to
ugly when he always obeyed the slight wipe their feet on muddy days, throw their
,est gesture of command; or good for caps and scarfs on the floor, and leave their
nothing, when only two fyears before he books in the queerest places, to be hunted
had saved little Freddie from a watery up in the last minute before school time.
graves. Soon he ‘wisely concluded not to I know how they whittle on the carpets,
trouble himself about’ what could not be paste kites on the chair seats, daub the table
helped, and lay down

Co. 1871. octavo.

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

translation and editing which this volume owes
to the American scholars who have been employed on it, show that it fell into fitting hands. The
Introductions, dealing with various topics, por:

fellow the worst way ; and the bother ofit is, a small, flat package in white” paper, tied

they ran asif for dear life.

grace of patience with the little annoy-

ances of life. The husband was away at
the village, and little Fred was at school,

with

said he, ““ she likes candy ‘pretty well, but
will keep.”

. {That's because you don’t know,” said

which shone upon them from a pictured
doing), that moment you lose your self-reface that always graced the artist's studio,
spect. Last fall I saw some boys in my orhe would reply,
>
¢
)
7
chard, stealing apples.
I went up to the
«Tt was only a copy from the Great fencéi

sweet

&

By EdwinP,

James R. ‘Osgood &.Co,
Whipple, Boston:
1871, 16mo. pp. 833. ‘Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
It is a cheering fact that such essays as the

both the literary and mechanical portions ofthe
work.
The same general features that have ro

hearing; * it must beso | "hot 4ind anything that suited him, and
I watched him as he crossed the street to
nice to have sisters of your own.” ¢

intention, but as soon

not fully

Scribner

SUCCESS AND 1T8 CONDITIONS.

ner & Co, are issuing the volumes as rapidly
is consistent with their large service in the publication of a great variety of other books, and

conscious-

things went wrong with her she always Master! Todo
toe which God finde
gtendingto calloutto them to take
— Twill tell you about alittle Hind giri T
scolded. Not that she was usually cross,
all they wanted and welcome, only next
perpect
through
suffering,
to
show
its
how
know here. When she was a wee one, her
time to ask before they took. I hag no hos‘for she was not; she did her best to make
mother died, and her father, a wicked old
the angels look !"—Congregationalist. | =
tile
home pleasant for husband and
child,
but she had

5,00,

The great work known

excused

pushed forward the jars of candies.

I guess I had

nisi

I had a sister,” said a boy to his

see ‘somefin’ *bout it.” :
joy.
These brothers of yours will not always
this say when you hurt them by unkind, careany less words, but they feel it all the same, and
th it hurts in another way, by gradually chilllittle fellow said one day,
i
ing their love for you, and making them
“I know now why I used to be so noisy, hard-hearted and careless of the comfort of
mother.
Godknew I had only six years to others.
EE
I tell you, girls, you can not afford to lose
be-noisy in, and so he made me feel like

sit there for hours, propped by pillows,
reading,
playing or talking to Rover,
who never was happy without him. A

~ Gloomy and dark and chilling ;
But the sun rounds back in its lengthened bout,

Mrs. Carlton

any

he

:

fellow out under

Forever and ever, she sees it set
Ags if at the end’s pis

gone wrong with

piti-

‘“ But

round, they- used often to draw the little

A sunlight blesses her life, and yet,
Though the old sun is shining

4

on life was

ful truth,

running all the time !”
When the pleasant days

In true eyes’ tenderest glances;

—-Gm—

hold

~ Poor Rover pined for his

¢¢ O Sun that is never a-weary !” she said,
“(0 Sun that is bright and glowing,
I'm glad that you always go round overhead,

¥

his

the worst was &yer, he had to add ‘the.

more.” ,

« The sun was its watch still keeping.

oT

time

slight, and when at last’ the physician said

Her pretty head drooped on her shoulder then;
Long did she sit there sleeping,
“When she awakened from sleep again

out,

But the brave boy

words

Charles

ry is going sfeadily

compaffion,in my

to |

smiled through his pain, and said,
* Don’t cry, father, the doctor will cure

“0 Sun that is shining so bright,” she said,

with

“] x

Mr.

Carlton and the physician scarcely hoped

i“. “You must be tired of shining;

do

as if that were reason enough for not being

polite to him.

fell

collar told Mr. Carlton the sad news.

And toyed with her ringlets golden.

nights come

min-

dog

a few kind

but all the time I had thé inward

‘* Why,” she exclaimed, “that’s our Tom I”

panting: at his master’s feet, in the village
two miles away.
A note fdstened to his

Sat on the door-step olden,
i
A-weary, and giving her fancies free run,

And

noble

After my confession he gave me

tense oral edrnestness which they embody,

ed-

when that is gone a sad load takes its place
traying the condition of the Jewish people at the
on the heart. Self-respect makes a boy time these books were written, and discussing
snubbing, just beeause he was a boy, and light-hesdrted and jolly, but the loss of it
the question, whether Jeremiah was really the
was too brave to show that he did care. I weighs him down most fearfully.
— Church- author of the Lamentatiohs, are lucid, scholarly
found out another thing; too, and that was man.
and valuable, The volume makes a real addition
that the ‘‘ nuisance” was very convenient
to our expository literature, and marks another
step toward the completion of what will be the
when the pony was to be harnessed,
the pitchSomething that Keeps.
most thorough and valuable commentary on the
er to be filled with cold water; a big bundle
Scriptures that has appeared, or is likely to apto be carried down-town, or a disagreeable
Waiting in a grocery store. this morn- pear for many years to come. Itis both’ extenerrand tobe done; yet I never heard any
ing,
I stepped back with fastidious shrink- sivtand costly, and is meant, not so much for the
one say.
a
masses of the people, as for theological students
, *‘ Thank you, J * oe it was kind in yop ing from contact with a rough looking man, and clergymen. To thein it will prove, scarcely
who
was
completing
his
purchases.
He
paid
to take the trouble.”
less than a choice biblical library.
No doubt he would have stared'if they had for his articles, and was opening the door,
said so; but I think he would have liked it, when he turned suddenly back, saying,
and I think it would have helped him to res “Oh, I must get something for my little A COMMENTARY, Critical and Explanatory, on
girl. I declare, I almost forgot her.” His - the Old and New Testaments. By._the Rev.
member to be polite himself,
Robert Jamieson, D. D., St. Paul’s, Glasgow;
Scotland; Rev. A. R. Fausset, A. M., St. Cuth-.
“ Why didn’t you thank that boy for bring- eye glanced over the shelves, up and down
berts, York, England; and the Rev, David
ing your hat?” I asked of a pleasant little the counter, in search of something that
Brown, D. D., Professor of Theology, Aberwould please his little daughter. The clerk
deen, Scotland. Hartford, Conn. : 8. 8. Scrangirl.
.

When.she saw him lying there, bruised

Oft in these hundred years a cross is borne

York:

ph. 642,

ness that I had done wrong, and I was not
Lappy.
I had lost my self-respect, and

croquet, no one ever said, “Come, J. ohnny.”

great was his joy when he had succeeded in
constructing rude steps from which Rover
could leap from the hay-mow to the scaffold.
But to-day the child's foot slipped on the
great beam and he fell to the floor. Mrs.
Carlton heard the ‘ery, but before she
could get to the . door, Rover was' at her
feet—poor dumb creature, trying frantically to tell her what had come to Fred!

Oft in these hundred years we hear the wail

If the

And T really suppose they thought he did
not care for their laughing and - teasing and

large old barn, as api’ the floor below; and

- Triumphant leaves the battlefield
With fame and victory.

giveness.

Translated, enlarged and

ited by Samuel Ralph Asbury, Rector of Trinity church, Moorestown, N. J. Also, Tug
LAMENTATIONS OF JEREMIAH, by the same
author. Translated, enlarged ol edited by
W. H. Hornblower, D. D., pastorof tlie First
Presbyterian church of Patersod, N. J. New

me on the ground that I was probably led
away thoughlessly ir my play, and then he

sisters walked, or rode,/ or sang, ‘or played

very attentive. Now for the harn.”
Lettle Fred was noted for climbing, and
felt just as easy close to the roof of the

" And, borie upon the topmost wave

over her

even in heaven, to see it.

“ That will do, Rover; you .have been

«. Who fearless faces death,
‘Where war, with fiery furnace blast,
Drives on the car of death;

A little maid

to

| teach Rover to stand erect and spell Cali-

In all the years of time?

reuth, Bavaria,

your good bringing
up, never would do
such a thing!"—when he said, this I' melted

of the clear statement, the mass

forgave me; and when I parted from him
‘Oh, you always want to see something,” be shook hands kindly, and in his chéery tinguished the preceding volumes are promineht
said the sister, fretfully; “I hate to have way said, ‘Now, Chris, don't err again by here ;—a critical exegesis is employed to elucidate the meaning of the text, then the real doc- and the love of essential truth, His analysis of
any, one look over my shoulder.”
doing a mean act, by which you lose your" trine taught and the moral principles involved or -character is often very thorough and
admirable ;
So it was, from morning until night. self-respect,”
:
illustrated are brought gut, and, finally, the hom:
he deals with literature in a truly judicial temThere was not a place in that house, so far
Before I saw Mr. Pitman, I thought no- iletical uses to be made of the passage, and the per in spite of popular sympathies and previous
as I could see, where the boy was wanted, body knew that I took those melons, At practical applications which it should reeeive, verdicts; he exposes the false principles and repor a person who wanted him; and I won- home everybody treated me as kindly. gs ev- are briefly but catefully set forth, The plan ren- utable, shams that prevail in life with a fidelity
thatis gs free from fear as it is destitute of perdered if the dear, dead mother knew how it er.
P@ple bowed to me as pleasantly, and {lers it the most comprehensive and exhaustive
was, and whether it-would not make her my Sunday school teacher was as candid, of commentaries, and there is a true and trained sonal hatreds; and he exalts the solid substance
skill exhibited in garryjng out the plan.
The
of character, "in all departments of life, as the
heart ache,

eyes sparkling with health, his chestnut
curls floating back on the Wind. She will
not forget that picture to her dying day.

‘And holds the mortal ear entranced

looking

study, in view

culine vigor, the searching pungency and. the in.

Dr. C, W. Edward Naegelsbuch, pastor in Bay-

for me to do—I confessed, and ‘asked for-

+ ** Wait just a second,” he begged, as: she
was turning a page.
PR
:

The mother saw them pass the open

door, the child’s

It wakens all its slumbering song

mi

ed in the engravings,
shoulder;

Firsta race down the green lane,to the old

Once in a hundred years the harpstring feels

CL

An
exclamation
of delight brought her
brother to her side; and he was soon absorb-

ing the kettle for tea, he said to Rover,
“ There, I guess that is all we can do
now ; let’s go and play.”

The deeds bear fruit of noblest worth 5,
:
*Tis then the statesman’s name,

O Fame!

the

THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET JEREMIAH,
Theologically and Homiletically expounded,
by

at quite down, and I burst into tears-and sobbed out, “Mr. Pitman, I did it. I took
up so much room. In an arm-chair, one ‘those melons, and 1am very sorry for it.”
of the younger sisters fas curled up, exam- I was utterly “humiliated; my self-respect
ining with great interest anew magazine. was gone, and I did what was the best thing

help contrasting - his obedient; affectionate

to its vim and fire,

There kindles any a flame
Within the heart and braim of man,
And gives the preacher fame.

..To braver dees

ought to be kept in a|
ee
nln

it as the only adequate Helper, and fill his life
with the martyrs fidelity and the saint’s'devos
tion. However their intense Calvimsi may be
objected against, the sermons are richly worth:

ac-

feature which will add something to the interest.
of what, independently of this, is. a very pleas

count of the- moral inability which makes obedidience and Jofe to God impossible till the gra-

ant account of a few girls who knew what it was, *

cious but sovereign Spirit shall help and renew

to struggle for what

£4

was needed, and who found
bed and bureau. I know how they come in
clothes on her. She also nursed her care- them,—guilty to a degree that may well fill them effort anything but fruitless. The extrem
neighbor
Pitman’s
melon
patch
and
helped
take a nap.
:
:
with shame and, terror, and which renders it just |
with a whoop, and clatter up-stairs like 80
ourselves to the best melons; then we tried, fully, so that in a few days she grew much that God ‘should turn them over at omce to eter- | ries of Woman's Rights find ne advocacy i the
- "Mrs. Carlton seemed to come to a like
book, and the characters ‘of the girls and wbhmen
many fire-engines,
thé
moment
the baby goes’ his cornfield, and returned to our fire with better, the flesh came upon her bones, and nal condemnation, —guilty to
conclusion, and lay down on ‘the sofa for
a degree that makes | who are presented to us are very
well dawn.
to sleep; and how they are always leaving great stores of green-corn, which we roast- she did not suffer pain. She has learned ¥ his elective ‘interve
ntion, in saving any soul The volume
i
a little rest, and was going
to sleep when a
offers pleasant reading in its ¥vay.. :
open,
bh the doors
and
cutting
to
read,
anc
sing
burning
and
pray,
also-to
sew
a
little,
|
through
ed by the fire, and ate of bur plunder with
the ‘atodement of Christ} a marvel of
quick, glad bark aroused her, and Fred
— ‘y
x
infinite love. And’ profoundly believing this,
v
themselves up. But for all great relish.
I felt all. the time that it and is very happy. Sheis a grateful child, and
and his friend burst noisily into the room. - | and blowing
grieved
and almost shocked by the less rigid MYRA SHERWOOD’S CROSS, and How she bore that,
we
could
not
spare
them
our
from
and
says
her
Saviour
did all these good views of divine
was wrong ;hut were we not playing wreck“ O mother!” cried the eager - child, ** I
law and human guilt that are
it. B
the author of * The Object of Life,”
can say the multiplication table up to twelve, homes very well,” could we? And isn't «ed sailors, and were we’not entitledto foqd things for her, led her to her good "home, prevailing, he prints this collection of sermons
&e. ao
D. Lothrop & Co. 1871. 16mo.
if
|
there something wrong in the family whén
gave her

food and clothing, and that she 80 be he may call heedless and ‘self-complacent
Pp.
wherever we could find it ? But this flimsy
PRESCOTT; or, Lessons of Love, A Stoexcuse would not do,“ In plain English, 1 lovés him very much. She tells her Hindu and presuming souls back to the senseof sin and Ep1TH
ry for children. By Emma Marshall: Same
the majesty of God. .Bating the extreme
friends
to
come
to
her
dear
Jesus.
way
She says
had been. stealing ‘melons and corn, and
__ Publishers, 1871 16mo. pp. 251,
I]
which these: pofnts—are stited,=anthe
half dozen years; for the could not, deceive myself by any
d cx- Lrrrre REpCAP. A Tale for Boyv8. ‘Same Pub- :
“See what he has done for me; ‘intreme
“Tears dimmed the sparkling eyes of memberedit these
talk of | to them’:
is
so
great
that the
lishers.
1871. 16mo. pp. 192,
i
little Fredas he glided softly up to her. speaker was a pretty, delicate girl, and I “wrecked shilors.” A few days -after, | come, he will do good for you.” She has a positively unsound,—the ‘theology’ seems to us
discourses are
«Did
I make your head ache? I am so| ‘was a gopd dea! astenishied to hear her say" was walking down the road ‘when ‘Old Pit- | new name now ; for’ when ghe became a power, and urge truths - that need vitalizifull: of ON THE SEAS. A Book for Boys. With illus
ng in
sotry, mothe.”
:
“A boyin’a fagnily of girls is a perfect “man” came along in his wagon. I tried to Christian she was baptized Martha.— Hea- the public mind.
trations, Same Publishers, 1871. 16mo. pp, 168. .
There i$ reason for preaching
These volumes, reprinted from the very best

cand ¥

eh Evi
gE

“She

;

Saliormia

re a

va po lifornia! sisters call their brothers * nuisances? ” Yes,

ome in JOM” | thats the very word she used, and Tye re- |

did mot return his kiss, but pushed | nuisance.”

wT

avoid him, but he hailed me (I gupss he suspected that 1 was one of the melon thieves),
and asked me to get in and ride with him.

then Woman's Friend.

:

him from her saying,
The *“ nuisance " came home from school
LG
«Do
go away and let me have a min- | presently, a hearty , good-natured-lookingGood Humor.—I live in consiant en©
utes:
mo
a
nis)
boy of eleven or-twelve, whistling “King- 1 at last consented, and took Tijy seat by his deayor to fence
against the infirmities of ill
As Rover and Fred went into the next | dom Coming” with all his spare breath. side. He began then to tell about the health, and other evils of my life, by mirth.
ppped suddenlyas he saw me, and came raid on his melon-patch. How ‘‘alot of I am persuaded that every ‘time a man’
dog gave a low, peculiar | bark 1
the m,
roo
#
d awkwardly enough, to speak to me, boys from over where they were building smiles—-but much more so when he laughs
=
"which seemed to say,
:
gov
lel's
? and4 No
her;
suit
y
was
evidently unaccustomed
to meet- the railroad —Irish boys, who 0, had not been0 outright—it adds somethin
to,
trying
haveuse som
e fun.” - b
g to this fragmpany. Unfortunately, his foot eame taught better, boys whose bringing up had | ment of life.— Sterne.
Yow
biel CY
> ys

Ll

Ls

law as well as love,~for preaching law as a
way

of" interpreting

and: magnifying

Shedd shows howit may done,

issues of the London Religious Tract Society,
and bound up in the rich and tasteful style that

love; and ‘Dr.

Far from dcceptpreaching

serves to render the issues of ‘this House. so at=
tractive, will be found most admirably fitted to

gest much to every earnest minister,as to the way
in whieh he is to press home upon his hearer the

1 ife, and stir the better purposes of the soul. The
first two especially are of a high order, and the

righteousness, rouse his conscience, complete his

awake and generous-hearted boys. They
- wil]
find a fitting place in the Home and Surday,
chool library.

ing these discourses as a type of what

should always or generally be, yet they will sug-

rest the young, to suggest the high ends of

authority of God’s taw, strip him of his self-

Submission, pit earnestness into his

maller volumes willbe very welcome to wide,

prayer, ex-

alt Christ as the only Saviour and the Holy Spir- |

ft
3%

3°
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~~
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ERS SARS
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Wiferany Wiscelany,
;

- Worse eyen than the rudenéss and imertinence to which travelers are subjected.
in Paris, is the gigantic system of cheating

to, which they too often

fall wictims, from

The

pur

villainy at home.

person

in

any such

who

flounce, a velvet dress,

chases a point lace
~

or a package of Eves at Stewart's or Ho=
mer’s;knows perfectly well that it is entirely
unneodssary for him to inspect the quality
or verify the quantity of his. purchases before. paying the bill. Tt is not so in Paris.

The wh known and oldest houses do not
seruple to add to their lawful gains by all
six yards of

nizant of cases where

[4

to

have shrank

an

four; where

The wivesof the

Greeks

Sy

There

lived in almost |

Hm

velvet

embroi-

{lered dress has been found to-be embroiderod on one breadth only—that one of course
rt exposed to view; where packages
..the
of gloves have been opened and imperfect
for those chosen ; and where
substituted
ick

was found

one Bight

translating

from’

Soave,

asleep, in the act of

talian

into

French, and

from a dictionary.

looking

out the words

When

his candle was extingujshed he arose

and went to seek another light, When any
one conversed with him on'any subject on
which his mind was bént at the time, he
: “a velvet cloak has been sent home, careful gave rational answers; but he seemed to
ly and elegantly done up in a box with ear nothing that was said to him or near
tissue paper, but him on other subjects.
His eyes also seemquantities of ribbons and

on being éxamined (the unusual care ip ell to be only sensible to those objects about
packing having roused suspicion) proved which he was immediately engaged, and

to have had one of the breadths replaced by
a defective piece of velvet.
I have also
known an instance where some valuable
Russia sable-skins were sent to a highly
recommended and well-known cloak-house

\

JOHN HANCOCK

are

port. ‘ A few months sincé, it became apparent
that his

were fixed; so much so that in reading he
turned the whole head from side to side instead of the eyes.

One of the most remarkable cases on rec-

ence of male society, and
at those public spectacles.
chief

means

of Athenian

culture,

then for goodor for evil,and Phidigs eine

whom he had lived for nearly

SARAH

Strafford, Vt., died April 24th, 1871,
67 years. The deceased commenced

life in Sandwich, N. H.,when but 11 years of age
and was baptized
Rev. DD. Pettengill and united
with the I, Baptist church 'in Sandwich. Some

band

who

had

received

into

arms

his

young wife of fifteen, absolutely ignorant
of the world and its ways.
He speaks to

near

glory."

All Policies Absolutely
Non - Forfeitable

Enfield,
May 10th,aged 49. The subject of this no-

they have no

formed

actgof kindness to the needy, with

~

after one payment.

tice Professed religion in early life, and was ba
. Bunker, and united with the
tized by Rev. V.
Baptist church, By a. consistent Christian life

tience endured her last sickness of about one year,

which

o

on

|. Dividends are declared: annually, aftér the first
payment, availbble immediately as Cash, in payment
of Premium, or to increase the: amount of insurance
at the option of the insured.»
sy
A Dividend has been declared each year since the
organization of this Company.
’

M. ATWOOD.

of a doubt or hesitation, are from

P. SANGER; President.
}

MARY A. ROBERTS, widow of the late Smith
Roberts, and daughter of E, Chesley, died in E.

she endeared herself to a large circle of relatives
and friends, passed through severe ‘trials, per-

ate use, concerning

shadow

came

up and labeled for immedi-

put

GEORGE

GEORGE B. AGER, Secretary.
io)
’
ELIZUR WRIGHT, Acthary.

er end, SXpressing her joy in singin
and in
longinggto depart and he with Christ.
The kind
husbun is in deep mourning. May God sustain
him in his loneliness until he shall meet her in

much people are taken at their own valua~
tion.
The persons who always have an
opinion on every possible subject ready
and

'SETTS NON - FORFEITURE” Law.

a number of years, but was confined to her bed
only three months. She bore her sickness with
pub ence, and was very happy as she

[

’

{|

:

:

SPECIAL

:

-~

NOTICE.

The Company Wil make contracts with Agents,
corresponding directly with them, and all persons interested in Life Insurance by a Company conducted

pa-

on correct principles, whéther as Agent, Solicitor or

that very quality born rulers. This posi- -and digd as the Christian dfeth, leaving one.son,
and sisters and an aged father, to mourn
tiveness, and preparedness, and readiness brothers
their loss, © ' :
»
N. JONES.
| may spring from a universal shallowness of
MARY J. BEDELL died in Springvale, Me.,
nature, but it is none the less efficient. While
people ‘of deeper perceptions and more in- April 17th,aged.23 years and 6 months. Sister
was one of a band of converts that united’
sight are wavering in. delicate distresses, Mary
with the Free Baptist .charch in Springdale in

Applicants,

are

invited to call on, or

correspond

JAMES G. YOUNG,

ord is related by the Archbishop of Bor- her with extreme kindness, butin the landeaux, in the * Encylopedie Methodique.”
skins disappeared
in the process.
In an- It was concerning a young priest at the guage that would be used to a little “child,
other case a lady bought a splendid en-. Catholic seminary, who used to rise in his Ter task, he tells her, is to be like a queen
graved amethyst in Italy, and sent it to one sleep and write sermons. Having. written bee, dwelling continually at home and su- balanding testimony and praying for light,
of the fashionable jewelers of Paris to be set. a page, he would read it aloud and make | perintending the work of her slaves. "She this common-place obtuseness comes in and the spring of 1870, and remained a (aithful, consistent member until called heme. Although
The #methyst was sent home to her in dn ele- corrections. ‘‘I have seen,” says the Arch- must distribute to each their tasks, must leads all captive, by mere force of knowing younz and désiring to live, yet through grace she
economize
the
family
income,
and
must
gant seking, bij the rich violet hues of the bishop, ‘the beginning of one of his'serecame reconoiled; and was enabledto say,” Thy
exactly what it wants, and being
jpcapable
stone had fatled strangely during the pro- mons which he had written when asleep ;- it take especial care that the house is strictly of seeing beyond the issuesof thefmoment. will be done.” She leaves a large c rele of |
orderly,—the
shoes,
the
pots,
and
the
friends
and associates who will sadly miss her
cess; and examination revealed the fact was well composed, butone correction surN. B.~Active and energetic Agents are ‘wanted in
cheerful
smile and
kind greetings.
Funeral
clothes, always in their places. It is also, —Mprs. Stowe in Christian Union.
that a well-executed copy in purple glass prised me.
Having
written at first the
every County in the State, with whom liberal and
services attended by Rev. W. H. Yeoman. H.
had been substituted for the oi gem. words “ce divin enfant,” he had afterwards he tells her, apart of her duty to tend her
permanent contracts will be made.
14tf
Mgrs. SYLviA P., wife of Simeon P. Berry,
. Fortunately, a small flaw on the under side effaced the ‘word divin, and written over it sick slaves; but here his wife interrupted
Conversation’
of
Women.
him,
exclaiming,—‘*
Nay,
but
that
will
indied
at
their
home
in
Northwood,
of
lung
fever,
NERVOUS
INVALID
has
published
for
of the amethyst had not been noticed by the adorable. Then perceiving that ce could
April 29, aged 57 years and 4 months. More
the benefit of young men and others who suffer
be the most agreeableof my offices,
imitator, and the lack of that identifying not stand before the last word, he had dex- deed
forty years,Sister Berry has indulged a hope from Nervousness, general Debility, &c., a treatise
It is very well to call the conversation of inthanChrist,
supplying the means of self - cure. Writtenby one
mark in the counterfeit enabled the lady, by terously inserted a ¢, so as to make the word if such as I treat with kindness are likely
and during all'the vicissitudes of those
to
be
grateful,
and
to
love
me
more
than
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving a postwomen
trifling
and
frivolous;
.if
it
is
pleasyous
her Christian light has shone with steady
threat of legal process, to recover her jew- cet.’
He continued to write, although a before.” With a very tender and delicate
Address
3
=e.
rilliancy. For
twenty-five
years past her paid directed envelope.NATHANIEL
ant and grateful, it is all that can be desirel. “In a less important but equally flagrant card was held between his eyes and the paMAYFAIR
health,
has
been
very
poor
but
she
struggled
care
to
avoid
everything
resembling
a
reed.
Conversation-should
be
the
relaxation,
3ms
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
- cf an American lady selected a bonnet,
er. Did the history stop here we should
through them without a murmur, believing that
paid for it very unwisely on the spot, and ave a well authenticated case of vision: proach; the husband persuades his wife to not the business, of life; and the moralists somehow it was for the glory of God. Her last
iye orders to have it sent home.
When it without the aid of the eyes. But the collat- give up the habits of wearing high-heeled who require that it should be always of an hours were among her best ones. She was so Clergymen, Superintendents
arrived it proved to be'a miserable imita- eral circumstarices show that this writing boots in order to appear tall,and of coloring “ improving " character have ‘no idea of | happy that she sang, conversed with each memand all Buyers of
y
tion of the article she had
purchased, the was accomplished, not by sight, but by a her face with vermillion and white lead. its proper social uses. Improving.l . Have ber of her family separately,and selected the min- |
whom she wished to preach at her funeral.
feathers, lace, velvet, ¢te., beingof very in- most acctirate mental representation of the He promises her that, if she faithfully per- we not sermons, good books, lectures, in- ister
her duties, he will himself be the first stitutions and complicated cducational ma- A husband, children and grand-children mourn.
ferior quality. “She went back “to the mil- object to be attained.
For, after he had forms
loss. The funeral services were performed
and most devoted of her slaves. He assur- chinery enough of all kinds to improve us their
will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send
liner
to
make
a
complaint,
saw
there
the.
piece
a
by Rev..J. Harvey, of Pittsfield, assisted by Rev. | alt
correction,
written a page requiring
orders direct to
BL Ed
pe
ib
:
:
:
ed Socrates that, when any domestic dis- all off the face
of the earth, if mature did | J. Fayor, pastor of the Calvinist Baptist church,
ne size wasbap
age of the exact
identical bonnet she had originally selected, | of blank paper
substi- pute
arose,
he
could
extricate
himself
adand
the
writer.
L.P.
B.
Messrs.
D.
LOTHROP
&
CO.,
Boston,
not
oppose
a
little
wholesome
duncehood
‘but, being-powerless-to obtain redress, was tuted-for-his-own- nfanuscript, and on that
whose Stock is one ofthe LARGEST and BEST Seforced to pay a considerable sum to have he made the corrections in the precise situa- mirably,if he was in the right; but that, to this sweeping tide of instruction ? Must
HirAM S. WENTWORTH died in this city, May
41tf
the exehange effectéd and to
obtain!the ar- tion which they would have occupied on the whenever he was in the wrong, he found it the schoolmaster follow us into our little 12, aged 36 years. His name was on the record lected in the United States.
impossible.to convince his wife that it wa
of the church militant worshiping at Charles
holiday ?
;
:
ticle she had really bought.’
original page.” A very astonishing part of otherwise.—Appletons’ Journal.
. ~ If the * queens of society ” will only give St., but now finds its place on the record of the
HOUSEHOLD MACAZINE
It is a fact wellknown to all American this report is that which relates to his writtriumphant.
His end was indeed that of All 1} | :
contains in every number gne complete
us talk which shall be bright without ill- church
habitues of Paris that "the heads of one of ing
S prize story valued at $100.\ Forty pages
music in his sleeping state, which it is
the Christian.
To a lone widow and a darling
natured sharpness, playful without sillmess child his words of comfort wauld be, ¢“ weep not of other matter. Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers at
the largest and most celebrated of the glove- said he did with perfect precision. ‘He askMacaulay and Miss Martineau. —if
ets. per copy. Splendid Premiums.
$500 cash to be
they will show us that affectation, vani- for me.” Friends who mourn find consolation 10awarded
houses there are in the hibit of sending in ed for certain things, and saw and heard
for prize clubs. Specimen copy free. ~Address
in the fact that their loss is his gain.
1.
1y42
8 8. WOOD, Newburgh, N.Y.
ty, jealousy and slander are not necessary
their old and paid bills to ~ their former cus- such things, but only such things as bore |:
I had been more and more impressed by ingredients in the social dialogue, but that
. tomers whenever the Strangers’ List appris- directly upon the subject of his thoughts.
és them of the arrival of these unwary for- He detected the deceit when water was the aspect-of one of the guests. He was a rather they give-an ill-savor to the wittiest ~
Abademies. &ec.
NATURES
REMEDY.
man of large presence,— a portly person- and the cleverest play of words—if they reeigners.
Forin most cases the réceipted given fo him instead of brandy, which he
age,
gray-haired,
but
scarcely
as
yet
aged;
member
that
good-humor,
sympathy
and
bills have been left at home, and the hap- had asked for. Finally, he knew ndthing
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
less traveler has no other choice than to ‘of all that bad transpired when he awoke ; and his face had a remarkable intelligence, the wish to please for the sake of giving |
The Summer Term of Lebanon Academy will compay, and to anathematize French roguery as but in his next paroxysm he remembered all not vivid nor sparkling, but.conjoined with pleasure, will lend a charm to the most
mence Tuesday, May 2, 1871. and continue ten weeks,
v
!
he does so. I was one day an eye-witnegs accurately, and so lived a sort of double life, great quietude,—and if it gleamed or bright- commonplace thoughts and expressions— under the following Instriictors :
“
ened
at
one
time
more
than
another,
it
was
their
conversation
will
¢¢
improve
”
us,
perC. HH PEARSON, A: B. Principal.
of an amusing scene in that shop.
A gen- a phenomenon which we believe to be uniMiss M. H. FERNALD, Preceptress, and teacher
3mil2
tleman entered with a: countenance highly versal in all the cases of exalted somnambu- like the sheen over a broad surface of sea. haps, quiteas much as most popular lectof Instrumental Music.
There was a somewhat careless self-posses- ures and some popular sermons.—Presbyexpressive of indignation, and summoring lism,
Mus.
E.
J.
COWELL,
teacher
of
Drawing.
:
.
gion, large and broad enough to be called terian.
PE
A Spier teacher of Penmanship and Vocal
i
the shopwoman jho spoke English, he
Ad
=
Music.
>
dignity ; and the more I looked at him, the
- _—
displayed to her a long bill dated some two
Miss
A, V.HAYES, teacher.of Wax Work.
more
I
knew-he
was
a
distinguished
person,
Smugglers.
House
Custom
years back.
.
TUITION.
‘ankl wondered who. He might have been
:
¥
itl) Oe
T
“T paid that bill before I left Paris,” he
$5.00
Languages,
$400 Higher English,
a Minister of State; only there is not one
4,00
said in a very positive tone.
Common English,
4.50 Primary, .
Very young infants. and small children of them who has any right to such a face
1,50
Penmanship, (12 lessons),
y
** You must be mistaken,
sir,” was the are used
as instruments for smuggling.
Instruction
in
Music,
&
10.00
and presence. At last,—I do not know how
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obitequally positive reply.
*‘ We never send in On one occasion an immigrant family, man
Good boarding places can be obtained. Special
our bills after they have been once paid.” and wife and two nearly grown up daugh- the conviction came,—but I became aware uaries published in the Moraing Star, whe do attention given io those fitting for College.
JoHN H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec’y.
that it was Macaulay,and beganto see someThere was a viky telling emphasis on the ters, presented themselves.
They were slight-resemblance to his portraits. But I not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
16
West Lebanon, April 14, 1871.
¢ never."
ide
ah
'
and,
manners,
their
in
very affable and easy
have never seen any that is not wretched- equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
‘“ But 1 Kfgw that I paid this one:
without much trouble to them, were proMAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE,
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
*“ Perhaps you can produce the receipt ?” nounced ** all right ;” and. while the proper ly unworthy of the original.
PITTSFIELD, ME.
I
saw
Miss
Martineau
a
few
weeks
since.
This was said in a sneering tone, calculated proceedings were in progress for'their dissingle square can well be afforded to any single
GEORGE B. FILHS, A. B., Preceptor,
She is adargé, robust, elderly
woman, and
to exasperate a saint.
missal, one of the officers saw a handsome plainly dressed ; but withal J has so kind, obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
Mis NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.
The gentleman- made answer. by laying little boy standing alone, and, struck by
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dept.
|down his cane and the “disputed bill upon hi8 attractive appearance, and not knowing cheerful,’and intelligent a face that she is
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
GEORGE FRANK, only child of G. W. and Mary
the counter, and extracting a pocket-hook to whom he belonged, he spoke to the child, pleasanter “to look at than most. beauties.
MRs. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
died in Dover, May 5th, aged 24 years
D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Commercial Department.
from the breast-pocket of his coat. | From tg attempted to ** skylark ” with him. The Her hair is of a decided. gray, and she does Farnham,
not shrink from calling herself old. She is and 10 month. The subject of this notice was a
Length of Term, ten weeks.
this he drew out a paper, which he unfold- officer was surprised to find the child. could
young
man
of
much
promise,
and
his
parents
CALENDAR, 1871—8pring Tbrm begins February 2.
ed and held before the shopwoman.
It was not bend his body. .On- examination it~ was the most continual talker I ever heard. It is fondly rested their earthly hopes upon him.
4
Summer
«
Apri li.
really like the babbling of a brook, and Naturally amiable and considerate toward oththe receipted bill
;
with
Fall
«ow.
August 24.
found that his clothing was quilted
To do the creature justice, I must con- valuable articles of silk nianufacture and very lively and ‘sensible too; and all the ers, he won true friends wherever he went,
21st.
Anniversary Exercises, June
his future looked bright until that dread
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trust.
fess that she seeme® overwhelmed with silver spoons. The little fellow belonged while she talks, she moves the bowl of her and
scourge,
consumption,
fastened
itself
upon
‘him.
.
confusion, and was profuse. in her apolo- to the family the, members of which had ear-trumpet from one auditor to another, go He ever evinced a high regard for religiolf; but
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
that 1t becomes quite an organ ‘of intelli- like many other young men neglected to make
gies; upon which
one of the proprie- just been pronounced ¢¢ all right.”
The Summer Term of Green Mountain Seminary
beeni* A gentlemanly looking but poorly clad gence and sympathy between her and your- a full surrender of himself to’ Christ while in
tors of the establishment, who had
will commence May 4th. * For particulars, apply to
self. The ear-trumpet ‘seems a sensible part health, Several
= weeks
before his death he
watching’
the scene from a distance, came passenger, from his intelligent expression
.
C. A.
MOOERS, Principal.
If | yielded all to Jesus and found sweet peace and
of
her,
like
the
antenns.of
some
insects.
‘Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.
16
to the rescue.
*“ I think'I can explain jo} of face and agreeable manners, was treated
tranquillity.
He often spoke of his heavenly
you
have
any
little
remark
to
make,
you
the gentleman how the mistake occurred,” with marked consideration.
The. officers drop it in; and she helps you make remarks home and the joy of meeting his only sister there,
and how pleasant ii would De to wait at the gate
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
“he said in those mellifluous tones which were so easily satisfied that he was honest,
come as natural to'a Frenchman as purring that they took no spesial notice of a small by this delicate little appeal of the trumpet, of the city for the dear ones of earth to come, REV. J.L.COLLIER, A. M., President,
ANTED—AGENTS, {F20par day) to sell
He
wished
the
‘writer
and
all
his
Christian,
the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING
I.D. ADKINSON, A.M. Professor of Ancient
to a cat; and are just about as, indicative of ¢ lap-cloth,” much worn; -whicli was hang- as she slightly directs it towards you; and friends to plead with young men to. embrace ‘REV.
MACHINE. Has the under-feed,- makes the
5
'
. | Languages.
good nature or kindly feeling. ‘We have, ge on his arm. A detective, at the time if you have nothing to say, the appeal is not Christiwhile in health, May the blessing of God WILLIAM
Sor
“Jock stiteh” (alike on both sides, )and is fully
REED, Professor of Mathematics.
strong
enough
to
embarrass
you.
All
her
licensed. The bestand cheapest family Sewanother éustomer of precisely the safiie «off duty,” noticed a carriage waiting for
rest upon his Soroving parents and relatives, Miss JORIE SUMPTION, Teacher of Primary Departing machine in the market. Address
JOHNtalk was about herself and her affairs; but
ment.
in Paris to be made

up, and

several of the

’

SL

ten years since, she, with her husband, removed
to Strafford, Vt. She has been in poor health for

hold this position in domestic

|

Organized as the Exponent of the “ MASSACHU- < *

of

aged about
a Christian

.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

forty years, ‘one

HATCH, Wife of Charles. C. Hatch,

Life’

Insurance Company,

bright.”

son, one daughter, and three pn children;
but they donot mourn as those who have no
hope.
Iuneral services by the writer. Text
Ps. 87:80.
© J.W. BROWN.

amusing in looking at the world to see how

made,

' Mutual

short time

And in a very short time his spirit took its dearture, as we believe, for the better ‘land. He
eaves to mourn, a devoted companion, with

minds must necessarily have been exceed- either mentally or morally to govern. It
ingly contracted. Thucydides doubtless ex- | is neither the best nor the cleverest individpressed’ the ‘prevailing © sentiment of his ual of a given number who influences thejr
countrymen, when he said that the highest opinions and conduct, But the person the
It is
merit of woman is, not
to be speken of ei- most perseveringly self-asserting.
ed the same feeling when he represented
the - heavenly ‘Aphrodite standing on a tortoise, ky A
on ‘the secladed life of
a virtuous woman, In the writings of Xenophon we have a charming picgare of a hus-

A

sc It-ds all well; it is-all clear; it is all.

cle is not by any means the mind best fitted

their

‘al-

previous to his departure, his gon said to him,~
* Father, you have talked to us a great deal
about religion, and I would like to know how it
is with you now ;” to which he calmly Teplied =

policy: are often not particularly strong or
wise. The governing mind of many a cir-’

having no place
which were the

out,” and

was calmly trusting in Christ.

born dictators us well as born

slaves, deprived of all the educating influ- persons who

sands were fast running

though suffering intensely in the flesh, his spirit |,

;

absolute seclusion, . They were usually poets. © Certain people come into the world
year. He would often repeat in his sldep’ mdrried when very young. Their occupa- with the instinct and talent for ruling and
would:
and
day,
the
of
the accustomed duties
teaching, and certain others with the desire
tions were to weave, to spin, to pl
carry trays and glasses about, and spread to superintend the household, to care for and instinct
of being taught and ruled over.
the table for dinner, with great. accuracy, their sick slaves. They lived m a special There are people born. with such a superthough his ‘eyes weré always firmly closed.’ and. retired part of the house. The “more fluous talent for management and dictation
Indeed, it. was apparent that he could not wealthy seldom went abroad, and never that they always, instinctively and as a
see, as he frequently struck against doors except when accompanied by a female ‘matter, of’ course, arrange quot. only their
and objects placed in unaccustbmed posi- slave; never attended the public spectacles ; own affairs, but’ those. of their friends and |
tions. "Ho sometimes carried a candle ;. but received pp male visitors except in the relptions, in the most efficient and complete
a bottle substituted: for it seemed to.do as presence Of their husbands, wd had not manner possible. -Such is the tendency of
“well. His sense of taste appeared to be im- even a seat at their own’ tables when male things to adaptation and harmony, that
erfect, as he would eat cabbage for salad,
guests were there. Their preeminent vir- where sich persons exist we are sure to
drink water. for wine, and take coffee for
tue
was fidelity, and it is probable that this find them surrounded by those who take desuuff, without appearing in any case to dewas very strictly and very generally. ob- light in being guided, who like to learn, and
tect the substitution.
Elna
“i
served. On the -other hand, living as they to look up.
In other cases the senses are more awake,
Now the fact is quite striking that the
did,
almost
exclusively
among
their
female
nce
and the intellige
more active.
Castelli,

I have myself been cog- whose case is related by Francesco

of cheating.

kinds

‘Fitness for Governing.

Grecian Wives.

hellini and Pigatti, - {le was a servant, and
had walked in his sleep from his eleventh

Perils of Shopping in Paris.

7

A————

and is valuable as having been
| | same author,
separately watched by two physicians, Rig-

‘

their total lack of experience

EE

A

meme

er

81,1871.
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name—merely an odd

‘“ But an

odder

coincidence.”

coincidence,”

American, buttoning up his

coat

denly blossoming forth into an
knowledge of French,

is,

said

&

and

some person, and asked the driver for
the Fwhem it was intended, and Jehu pointed to

astonishing

Sid- Be Den
the

er who

yas

it did not seem like egotism,

apbroac ing with

lap-cloth, as usual, on

There

his arm.

man with the same name as mine happened | ‘having a carriagege
for such aman.
A susto purchase the very same articles thatl picion being excited, the. officer seized the
did on the very same day of the year.”
lap-cloth. On a eritical search it was found
And having discharged this
Parthian ar- ta be linedor padded with Brussels lace,
row, he retired.—Lippincotl's Magazine,
that sold at public auction for eleven thou:
>
sand dollars.” @
~The fool smuggler is illustrated by a man,

Cases of Somnambulism. __

said to be from” the western ‘part of the
State of New York, who gota diamond |
worth

4 “Dr, Elam, in his ¢¢ Physician's, Problems,”

cites the following
* somnambulism :

sixteen

thousand

remarkable examples of through without paying

safely

dollars

gem he sold for its "full value,” .and subse-

"| quently ‘“ b ragged of his smartness.” The
: Two very instructive cases are quoted by fact came to the knowledge of the Govern. Dr. Pritchard from Muratori.
The first re- ment, and the proceeds of the sale were
latesto a young Italian noble, Signor Au- confiscated.
.
gustin, whoatas ‘accustomed to walk and
As smugglers, women are more success. perform a variety of acts in his sleep. The ful than men. The complicatipns of their
The modern
attacks were usually announced by a pecul- dress favor the business.
iar manner of sleeping on his back, with “ chignon ” was fora time a most excelwide-open, staring, unmoved eyes. Vigneul {ent depository for smuggled goods. A
Marville, an eye-witness, gives the follow- woman is remembered who. was 80 successing account, of ene occasion ‘‘ About mid- ful that she was constantly crossing the
* night Signor Au
stin drew aside the bed- ocean for the purpose, and in a few years
lt is a
clothes with violence, arose and put on his acquired a handsome competency.
clothes, I went up to him and held the light strange metamorphosis that these advenunder his eyes; he took no notice of it, al- turers sometimes undergo when caught in
though his eyes were open and staring:”. their work. ‘Some years since a very pretAtter performing a variety of movements ty woman, remarkable for a full bust,
about the house, and
seeking for many broad hips and, plethoric person general .
She
things, appearing accasidpally to hear noises presented herself for examination,
that were made, and’ tg he frightened b Y | was very polite and affable, and came very
them, ‘‘ he went into the stable, led out his near escaping detection.. But the female
horse, mounted it and galloped to the house detective then employed at Castle Garden
door, at which he knocked
several times. no sooner put her eyes on the rotund figure
Having taken back his horse, he heard a. of the *“ object” under: inspection than she
noise which the servants made in the kitch- invited the ¢¢ party ” to a prisate interview,
en, and went to the door, holding his ear to It was incredible what & change was soon
the key-hole, and appeared to listen ‘ atten- effected. Suffice it to say that the appar-

‘

tively.”

He then wentto the harpsichord and Bl ; i
“¢
After having

that

is an Athéist,

and thinks

‘WILSON:

| MRS.

J. F. LOCKE.

COLCORD

died:

in

Fairfield,

Me.,

an
.| convulsions} he remained upon the rock.
a servant of the Master has enjoyed the hos y
tality
of his home, and been encouraged by. hi

A Touching Reminiscence.

of amendment, and she, after

céorrigible.

steadfast faith, His last illness, typhoid pneumonia, was brief, and death seemed sudden, but the
few words uttered to loved ones at the bed side,

patiently and

Their? next meeting,

dismissal, was in a public street

12.

after his

of the city:

of Richmond. William Wirt lay drunk and
asleep on ths sidewalk,
on/a hot summer
day, the rays of the sun
peuring down on

Im

airs.
ed to a Wonder)
thin and rather skelmoved about for two hour 4 ‘he went to his etonized individual. As there is iio penalty

his ungovered head, and the, flies crawling

influence'she

mother, under
commenced a life of prayer

found him in the same

state; for,

kerchief and carefully
in one corner the

for.smuggling on the person except forfeit
ure, she went sorrowfully away. Our laws
as dare even more merciful than this; for all

coften as his attack eame on, he slept after- goods thus seized can be redeemed, though
wards from eight to ten hours,
The -ser- confiscated, by the payment of an honestly
© vants declared that “theysoould oul
ut an made appraisment.— Harper's Magazine. «
end to his paroxysms _éither by tic 1 ng the

soles of his feet or by blowing a trumpet.in

“his ear.”
5.

The

“Honor

1s lifé's ornament,

case -of Negretti is related by the worn with dignity and humility.

early age of five years; and when less than

23954

in vain

ne

advertised

every

of self-cure,

means

postage.

New York.

Address J.

ears. of

age

experienced

religion

under

the

him in June, 1780, in Hollis, Me.

gand = with

her

by

father and an older sister united

with a F. B.

church at Little Falls, now Saco.

She was

mar-

riedto Samuel Foss in 1789, in Barrington, with.
whom she lived 87 yedrs. At the time of her
decease she wad a member of the F. B. church
in Strafford. She had been a true Christian for
ninety
years. She might well be called7* a

spread

initials

it - over his

When Wirt’ came

of the

beloved

was seventeen Joare of age.

At that age, he left

Connecticut and came to this county, then an
almost unbroken wilderness.
In Dee., 1829, he
ave his heart to Christ,
and in the following
ely, was baptized by ‘Rev. Bennet Hart, and

| united with the Free Baptist church inthis place.
Deacon of the

beautiful §if1

dine

| jealous

it-with

by his 160ks;

DONE

&

CO.,

away. + He
was
known in the N, Y.

ang

»

sup-
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ALL

BY

SALE
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AND FOR

ST., BOSTON,

the‘authot, has been clothed in an en|

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance,

It. should

every Baptist family

Mass;

be in

Let every pas-

St. Louis Mo.; or Chicago, 11,

Beware! =.

TETTER OINTMENT
oase of Skin

TREATISE.

The Genuine will

diecase, or

the

money

The New Treatise, just revised by order *

re-

of the General Conference, can now be had

imitations,
3m18

on applicafion, for 25 cents for each copy.

Postage (extra)

612 Arch St. Philadelp

and i4 sold for 50 cetifipeg box.
for their’

~*

No. 65. CHATHAM

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts. Postage’ extra ; on the
Wéwire of & COUNTERFEIT: or IMEPATION of fornier, 4 cts., on the latter; @ cents,
Hieskell’s
;
vo.
=
2
Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Neo.

Pa.

Agent,

87 Kilby Street, Boston,

“This little book has been revised by

N,
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDE
hia,

and

A, ST. JOHN,

" 30w2

IMPROVED

Boston,

DAVIS,

Address orders to

CO) COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
his machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
bind, brafd and embrofder in a‘ most superior manner.
§ Price only $15. wu Y, licensed and warranted for
five years,
We wittipay $1000 for any machine -ihat
win yeu Tatrongors more beautiful or more elvstic
Stitch,”
W geam thanours, It makes the * Elastic L
| 42 Every second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
cg agents from $75 to
$250 per month and expenses, or
a commission from which twice that amount can be

SECOMB

IN THE BEST MANNER.

* JAMES

on
turmed. Tg nas the signature of the Proprietors
the wrapper of each box.
;

‘Egyptian charmer’s gift,

Do not choose your friend

Electratyping in all its Branches,

'
{
everywher,
Tue
$2.50 per ‘month,
n$75t0

cure every

guarding She sviththe
Syne and
Othello
kept the
it a
¢ making

NEWSPAPER FACES,

other foundries in the QouDLy com:

for the cure of all Skin Diseased.

th

© and lately for its unrivaled

3

jued, All bells warranted. An
illustrated catalogue sent free
. upon application to E. A. & G
R. MENEELY,
West Troy, N, Y.*

Address
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And its large varieties of
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CImale, to introduce the.GEN UINE

BY

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

H, REEVE

which more have been made at
this establishment than at all the
a

181%.
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which
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for . churches, Academies,
Factories,
ete... of
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%
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THE BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

remedy,

J

MANUFACTURED

COMMENCED

will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of

a stamp topa

87 Nassan St.,

.

Pitte-

First Letter Foundry in New England.

ATO
QUACKS.—A vietim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
has'discovered a simyle

Mass.,

burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill, or St. Louis, Mo,

MONTH!
Horse and carriage furnished.
Expenses paid. H.B.SHAW.
Alfred,
:
3mi6Me.

&c., having tried

& CO., Boston,

1y27

tember 6, and ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins Marchd, and enfls May 27.
Stmmier term begins June 8,-and-ends-August 18,
36

nine

abors of Rev, B. Randall, and was baptized

‘
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Calendar for 1870-71.—F4ll term begins Sg

whose
at the

room
-and threw himself Ypon his bed,
clothed as he was, and the next morning

“we

of Instru.

Teacher

ADKINSON,

J. BE.
MARY
mental Music,

She wag the second daughter of Wm. Babb,
July 17, 1771. She

over his swollen features. ¥ As the young
lady approached in her ‘walk, her attention
wag attracted by the spectacle, strangeto
| hereyes, but alas!so common to others mother in “Israel,” What a contrast between
who knew the victim, as to attract little re- such a life, and ninety years of sin! And how
A.D
mail She did not at first recognize the different through all eternity.
sleeper, and was about to hasten on, when
DEA.
StMEON
FREEMAN
died
in
Tuscarora,
she was led by one of those impulses which N.Y., April 23, aged 63 years and 6 months,
form the turning points in human lives to Brother Freeman was born in Schuyler, N. Y.
gerutinize his features.» What “was her When very young he was left without a father,
and when about three years old he was taken, by
emotion when she recognized in him her his
mother,to Connecticut, where he lived fill he
discarded lover | ‘She drew forth her hand-

player.

“ed a few irregular

this woman

"

kindly enduring his disgraceful habit, had and born in Barrington,
llent Christian
at length
dismissed him, deeming him in- had an

He afterwards;went to the billiard- ‘ently well-fed and portly dame.of a few

room, and enacted the motions of a

And

in

There is one touching incident in the life
them the assurance that he still ¢“ clung to
THIS!!.
of William Wirt. In his younger days he gave
READ
AGENTS!
the cross” amid the chill of the river. The
was a victim to that passion for intoXicat- funeral service was at the dwelling, Sabbath, Wk WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY of $30 per week and expenses or allow
'V
ing drinks which seems peculiarly the, hane| March 19. Many gathered testifying their esteem a large
commission, to Tr new and wonderful inof the legal profession.. Affianced toa for the departed, and sympathy for the bereft ventions. Address M.WAGNER& 0, Marshall, Mich,
.G. W.B.
6m7
beautiful and accomplished young woman, widow, ¢hildren and brother.
he had made and broken repeated pledges
Bersey Foss died in Pittsteld, N. H., Feb.
MENEELYS'’ BELLS.

This

the duties.

so eheerful and free from morbidness.

him

the principle of life will. become extinct March 17, aged 69 years: He was the eldest son
when
her body is-laid in the-grave! Iwill of Rev.- Wilson Colcord; deceased, but whose life
of
not think so; were it only for her sake. and ministry are still fresh in the memory
many.
Some 35, years since/ Bro. C.
ublicly
What! only a few weeds to spring out of professed
his faith in Christ, was Dan zed by
her mortality, instead of: her intellect and Rev. 8. Hutchins and united with the F. Baptist
sympathies flowering and fruiting forever ? church. During these years his house has been
uniformly ahouse of prayer.
Amidst religious
— Hawthorne.

was something apparently inconsistent in

that this gentle-

and they be prepared at
death fo meet
Heaven.
Sermon by the writer,

because it was

Unequalled for all Family Purposes

Obituaries,

AMERICAN PEERLESS SOAP.
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Awarded the Highest Prize at the Mechanics’ Fair, Boston 1869.

VYEGETINE
| THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER
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All others are base
:

4 cents for single one, or

2 cents each for two
.

derares solicited.

or more copies.

Or-
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Summary.

Twentyssix

|
. "The Senate on Saturday took up the reselution ||
for the ‘release of Messrs. White and Ramsdell, |
the Tribune correspondents.
Messrs. Sumner |

»

thousand’ children are now

learn-

ing music in the Boston public schools. Fifteen
thousand of them are so far advancedfas to be
competent to “take part
in a musical festival.
:
Ife
.

Mr. Wilson's
was

to, 28to 18.

after
at 5: 80 P. M., adjourmed

The length of the Hoosac tunnel now
The Senate soon |
| 2631 feet, and the distance remaining

plans, your successes and failures;

He

is still at the Capitol, where hehas remained ever

ratiq.of

since his attack, buthis friends hope to be able

plenty of light ; thanksto kerosene,

one

to twenty-one.

In

caught

to forty.
In Ohio, in 1866, the divorces were
1169, marriages 30, 479, a ratio of one to twenty-

fire on Saturday morning at the top df the breaker. Twenty-eight persons were in the mine at
the time. At midnight, all'were yet living, but

seven, In Connecticut, in a period of eight
years, there were 2910 divorces and 83,827 marSunday afternoon, when all had been, drawn
| riages, a ratio of one to eleven.
.
out, eighteen were found to be dead.
The Indians in Washington visited the navy
|
yard, the patent office and the international con- |
|
The

with

dangerous

excitement in Louisville, Ky.,

reference to permitting negroes to ride in

the cars, has subsided.
The right is conceded,
and no further trouble is anticipated.

A conflict between the whites

and Indians has

occurred in Kansas, one of the

-

former

and three

of the latter being killed.
There are eight promjnent

publican

nomination

aspirants to the Re-

for the office of Governor

It appears by the late census

that

the

colored

population of the United States numbers

about

your comments upon

4,857,000.

the Reports of the

The village of Amsterdam, Montgomery county, N. Y., has got a subterranean cavern of un-

adelphia.
The Medical Association of the District of Columbia has decided that a black skin incapacitates any man from becoming a trustworthy phy-

sician.
.% Colored testimony”
tucky’s courts. Most
highly colored, too.

known depth. In digging ‘a cellar. there was
found a crevice or fissure in the rocks, which is
nearly ten feet in length and five or six inches in
width, and if you empty a pail of water into it for
experiment, you can hear it going down—down
—down,
at first with a rushing
'noise—then
fainter and fainter, ‘until the sound of the falling
stream is lost in the deep distance below.

and

rails

on

her

younger

son ‘ Tad”

have returned to Chicago.
Mr. Seward was at Bombay, at last
and in good health.

accounts,

Nutter, the Dover forger, was arrested on the
arrival of the steamer Nestoria at. Liverpool, and
is now in custody on his passage home.

murder

FOREIGN.
After a week of severe fighting inthe squares
and streets of Paris, in which many lives were
lost, and thousands ef prisoners taken, and several of the most noted public buildings were burned by the insurgents who seemed bent on, de-

stroying the city,a nd came near succeeding, the
government forces are masters of the situation.
. The latest dispate , dated Versailles,May 28, is
as follows:
The jnsurrection is completely suppressed.
Not ore band of the insurgents
is left.
- A great number are prisoners. General
Admi-

rault yesterday

captured

Les Buttes, Chamont

and Menilmeontant, and General Vinoy, at.a late

hour, carried the cemetery of Pere la Chaise.
¢
His Royal Highness, the Duke off Edinburgh,
has finished his naval tour ‘around the ‘world,
and

fifteen seats are now vacant

in the French National Assembly. The Deputies present at Versailles number 654.
The Reichstag has approved the supplemen-

await

for nei

have his house in Paris,
at the public expense.
as torn down, a monuof the Parisians.
from various European

Dr. Livingstone

on

his return

from Adrica.
Spain

is in

the

market

for a

big ney

lon.

- Turkeyis after $30,000,000. These things will
not help on our loan on the *Changes,of Europe.
~

ht

¢

and

his

al breezes, not with cold
droughtof last autumn
the new wood to mature,
fruit more securely.
A
dently anticipated.
° The strawberry fields,
harvest.

The

years past in Lower Delaware.

for an

for many

Among the captives taken at Moulin Saquet,
outside Paris, was an interesting looking young
woman, in the uniform of a cantiniere.
Her
story is that, some months ago, she became the
wife of a ybung man, who after the breaking out
of the civil war was forced to serve in the ranks
of the insurgents.
For eight days she was without any tidings of him, and in her despair she
adopted the uniform in which she was wounded
and captured, in order that she might visit all the
outposts-in search of her husband.
She had not
succeeded in finding him, and she does not know

This is due main-

sible than before on

account of the

pletion of railroads, connecting with New York
not only at Lewes (where large harbor improvements are making under a recent appropriation
by Congress), but direct through Wilmington
and Philadelphia, so that freight of a perishable

nature is” sent-with the utmost despatch. As
some complaint was heard last season respecting
freight charges by rail, and lack bf adequate
transportation facilities when the great
peach
crops came forward, we may reasonably expect
transportation companies hereafter will be prepared for any eme
cy, thereby affording producers that encouragement which benefits all,
including carriers and consumers.
+ The peach crop for the coming season will
edual at least 3,000,000 baskets, according to present appearances, and “as the trees suffered little
exhaustion last year from excessive bearing, we
may hope there will be no disapointment.

in

the

Place. Vendome

may

be

men-

ble patience of the

Parisian mob.

The

column

at first stood firm ; the windlass broke; M. Aba-’
die, who superintended the work, demanded two

hours in which to repair the tackle, whereupon

be guillotined.

fruit forced to grow

of the

bed,

and

with great rapidity.

the

This

ber grown inthe open fields of Bedfordshire.
etable that, in addition to the satcharine and nutritios

elements

entering into the composition

of the cucumber, we

have also acrid and

die’s windlass was too

for the

must of necessity
Thiers.
you!

weak

M.
work,

have been plotting’

There’s French Yevolutionary
*

Aba-

tirely owingto utter carelessness and’ incaution_
-in dressing

and eating this vegetable.

sider before using the

ponderance of its acrid
with vinegar for some

he

purga-

season many cases, at one time dangerous, which
we had no hesitation in pronouncing to be “depéndent upon the cucumber poisoning, and en-

We con-

cucumber it should in

by treating with a little salt and

because

and

of the pre-

purgative

elements

then saturated

hours previously,~never

eaten without, in’ fact,—otherwise it is very apt’

with

M.

logic

for

and

to

produce

an

active

and

severe- form of purs

curious stare of the world, and undisturbed ‘by

She is of perfect symmetry in limb: and feature,
and altogether a pleasing and gentle child. The

Princess was presented to and most

graciously

noticed by the Emperor and Empress

French a very short time before the
ment of the war,
:
»

3

2 :

of the

commence»
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The driver whogfights hig horses has mot got
through the first lessop inthe management of
these animals. Some strike their horses in a fit of
anger; others beat them for what they consider
to be a sinful act on the part of the horse.
Now
the fact, is, the horse never .does, wrong on pur-

pose.
‘men,

In this réspect
If he

refuses

‘ucation; and if he runs
when

they

are

scared,

very

Men,
foolish

in the facts that hens require a very large amount
of nit ogen, for the manufacture of eggs, and that
flesh is peculiarly rich in nitrogen, there ought
to be some ground for the popular belief. For

assured

by 'f

gentleman

who

is very sucessful

with his fowls, that meat tends to make them
broody. Have any of our readers ever observed
this result from feeding flesh to fowls?
If this supposition is well founded, then it will

be necessary

Va

the spring and sumni¥r months,

or three

bim
ini
——
aC
:

:

ARD

!

Having become.

that

satisfied

after

thorough

not give fowls flesh, .they ought
grains

jhe

as

the

are

to have

peculiarly rich in nitrogen.

such

:

harness

will
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chemists in New England. New chemical and mechanical appliances have been introduced in cleansing crude
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ing a thin mush or g¥uelof cowiror buckwheat
flour, and thickening it with wheat bran. Fowls
eat it greedily and thrive on it. The most nitrogenous of all grains is the Lupthe,which contains
thirty-four per cent. of albuminoids. Has any
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to supply the trade with the, article in Bales,
ExStatey bar 6 40 @ 0 0
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‘White West .. 77 @..

the best article in use. For all uses and especially for
Bedding, we are now prepared to recommend the public to
give it a fair trial as we ourselves intend todo. We are

throws down rail fences : “I have seen cows with
a board across their horns and another board ex-

are

@..

tions, Omnibuses, Carriages, Steam and Horse Cars and | YeHOW. +... : 81 @ . 8
[Live Chickens
the like, it will probably be found, everything considered,
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tainly light and soft, easy to manipulate,and cheap enough | Western........ 15 : - 16
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lor all except the lower classes of goods.” For the Cushe |

them, or tried them as food
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and the indestructibility of sponge fiber. We have always | West ordinary 00 @.. 39 Hams smok’d
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been satisfied upon these two points which are the essenCHEESE.
i"
POTATOES.
tial requisites In such materials. The evidence 1s now | Factory,ex.¥#h.13 @.. 15 IMercers
avian 100
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equally

I want to know how to fasten the board to her
Exceuent,
EVOTIONAL,
horns, or if theré is any other way to keep her TRY “ PURE GOLD » IF YOU WANT
THE BEST,
quence of supposed danger, which the pour ani- from letting down the fence
One co;py, bape
aper
co ver) sent for examination on
Wh
p
mal was trying to flee from., Horses, never kick . Bore a hole through each end of the board,
without a motive. They use their heels for de- where ‘they will exactly fit the horns without BIGLOW & MAIN, 495 Broome 8t., N. Y,
(Successors to Wat. B.BRA
B.
DIORY,)
fense; and the first kick at the traces is. given. stretching. or. pressing, Let-the- hole
be small
s
++ 1 0
to ward off what to them seems danger.
No
enough not to go too far down on the horns. ar
horse ever kicked for any other purpose. They Leave about an inch of the horn sticking. through. rue
LADD
PATENT
STIFFENED
the, board; drill a small hole through it, large
cherish no ill feeling against any one, and always
do, ag far as they know, what is right.. All hors- enough to admit a ‘herse-nail as a key. The board
‘GOLD WATCH CASES,
escan be educated to do whatever the driver reaching from this cross-piece to. the nose, may
For Movgments of American Manufacture,
wishes. They always obey cheerfully and Ywith- be screwed fast to it (not. to the nose, but the IN LADIES:
AND GENTLEMEN'S SIZES!
out grumbling, even though put to rest with “half cross-piece); there ‘will be play enough on the
The most Elegant, Durable. Popular, and the
Best’
rations in a cold, filthy, muddy stable. A horse horns tq give the necessary swing,
If the nails GOLD WATCH CASES
the

oe

Layer ......

I.

.and cuffed, and beaten, as if what was done was
on purpose to hurt somebody, and in eonse-

to know

Quek Se eanete

sesbers oo un

Agency of it, and intend to make it hereafter a specialty
in our business. The objections whidh have been made
to it and which it is well known we ourse'ves have
thought were well founded, we have ascertained can pot:|

cheapest nitrogenous food is wheat

(the” nose did not have nails in 1t,.but the board).
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many ifnot mostiuses in Upholstery,we have accepted the

During the fall

s made for the runaway horse.
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and winter, however, there can be no objection
to giving fowls liberal supplies of flesh. If we do

things, and they are excused; but no allowance

can

vans

iature forest of evergreens reared within the lim-

to abandon the use of flesh diiring

tending to the end of the

He is kicked,

.

1
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We find the following in an English journal :
es. ‘Chiéf among these merits is, that it is proof against | Country do..16 00 @l9
PORK
Almost every writer on poultry recommends the moths ~the great scourge of the business,—and
against
BUTTER.
ess ¥ bbl.. 18 00 a18 50
use of flesh as‘an article of food for fowls. Itis | all other insects. Then its elasticity is permanent, based | Orange Co. #1 00 @..
00 |Prime....... 19 00 @19 50
said to make them lay, and if there is anything | as it Is upon the non-evaporable property

‘away, and kicks things
do some

ne

of tlfese dwarf trees, a great variety can be eulti-

fault of ed-

to pieces, it is: because he is frightened.
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vated ina comparatively small space, and a min-

its required for two
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By the free use of the
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giants that require room to expaud
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not, at some period in its history, contained
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one of the most curious and interesting of late discover- | ExXMess¥bbl1500

he is better than. most

to pull, it is the
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for Small Grounds.

the coarse:growing species, and then resorifig

‘Ar-exeetfent article of food is prepared by mak- |

Dealing with the Horse.

fl

Ye oeraxtra
choice
ex!

tle it to be considered one of the most valuable, as it is

| gation, accompanied by intense pain, and cone screenings, or bran. Bran contains fourteen per
| stituting the so called choleraic diarrhoea. —Lon- cent. of nitrogenous matter; wheat, thirteen per
cept.; millet, fourteen and a half per cent.;
It is said that Queen Victoria has settled the don Press.
.
buckwheat, nine per cent.; corn, ten per cent,
estate Of Balmoral upon the Princess Louise. In
-

its sequestered situation,upon the beautiful banks

4
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The objgctions to Elastic Sponge being thus removed | Marrow...... 22
there remain its undisputed merits, which certainly entiEx Medium. 2 00
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the knife, is. done away, and we now
have an
LEAD.
abundance. of beautiful dwarf evergreens, alike | Pig gold........ 6} s-

ought never to be doneat all; while T have not
been able to discern the introduction by them of
a single improvement in political thought or action. Universal purity, freedom, and happiness
are indeed noble ends for any party ; but no party in the country confesses or professés any other
ends.
When we look at the means by which
the woman proposes to reach the desired result, we find that they are either general, and
therefore, practically worthless; or specific, but
empirical, and often worse than worthless; or
they are the same means which men have been
employing and are still continuing to employ.
This has nothing whatever to do with the right
of woman to the ballot... A man is not forbidden

| ourselves,we have been in the habit of using flesh
tive -prineiples- found not unfrequentlyof contentratiom, hence accounting for the great freely as an article of food for fowls. We alsuffering and alarming train of symptoms
induced ways cook it, and have never found any bad efafter a surfeit of this fruit. We have known last fects from it. The other day, however, we were

But could there be anything more Frenchy than

the courtly ¢ivilities that would interrupt their.
America is realized, Though the tréaty repre:
billing ahd cooing at Buckingham Palace * or
sents no perfect compromise, it is still aceeptable
‘Windsor Castle.
for the sake of peace, and both coutifries have
Amongst
the exiles from France which thie
Iready practically ratified theresult of the la-,
late disastrous war has driven to our shores, not
b
bors
of the commission.
No Jess than two hundred and twenty-four | the least remarkable is the graceful little lady
“life insprance companjes have been wound up who is now holding daily levees in the Burling
“in Great Britain within
wi
the last twenty-six years, ton Gallery. The Princess Felicie, as her exhibitors have christened her, is.a genuine dwarf, |
This is twice as many as new exist there?
E
official result of the eensus
8he is,” perhaps, the
of London, just areal living Lillputian.
3
~total-populatien’of slightly smallest. female yet exhibited in London, one
beside whom Miss Minnie Warren would he
rising three and a quarter millions.
almost
a giantess, Like Miss Minnie, the Prin© There are signs of genuine progress in Italy.
cess
Felicie
is the child of parents of the ordinaWe read that Florence has recently had a fair
ry station, who have accompanied her over to
a feminine industries, and that Rome will have England from her native Provence. She is now
the present month,
i. Rome the ‘promise Ye better day is most en- in her ninth year, measures scarcely nineteen,
inches in’ hight, and weigh just’ six pounds,
I

The instai tn thio Spanish
pan
Cortes 8 an and
‘the Carliits created a great excitement, the for
mer by a resolition declaring Amadeus’s election
~ woid, and the latter by aresolution declaring
a
Canonto bse Fmt:
iy

interior

every instance be sliced and purged

of the Dee, enveloped in the silence and shadow
of those Scottish hills, it is just the spot of all
‘Queen Victoria is said to have settled the estate others in the United Kingdom where two young
hearts that beat as one may find congenial tran‘of Balmoral on the Princess Louise,
PY
The question of legally restricting the sale of quillity and repose. Adjoining arethe ample
intoxicating liquors is again being agitated in domains of her illustrious father-in-law, the
Duke of Argyll, and between Blair Athol and
the British Hanse of Commons.
. The Times expresses the opinion that the set- Balmoral the young bride and bridegroom may
tiement of the Alabama elaims is honorable to have their honeymoon out, unchallenged by the

England, and thé object of both England’ and

in the

Fortunately, for the poor man’s head, at the
next stretch of the eable the column came down."
the sagacious suspicion that,

in poli-

things which have been done by men, and which

then the windows of the. frame lid closed, and
the action of solar light. prevented by covering
the panes with a blind. A kind of steam is thus

Our. object. here is to remind lovers of this veg-

Column

Women, so far as they are already

Lok

evergreens may be kept within certain limits;
but graceful and natural outlines are destroyed
in the operation.
Through the enterprise of 0
leading nurserymen, the necessity for pla

at

tics, are doing right over again, and often with a
peculiarly feminine and fatal facility, the very

urged upon the nation as its means of grace

heroine received is only slight, and everything is
being done to promote her recovery.

of the

all.

80
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Illinois and Ohio,

knife and pruning-shears,

with singular fidelity the old ways of the old par|
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and breathe with his head thrown back. We
thought his last moments had come, when 1

future day—

hm

[Whiting—
Boston......2

@ 1 15
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or perish for want of it.
It appears to me that the woman’s party copies

So

FISH.

in nursery rows, they appear the perfection of
comeliness, and the novice looks upon them as
they are at the time—not as they will be at some

entered
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old, I let him play in the brook one

phant would be for a hou se-pet.

are

‘Women in Politics.

ties, which ought never to have been

do. .
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:
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one, or more of these coarse-growing evergreens.
More beautiful or desirable trees do notexist
‘than the mammoth spruces and pines; but they
are as un suitable for small gardens as an ele-

day’s

is impossible to discover how. the threads
made as one. The shawl is without seam.

0

Refined

@. 12

had the still kind of croup, the first and last time
he ever had it.
In.spite of all I could do, he
grew constantly worse, until he could only gasp

has

person or the wrong measure; no more should
awoman be. But when the vote of women is

is generally the variety known as the black spined long prickly, a contrast to the sandy cucum-

destruction

a good

25

20

>

125a180
5 9 5

i deLaincs 3 } Way J araispes.. 1 . 8 8 a
Lowell sup.
su 8-ply .@ 1 @Glue............ 14 @.. 50

the neighbors immediately follow the example,
and
procure the same kind, without the least regard’
to size of garden or adaptation to the surroundings. There is scarcely a house-lag, either in the
the dense portfns of our cities or suburbs, that

colors in the pattern,

is considered

»

3 &.. 16 [French Yeilow.3) a.. 8}

one man plants a Norway spruce or Australian
pine in front of his Mouse, or-upon a lawn, all of

are

The cucumber is the favorite luxury of the
hope of glory, it is requisite and necessary to
working class; consumed with great gusto re| infer somewhat from such preliminary grace and
gardless of consequences,and chiefly eaten at tea
glory as have been displayed.
If the dawn is
or supper by them.
The cucumber found in the
darkness, why shall we suppose that at eveningmarketis generally obtained from plants forced
time’ it shall be light?—Gail Hawdilton in Indein a warm, damp atmosphere.
When the heat
| pendent.
of the day is greatest the plants are watered, and

generated

|.

Copying, or doing just what others have done, .
is a habit far too prevalent among our people,
If

to cast his vote because he casts it for the wrong

\

Cucumbers.

piece

@..

@..

29 §. .- 11}
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rainy day, and he took a severe.cold, and

Evérgreens

.work.
The weaving is very compact, and the
pieces are so handsomely joined together that it

recent com-

whether he is living. Had she been successfulshe would have died by his side rather than have
been separated from him again. The wound this

One little incident of the

“inch square

ly to the increased facilities for marketing: opened

mentions a sad

an ape or a monkey.” Such a fact may be gratifying to Mr. Darwin, but we hope will convey a
warning to those who are seeking to restore lost
charms.
-

ele-

which are workéd on the warp with small pins
(a sort of wooden needles). The right side is
the under one upon the frame, and is not seen by
the weaver until the pattern
is finished.
An

demand for strawberry

re

| g- 15 [CudeSpern- 1-209

16

| Print Clothe “0

said, “Do so again mother, do,” though he could
not speak when Ibegsn. You may be assured
that I did so again, and I' believe it saved his
life.~Laws of Life.

drawn out on paper, and the colored yhrns.
wound on small bobbins, which are held in the
hollow of the hands.
It requires as many yarns

in the web as there are

OIL,

”
COTTON.
Ordinary..... +10

thought of and applied Brigmson’s remedy for a
minute,
When 1 stopped, he looked up and’

in their peculiar richness and durability, The
finest wool is from the inner coat of the goat, and

are’ bursting out

by the new line of steamers from Lewes to New
York. Carrying fruit and truck, in less. time,
in better condition, and at rates fifty per cent.
lower than by rail, by this now well established
route will impart a fresh impulse to fruit grow"
ing on the Peninsula.
It shouldbe observed, furthermore, that the
whole of Southern Delaware is now more acees-

“degree that ¢‘ she seemed but little different from

tints, - The dyes used excel anything of the kind

warp is placed in small frames; the patterns

b..... 2i

[1

it from Professor Bronson, a physi-

years

warm,

principally
of rice flour, and when perfectly
white, carefully spun into threads, and dyed of
various colors, embracing all their shades and

is only used in the manufacture of the most

[0

St. Domingo...

Remedy for Croup.

heard

three

to

Cashmere, a distance of one month’s journey.
It is there bleached with a mixture composed

wind and frost. The
was favorable, causing
thus holding the young
plentiful crop is confiteo,

Java
¥

“Let a-hehlthy person fill his lungs with pure
air; then slowly breathe upon the patiént’s throat
and chest, commencihg at the point ef the chin,
and moving slowly down to the bottom of the

fe

The goat’s hair is long and silky, quite straight,

native

baskets are in readiness

0

Anthracite. .. +9 00 10 00 olive, ¥egal
COFFEE,
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ological lecturer, since deceased.

It is sent from Thibet

-

1881.

Cuba, Clayed:. 9 8. $
do, Sweet. .
do.>. Muscov dogs 3 df
orto Rico ...... 65 @.\ 65

windpipe, Repeat for a few minutes, and it will
used, These animils are natives of Thibet, and give relief in cases where all other; means fail.”
My ‘boy was alwiys subject tothe croup;
attempts to raise them elsewhere have been
failurés. For several centuries the people of came near dying with the rattling, noisy kind;
Indfa guarded the secret of making these famous | av about eleven menths old. I saved him with
shawls, and the Gov ernment forbade the sale of water, and ever after prevented a serious attack
by watchfulness and water. But when he was
them to foreigners.

and of a brown shade.

iia
A Yi

ng .

Modium dei... .9) og 11 parts Wiis: 31 a 3

who

Feachgssand Strawberries.

into redness, and

discriminate use of the decoction of boxwood
* for promoting the growth or changing the color of the hair.” A young womanin Lower Silesia, desirous of renewing the crop of chestnut
hair which she had lost through an attack of
fever; made use of the boxwood lotion, but having neglected to protect her neck and face from
it, they become covered with red hair to such a

eel
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or thethe week en
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it has any benefit:
©
A remedy for croup was given me by a sister Drills, Brown. 12 8: 13}
rown
nos
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. | gant and costly garments.
The process of weaving is exceedingly slow,
a
b
5
.
and quite novel in its execution.
A single shawl
is composed of many pieces; each one is woven
separately.
Their sizes vary; the smallest one
Prospects for fruitof all kinds in Delaware,
about an eighthof an inch, and the largest not
were never fairer than now. The peach orchards
a half square yard.
A shawl that would
presented a splendid array of blossoms.
No evil over
augury is to be gathered from the earliness of employ ten weavers five years to make has from
their bloom, since the storms clear up with geni- five hundred to two thousand pieces in it.. The

/

aloud demand that he should

Florence is to receive compensation
loss of the position of capital of Ttaly.

- countries

his home

es,

there
was
great popular disapprobation; M.
Abadie was charged with treacherous complicity
America af a rate- with the Versailles Government, and there was

of five cents per half ounce.

M. Thiers declines to
worth - $400,000, rebuilt
He saysit must remain
ment of the bad conduct
Seventeen decorations

love

plants to set, has “been greater than

tary clause to the postal treaty between America
and Germany, undler whieh letters henceforth

«will be forwarded to and from

learn to

same means,

The first shawls manufactured in’ India were
made of camel’s hair, but, for many years the
wool from thg
Cashmere goat has only béen

to

The current of air through the Mt. Cenis Tunnel, Under the Alps, sets steadily through from
the French to the Italian side, and never reversscientific journal

.

state, and be content to grow up with it to the
eminence which he and it may achieve.

abundant

| tioned as charmingly illustrative of the reasonahundred

him

A

_ India Cashmere, Shawls.

|

Get

of Avery D. Put-

nam.

One

will

our

Edmonia Lewis, whose blood is a mixture of
Indian and African, is one of the most promising
American sculptresses at Rome.
She performs
* Gov. Claflin, of Massachusetts, has appointed every part of her art without any assistance,
Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe and Mrs. Stevens, of even putting up her clay, which is a task of
Cambridge, to be Justices of the Peace for Suf great drudgery, and forming therefrom more
LS
- » folk County.
original designs than any of her sisters are equal
Governor Scott of South Carolina had a long to.
In the museum at Cassel, Germany, is a librainterview with President Graiit, in which he said
that there was no necessity for putting the State ry made from five hundred European trees.
under martial law, and that the good state of The back of each volume is formed of bark, and
feeling among the better classes of citizens was the sides, top and bottom of wood.
When
opened, the book is found to be a box, containenough to put down the Ku-Klux.
Foster has been sentenced to be hung on the ing the flower, seed, fruit and leaves of the tree,
either dried or imitated in wax.

of July for the

those who drive horses
would keep this fact in
view, and keep their temper out of view, they
would yever be guilty of the shameful act of
beating their team in a mud hole or on the hillside,

seek for knowledge to be expressed for his own
use and for the benefit of others.
And thus he

amount

The Senate has ratifiedthe treaty of Washington by a vote 50 to 12,all amendments being res
jected.

_ 14th

leads

The Markets. 2

above, or tied to the base of

imal starids in & natural position it will project

country

of Agriculture

views clearly and concisely, and

described

It does not matter which

easy to teach him to pull by the

along.

as

Horses balk or pull

Provide

to spend evenings than to loaf at the store, and
besides, it gives him practice in expressing - his

now laid is estimated at sixty thousand tons.

An English

It is currently reported in Washington that the
administration will no lomger favor Mr. Conkling at the expense of Governor Fenton.

Mrs. Lincoln

The growth of the use of steel

leading railways has been such that the

go

horns,

crosspiece may be fastened to the |

the horns, with a board or stake running down
a few inches beyond thenose. From.the lower
end of this another stake, about & foot long, may
be fastened at a right angle, so that.when the an-

easy matter to teacha horse ta\refusé to pull at
either the halter or traces, and it is equally as

familiar with your calling. ~Take him with you
to the Farmers’ Club, and indice him to write
something to be read there. -A better way this

is to be accepted in Ken- |-example ofthe baneful effects produced by the in-

testimony is colored, and

how

from you. member of the Legislature, and learn
thus the views and experience of those most

which leaves the Government manufactory.

The president has appointed a board to retire
—disabled army officers. General Meade is chair-man, and the board will meet on May 29, at Phil-

it as you

State Board

such
want
light
soon

A

toward the front. ‘When he lowers his head to
hook the fende, this projection will interfere with
improperly trained, as when hitched by the halt- | -his design. A board in front of the eyes will
er; and they will pull back as faithfully by the | sometimes effect the same purpose. —Am. Ag. °
halter, if trained to do so, as they pull forward
when hitched by the traces to a wagon. It is an

telligent boy wants something more and better.
Get him some good agricultural book to study.
Read it with him, and give him the benefit of

of Ohio, and probably eighty aspirants who are.
An uncut diamond, from Africa, weighing nine
not prominent, and. who have no chance of ever carats, ahd valued at $3,000, is on exhibition in
becoming so.
/
:
Boston. , It is octahedron in shape, like two
One of the New Haven fraudulent voters has pyramids united at their bases, and attracts much
been sentenced to a years Iaprisomment and. attention from geologists and lapidaries.
$100 fine.
There are published in London 364 monthly,
The following is the official s‘atement of ‘the FOquteny. 10s. weekly and other periodicals,
transactions of varioussocieties, makreceipts and expenditures of ‘the French fair in besides 41
Boston up to this date: Gross receipts, $90,126 ing a total of 769 periodical publications.
22; expenditures, $16,756 81; leaving the net reGenerals Moltke, Goeben, Werder and Franceipts, $73,370 41. The money is now at interest, sechi will receive grants of 8,000,000 and 5,000,000
and. will not be distributed until the return of thalers each, in recognition of their services to
Mr. Dwight, and careful consideration shall de» their country.
termine the-best method of using it for the relief
The inventor of the Bavarian sisi
res
of suffering.
It is intended that, as\far as possi- ceived $4000 for the invention, and gets in addi"ble,it shall be applied for the relief of women and tion'a royalty of $120, on every mittrailleuse

and children.

our

his horns,

end of the horse you fasten the weight to. They
will balk readily’ when hitched by the traces; if

a

culture rather than politics; speak more of the’
importance of large crops, of good stock, of liberal feeding, and of the advantages of making
animals. comfortable, rather than ‘of+the hard
times, low prices and high wages.
Above all,
encourage the boys to read good, agricultural
books.
Papers are all well enough, but an in-

Massachusetts,

for a period of four years, there was a total of
1022 divorces to 44,372 marriages, a ratio of one

i

vention'vf Young Men’s Christian Associations,

just as they are taught.

encourage them to do still better.
Let them
dress up for the evening, instead of sitting down

room.

soon learn to pull back with’
bridle will hold him. * If you
well in the traces, give ‘him a
learns to. move it, and he will

pull’his best at heavy loads.

on the degenerate character of the young mien of
the present age; praise them when you can, and
in their dirty clothes in a dingy

with coCTinE he can easily break,

| and he wil
tonee that no
him to pall
Joad until he

‘homes can be as brilliantly and as cheaply lightIn the past seven years there have been 730 ed as the gas-lit houses in the city, Encourage
divorces and 15,710 marriages in° Vermont,
a the neighbors to drop in evenings.
Talk agri-

-

2
to remove him by Thursday.
A ‘coal mine at Pittston, Pennsylyania,

them

31, 1871,
BAS

hitch him

you lived when a boy ; but do not harp too much

‘open is
is 2110,

small attendarice, and in no_very amiabl¢ mood. || tals, 4741 feet,
é
' Five treaties were Jeft uracted upon
Messrs
Mr. Short, a Kentucky farmer, has a beard 41
White and Ramsdell were released a few minutes d
{ inches long, most of which he tucks intd his vest
Their cases have been certified to |
afterward.
or bosom.
It has been growing thirteen years.

| Vice-President Colfax is decidedly better.

give

history of your life, and what you did and

sine die, With || making.the whole length of thnnel, between por-

the grand jury.

MAY

———
Induce them to de an foteest in the farm, |in
the implements, in the stock; tell them all your

they had |

resolition, providing for their re

agreed

|

To Make the Boys: Farner

The railways of the world are estimated at
already expressed, that they could not, .properly | 120,000 miles, costing ten billions of dollars, and
be held, and Mr. Conkling defended the power | givi ing employment to over one million of pers
of the Senate to imprison.
After further debate sons.
y

lease,

ree ———

Rural amy Tomes;

Paragraphs,

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

and Sherman reiterated the opinions
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